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Introduction
By introducing the concept of an electronic "bandstructure" for an ideal crystalline solid in
the late 1920's Bloch [24] presented a revolution in the world of physics, hitherto dominated
by research on atoms. In atoms, the energies of bound electrons are discrete and predefined within the limit of Heisenberg uncertainty relation. In solids, the electron energy is
a multivalued function of the momentum resulting in energy bands, continuous densities of
states, and gaps. The wavefunctions become completely delocalised in a real space. Central
assumptions of the Bloch's theory are based on an infinite extension of the regular array
of lattice points in all three dimensions of space. Soon after this theoretical contribution,
band phenomena were detected in bulk crystal materials with finite dimensions. The experimental picture followed the predictions of Bloch's theory, even for the structures with a
few micrometers in size, as they were still very large compared to next-neighbor distances.
The next era in applications of quantum mechanics had come in the 1950s. At that
time it became possible to fabricate the ultra-thin layer materials, sufficient to observe the
quantization effects in one dimension and having the solid-like behavior in other two. The
main object for the research was thin films of semi-metals (e.g. Be) on silicate substrates
obtained by vacuum deposition or so-called quantum wells [60]. For these films, not only the
presence of the quantization effects was directly shown, but also the dependency between
the size of the fundamental bandgap and the film thickness was deduced. Such pioneering
experiments encouraged the creation of a new branch of experimental and theoretical science, concentrated on material modeling, where methods and tools of applied mathematic
plays a key role. The rigorous mathematical models together with an increased experimental progress in this field, have made a major contribution into the development of the
integrated circuits technology [59]. This branch is recognized now as a basic element for
any electronic device, from consumer electronics to extra sharp physical instrumentation.
At that time several important theoretical discoveries were made, during attempts to
extend the Bloch's theory beyond its application to bulk materials only. Thus, in 1962,
author of [89] studied the motion of electrons in a crystal with a superimposed periodic
potential having the period much larger than the lattice constant. He came up with the
prediction of minizones with the negative differential resistance. This phenomenon was later
named as a resonant tunneling effect [81],[163].
Truly fascinating results came from the optical applications of quantum wells and their
closely packed arrays (superlatices). In 1971 scientists [87] theoretically considered the
possibility of creating a unipolar long-wavelength laser using radiative transitions between
electron size quantization subbands in superlatices. Such devices were finally constructed in
1994 [37]. Along with that, the scientists directly observed how the step like behavior of the
absorbtion spectrum related to the two dimensional character of density of states in GaAs
quantum wells. This fact marked the beginning of a new period in the quantum science,
where a complete reduction of two remaining macro-dimensions of a quantum well to atomic
values leads to the structures with equally small sizes in all three dimensions. Ever since,
such three dimensional nanostructures, with size on order of the de Broglie wavelength,
came to known as quantum dots (QD's). Their size causes the carrier localization in all
vn

dimensions and induces the complete breakdown of classical continuous dispersion of energy
into the set of discrete levels. Along with that, a profound size-dependant change of all other
physical properties occurs, as compared to the macroscopic case.
The study of single quantum dots and their arrays presents a new frontier in theoretical
and mathematical physics. This field of quantum theory is rich in the important multidisciplinary applications, such as medical (bioimaging, drug delivery), hi-tech engineering
(nano-machines, revolutionary phase-changing materials, nanosize integrated circuits), environmental sciences (selective absorbtion membranes). At the same time, many applications
of QD's have arisen as a further evolution of earlier developments in quantum wells. Some
of the most successful among them are the applications in electronic, optoelectronic and
photogalvanic areas. Here, the main theoretical discoveries had been done by 60's when the
successful modeling of quantum wells were performed [19] using a combination of a solid
state physics methodology and quantum mechanical approach [111], [55], [22]. In spite of
the fact that the developed model is valid for three dimensional nanostructures as well,
there are still many unanswered questions in its application to the modeling of QD's. The
mathematical model for the one dimensional problem was initially formulated [111], [55],
[22] in terms of the Fourier transform of the original Schrodinger equation, making use of
the k • p term [177] leading to what is now known as the k • p model. In this form it satisfied
the needs of the theoretical and experimental physics, at that time. Furthermore, since the
experimental area was focused on the applications of quantum wells there was no need to
challenge the mathematical aspect of this k • p model in more than one dimension. The
main problem connected with an extension beyond the one dimensional case is due to the
increased complexity of the model resulting from the symmetry properties of the crystalline
solid.
The practical side of this issue is closely connected with the experimental measurements
of the main electronic properties for different materials. In accordance to the theory, these
properties are spatially anisotropic, geometry dependant and mutually influence each other.
The variety of inimitable measurement techniques sometimes leads to situations, where the
values of these main electronic properties fluctuate as high as 50% from one measurement
technique to another one (e.g., see the comparison for Si [142] and Ge [38]). While for
some materials, in addition, the measured properties are susceptible to arbitrarily gentle
perturbation of a certain external force, such as a magnetic field. Thus, the measurement
problem has not been settled yet despite the joint scientific efforts and technological leap
in this area over the last two decades.
Finally, when it comes to a fabrication of QD's the ultra small size problem, as predicted
theoretically, emerges. The typical QD is composed from 102 atoms (for stand-alone dots)
to 105 atoms (for dots in array) [30]. For such tiny structures there are striking differences
in their physical characteristics which occur simply because of the small number of atoms.
Even in thermal equilibrium, there is a root-mean-square volume change d V/V, which, for
a dot of about 100 atoms at room temperature, is around 1% (i.e. about one atomic layer)
[30]. All it transforms to the size and geometry deviations during the fabrication procedure
results in a serious obstacle for the industrial applications.
Only recently it became possible to simultaneously grow many QD's with mostly uni-
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form predescribed geometry(on average) using a self-organized (also referred to as selfassembled) Stranski-Krastanow growing technique [153]. This kind of growth is based on
the strain induced QD structure deposition on the subtract, corrected afterwards by the
strain relaxation of QD interface to the surrounding matrix and possible size enlargement.
As a result, such highly strained QD's are packed into the structure formed by substrate
material. In this case QD and the surrounding substrate form a nano-size two-component
compound, which is conventionally called a QD heterostructure. All crucial electronic
properties of QD become interdependent with properties of the substrate, and due to the
grow technique will depend on the intrinsic strain or strain assisted effects. Therefore they
must be considered as coupled [104], [119], [135].
Different approaches have been developed to study the electronic properties of QD's
heterostructures in the coupled form described above. They varies from continuum approaches, based on the extension one dimensional k • p model mentioned before, such as
effective mass [73], [73] and k - p [22], [12], [135] approximations to atomistic models, e.g.
pseudopotential [170], [171] and tight-binding [151], [152] approaches.
In atomistic models, precise for arbitrarily small systems, the computational effort
grows with the number of atoms in the QD heterostructure. The continuous models, derived
via averaging procedures, are free of that computational burden. Their accuracy, however,
decreases when the QD characteristic dimensions reach the length scale of the atomic bonds.
On the other hand, the accuracy of continuum models are not susceptible to a maximum
size of the structure.
In the scope of this work we will analyze one of such continuous-type models, namely,
the k • p approach to bandstructure modeling. This model stems from the same classical
works [111], [55], but instead of Schrodinger equations in the Fourier space it considers a
Schrodinger equation in the differential form. This alternative point of view allows to incorporate crucial non symmetric effect in to the resulting approximation, such as arbitrarily
external fields including strain and strain-induced effects. In addition this approach was
further generalized from bulk material to the QD heterostructure case [34], [36], and named
subsequently as an envelope function approximation.
Our goals are the following: Firstly we intend to justify the mathematical aspects of the
k • p approach for certain, application important, bulk materials, where it coincides with
more general envelope function approximation. Then we will show how to extend the k • p
model to the envelope function approximation in realistic QD heterostructure and preserve
all important physical and mathematical properties of the former model in bulk. Secondly
we will propose an effective technique for the realistic modeling of QD's using finite element
method (FEM). The composition of the industrial standard FEM meshing software and
effective parallel linear eigenvalue solvers offers a flexible and rather general computational
approach, which can be extended to the modeling of arrays of QD's, superlatices, etc.
To achieve these goals we will employ the modern partial differential equations (PDE)
technique to examine the models received as a result of k • p approach. A consecutive mathematical insight into that subject requires us to use an apparatus of quantum mechanics
and the theory of solids, briefly summarized in the first chapter. Equipped with the full
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theoretical power of general mathematical apparatus of quantum mechanics we will proceed
to the next chapter, where all main theoretical aspects are stated.
In Chapter 2, first we present the main concepts of k • p approach and illustrate its
application to derive a 2-band model. After that we state the basic principles of perturbation theory needed to derive realistic multiband models. In the following subsections we
consider three most common of them, based on Kane [84], Luttinger-Kohn[110] and BirPikus [22] Hamiltonians. For these models we further analyze the principal properties of
Hamiltonians, based on the real values of material parameters, and associated PDE's. It
turns out that most of them don't satisfy the crucial ellipticity conditions, which leads to
the nonphysical solutions, encountered in the applications over the last two decades [67],
[166], [103]. These, new results, guide us to the last section, where we present a mathematically rigorous way to modify the above mentioned models and reestablish their ellipticity,
material-wise. These modifications remain completely within the framework of the k • p
approximation and therefore preserve physically important symmetry properties.
Chapter 3 serves two purposes. It presents an extension for one of the bandstructure
models [84], [110], [22], described before, to include the piezoelastic effects. The resulting
coupled models, along with the realistic QD geometries, reflect the contemporary level of
physical applications. Following this, we present the numerical evidence that demonstrates
the effectiveness of the previously stated ellipticity conditions and the modification technique using as an example pyramidal QD heterostructures. The computational scheme used
for simulations presented in this chapter, is discussed in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 4, we will describe computational difficulties of multiscale simulations for
QD's caused by limitations of the finite element software package (COMSOL) we used. Then
we will show the ways how to overcome these limitations by applying a parallel eigenvalue
solvers package known as SLEPc. The combination of these two software packages provides
a basis for the developed parallel software framework. The details of its implementation
and the simulation algorithm itself are discussed in the rest part of this chapter.
Chapter 5 of the thesis is devoted to the inverse problem of bandstructure modeling
in the bulk case. Here we will give a description of an inverse problem for the multiband
Hamiltonian operators [26], [27] and review the theoretical aspects and limitations of the
existing solution technique based on the Marchenko integral equation [6]. Then we will
present a robust numerical method for the solution of this basic equation as well as an
example of the inversion procedure together with the a posteriori error analysis. Conclusions
and the future directions are given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 1
Foundations of mathematical models in
q u a n t u m mechanics

This chapter provides necessary preliminaries to the concepts and tools used in the main
parts of the thesis. In order to describe the subject with the sufficient level of mathematical
formalism, these preliminaries include also the basic constructions of quantum mechanics
and its mathematical apparatus [54]. Within the text, the theory will be accompanied by
several illustrative examples. Throughout the first section we are using [160] as a guidance.
After that, in section 1.2, we will present some facts from the solid state physics important
for the modeling of QD's [91], [177].
Other necessary facts related to the analysis in Hilbert spaces as well as some general
knowledge of functional analysis and linear operator theory can be found in [160], [100],
[141].

1.1

The formal mathematical approach to quantum mechanics

In quantum mechanics, a state of the arbitrary abstract system (system) is described by a
complex-valued function (the wave function)
*("**, t),

C^,i)GVxR,

where r corresponds to a space configuration (position) of the system, t corresponds to
time and V is a linear vector space, typically R n . The quantity \$>{ r,t)\2
1

is interpreted

as the probability density of the system at the time t. This fact implies that ^ must be
normalized according to
[\V(!>,t)\2<n>

= l,

tel.

(1.1)

v
The position r of the system is a quantity which can be observed (i.e., measured) and is
hence called observable. Due to the probabilistic interpretation, it is also a random variable
whose expectation is given by
[\!>*{!>,t)\2dl>.

J5*(x)=
v

Since it is not possible to measure r exactly, one will be able to check whether value of
r is within some set (associated with the accuracy of measuring device), i.e.

r G Q.

The corresponding observable, then, is the characteristic function x n ( ^ ) of this set. For
example, the number determined by

E*(xn) = Jxn(-?)\V(-?,t)\2d!>

=

J|v&(^)|W,

represents the probability to find the particle inside the region of space Q C R 3 .
The important consequence of the probabilistic representation is that in contrast to the
classical mechanics, the state of the system is not a single point or vector.
Mathematically, the probability density of the system is associated with the inner product (-, •) in the Hilbert space H of the states of the quantum system (state space). Then,
similarly to (1.1), the norm || • || of this Hilbert space, for any ty G H should be equal to
unity, ||*|| = 1.
In this abstract notion, an observable a corresponds to a linear operator A acting in H.
The expectation of this observable for the system in the state \£, can be generally defined
by
E9{A) = (*, AV) = {AV, * ) .

2

(1.2)

If the operator A that satisfy the second part of the equality (1.2) it is called symmetric.
The symmetry of A is connected with the requirement for Ey(A) to be real and will be
rigorously defined by the axioms formulated latter in this section.
From a physical point of view, (1.2) should make sense for any ^ e 7i. However, this
cause rather strong mathematical restrictions on the operator A. Even in the simplest
case, from (1.1) it is easy to find the state \I/( r ) for which r \I/( r ) is no longer square
integrable. The deeper reason behind this nuance is that Ey(r)

can be arbitrarily large

(for the unbounded domain) and the operator A, in this case, will be unbounded. Such
operators, according to the Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem [160, p. 67] will not be symmetric
on the entire Hilbert space.
Hence, A will only be defined on the domain of A, D(A) C H. D(A) ought to be a
dense subset of "H, or otherwise the Ey( r ) from (1.2) will be undefined (the quantities
(^, Aty, and {Aty, <]>) will not be equal or even exist in %).
If the considered quantum mechanical system is time dependent, the modern mathematical approach describes it as follows. Given an initial state Vl/(0) of the system, there
should be a unique ty(t) representing the state of the system at time tGM. This proposition
is called the state conservation property.
In other words, there exist a transformation U(t), such that
*(t) = U(t)V(0).

(1-3)

Moreover, it follows from physical experiments that superposition of states holds, that is,
17(«)(ai*i(0) + a 2 *2(0)) = a\^i{t)

+ «2*200, where | a i | 2 + |a 2 | 2 = 1- Hence U(t) is a

linear operator. In addition, since ^(t) is a state (i.e., ||^(i)|| = 1), we have

\\um\\ = n*ii,

(i.4)

then, the operator U(t) is called unitary. Since we have assumed uniqueness of correspon-
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dence between ^(0) and <£(£) in (1.3), we have
£/(0) = I,

U(t + s) = U(t)U(s).

(1.5)

A family of unitary operators U(t) having the property (1.5) is called a one-parameter
unitary group. It is natural to assume that this group is strongly continuous for any fixed
time to:

lim u(t)v = t/(t0)*, * en.
t-*t0

It allows us to define the infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter group U(t), by
# # = lim-([/(£)*-^),

D{H) = {m

en

Jim j(U(t)$

- <b) exists } .

(1.6)

This operator, by the analogy with classical mechanics, is called a Hamiltonian. In
this thesis such operators will be central subject of our studies. If the initial state of the
system is admissible (^(0) £ D(H)), then at any time t, the state ^(t) is a solution of the
Schrodinger equation
-ih—

+ HV = 0.

(1.7)

Furthermore, the operator H itself is an observable quantity, which corresponds to the
energy of the system
HV(x) = EV(x),

(1.8)

from now onward we denote the solutions of (1.8) by Ei for eigenenergies of the system,
and ^j for the corresponding eigenstates.
All mentioned above can be summarized, into the following axioms of quantum mechanics [160, p. 57].

Axiom 1 The configuration space of a quantum system is a complex separable Hilbert space
T-L and the possible states of this system are represented by the elements *(£) e Ti with
11*11 = 1.

4

Axiom 2 Each observable "a" corresponds to a linear operator A defined maximally on
a dense subset D(A).

Moreover, the operator corresponding to a polynomial Pn(a) —

n

^2ajaj,

n

OLJ G R, is Pn(A)

= J2aiAJ'

j=Q

D p

( n(A))

=

D An

( )

= {* e D(A)\AV G

j=Q

D(An-l)}(A°

= 1).

Axiom 3 The expectation value for a measurement of a, when the system is in the state
\I/ G D(A), is given by (1.2), which must be real for all \& € D(A).

Axiom 4 The time evolution is given by a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group
U(t). The generator of this group corresponds to the energy of the system.

These axioms form a mathematical basis for the quantum theory, and define the properties of observable operators, which will be used in Chapters 2 - 3 . As we have mentioned
before the observable operator A should be defined on a dense subset of the state space fi
or simply densely defined in rl.
Def 1 A densely defined linear operator A is called symmetric (or Hermitian) if
($, A*) = (A$, * ) ,

* , $ G D(A).

(1.9)

When operator A satisfies (1.9), and both ($, AV), (A$f, *) G H exist, the observable
expectation E$(A) will be a real number. This consequence of Axiom 3 already narrows
the class of admissible operators to the class of symmetric operators.
By Axiom 2, A should be defined maximally. It means, that any other symmetric
operator A, such that A C A, should coincide with A. Here we write A C A if D(A) C D(A)
and A*l> — A^ for all ^ G D(A). The operator A is called an extension of A in this case.
In addition, we write A = A if both A C A and A C. A hold.

Def 2 The adjoint operator A* of a densely defined linear operator A, is defined by
D(A*) = {* G H\ 3 § G U : <*, A$) = (*, $),
5

V$ G £>(A)},

4 * * = tf.

The requirement that D(A) is dense implies that A* is well-defined. However, it is not true
in general. In fact D(A*) might contain no vectors other than 0.

Def 3 If A* = A and D(A*) = D(A), the operator A is called self-adjoint.
Using these definitions together with some additional properties of symmetric and selfadjoint operators it is possible to prove [160, p. 70]:
Theorem 1 Any observable correspond to a self-adjoint operator.
The self-adjointness is also of prime importance for the dynamical case [74, p. 14]:

Theorem 2 The evolution of the system described by equation (1.7) with \&(0) € D(H)
satisfies the probability current conservation property (1.1), if and only if H is a symmetric
operator.

To illustrate the application of the general axiomatic approach, summarized above, let
us consider one instructive example [160, p.61]
Example 1 (i) Assume that the operator AQ is defined on % = L2(0, 2n), with help of the
formula
A0f

= -*£/,

D(A0)

= {/ € CMO^TTII/CO) = /(2TT) = 0}.

The symmetry property of AQ can be justified via a simple integration by parts. Note that the
boundary conditions /(0) = f{2n) — 0 are chosen such that the boundary terms occurring
from integration by parts vanish.
If g € D(AQ),

we must have
J g{xY(-if'(X))dx

=

0

Jg(xYf(x)dx
0
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for some g E L2(0,2n).

Here g* means the complex conjugation of g{x), we will follow this

convention in the rest of thesis. Integration by parts shows
2TT

/

x

Jf'{x)

{g(x)-ifg(t)dt\

0

V

0

\

*

dx = 0.
/

This formula holds for g E C[0, 2n]. Since the set of continuous functions is dense, the
general case g E L2(0,2ir) follows by approximating g with continuous functions and taking
limits on both sides using the uniform convergence. After some technical manipulations we
can further prove that
^ 5 / = " * £ / . D(A*0) =

Hl(0,2n),

where if 1 (0, 2n) is a Sobolev space [160]. In particular, AQ is symmetric but not self-adjoint
which posses a self-adjoint extension, (ii) Now let us take
Af = -i-^f,

D(A) = {/ E CMO, 2TT] | /(0) = /(2TT)},

which is clearly an extension of AQ . Thus A* C AQ and we compute
0 = (g,Af) - (A*g,f) = if(0)(g(OY - g(2n)*).
Since this must hold for all f E D(A), we conclude g(0) = g(2ir) and
A*f = -i-±.f,

D{A*) = {/ E H\0,2n)

| /(O) = /(2rr)}.

Then, extending A by A — A*, the operator A becomes self-adjoint.

One might suspect that there is no big difference between the two symmetric operators
AQ and A from the example, since they coincide on a dense set of vectors. However, it
is not true. For example, the first operator AQ has no eigenvectors at all (i.e., solutions
of the equation ^4o^ = z&, z E C ) whereas the second one has an orthonormal basis of
eigenvectors.
This example clearly illustrates the importance of boundary conditions in the definition
of the differential operator, as well as the usual way to prove the symmetry of this operator.

For more general multi-dimensional differential operators this proof uses the generalization
of Gauss-Green's formula to transform the space integral and the boundary conditions are
also involved in the derivation.
As a conclusion of this section we present, as a special case of (1.7), the equation which
describes the dynamics of a charged particle (or the system of particles) in the potential
field. The equation (1.10) presents the starting point for k • p models described in Chapter
2. We have

8$
h2
-ih—-—AV
at
2m

+ Vy = 0

(1.10)

where V is the potential of the field, m is a mass of the particle, A is the Laplace operator in
the state space. As an example of such particles one can consider usual electron or its dual
analogue - hole (the imaginary particle with the opposite charge). Equation (1.10) is called
the Schrodinger's time-dependent (wave) equation. From the mathematical point of view,
this equation fits the general mathematical framework described above, it is a realization of
(1.7) (the question about self-adjointness of proposed operator H will be answered in Section
2.1). For a stationary case the observable quantity of energy will satisfy the eigenvalue
problem (1.8)
h2
--—A^(x)
2m

+ V{x)^(x)

= E^(x)

(1.11)

where, as before, E is the energy of the system. To complete the formulation of mathematical models based on (1.10), (1.11) they need to be accompanied by the appropriate boundary
(and initial in case of (1.10)) conditions, like, for instance, in example 1. Since the Laplacian
is an elliptic operator and therefore semi-bounded, the proper boundary conditions for the
finite (bounded) domain Vt guarantee that the spectrum of (1.11) will be discrete set of real
numbers En. From a physical point of view the discreteness of the spectrum means that
the system can only have some discrete values of energy. That is totaly different from the
corresponding result for classical mechanics where an energy of the system is a continuous
function.
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1.2

Bonding of atoms, symmetry in semiconductor heterostructures

The mathematical beauty of the theoretical foundations from the previous section comes
along with the complications connected with the practical application of (1.7) to the modeling of the quantum phenomena in real systems. The nature of the difficulties follows from
the fact that any realistic system, even with the nano-scale sizes, may have a considerable
number of particles ( m 1023 atoms/ cm3 ) (recall from the introduction that QD with relative
small number of atoms is wrapped in surrounding substrate which can even have macro-size
dimensions). Thus, the associated Schrodinger equation (1.7) would be too cumbersome to
solve even with modern numerical+software technologies. The last task, however, can be
somewhat simplified in the situations when the considered system has some symmetries.
It is the case for most of the metals and many metallic compounds. On the other hand
the system (or material) needs to have some amount of free or nearly free particles (usually electrons). It is an intrinsic property of interesting and appealing practically, group of
materials - semiconductors.
For example, such semiconductors as Si and Ge have the crystal structure similar to
that of diamond and a-tin (see Figure a) 1.2). Their crystals (Bravias lattice) are created
by the periodic arrangement of one elementary groups of atoms (unit cells), where each
atom is surrounded by four nearest neighboring atoms, forming a tetrahedron.
Apart from the body-centered structure, typical for the
materials comprised from the atoms of single element (monomaterials), there exists a similar diamond-like structure formed
by two elements (bi-compound), like those for AlAs, GaAs, etc.
(see Figure b) 1.2). In the literature, both of them are united by

a'

the name Zinc-Blende (ZB) structures [177, 42, 22].
Bi-compound materials doped by the admixture with het-
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Figure 1.3:
primitive axes

Crystal

b)
Figure 1.2: Body centered a), face centered b) Zinc-Blende (ZB) and c) Wurtzite (WZ)
crystal structures
eropolar binding give rise to the uniaxial crystals with the hexagonal unit cell or Wurtzite (WZ) crystal structures (see c) Figure 1.2).
Due to the periodic arrangement of atoms-, the crystal structure is invariant under
translations by lattice vectors, which form the translation group,

Rn = niai + n202 + 71303,

(1.12)

where n* G N, and vectors of are vectors defined in the basis {"a*, b , ~~£} (c. f. Figure 1.2).
It is also invariant under rotations, reflections, and, in some cases, under inversion (point
group) [96, 114]. The crystal lattice parameters for three mentioned crystal structures are
the following:
1. cubic (ZB) a = b = c, a = f3 = 7 = 90°, here we are using the convention a — \ a |,
b =\b\,

c—

\c\

• body-centered cubic (bcc ): the three primitive translations point to three of the
body-centers around an edge of the elementary cube:
ot = a / 2 ( - l , l , l ) ,

5^ = 0 / 2 ( 1 , - 1 , 1 ) ,

at = o / 2 ( l , l , - 1 )

• face-centered cubic (fee ): the three primitive translations point to three of the
10

face-centers nearest to an edge of the elementary cube:
at = o/2(0,l,l),
2. hexagonal (WZ) a = b^c,

at = o / 2 ( l , 0 , l ) ,

at = a/2(l, 1,0)

a = 0 = 90° and 7 = 120°: two of the primitive

translations have the same length and include an angle of 120°, the third one is
orthogonal to them:
at = a(l/2, - 1 / 2 , 0 ) ,

at = a(l/2,1/2,0),

at = '(0,0, c).

Observe that the ZB crystals have one independent structural parameter - lattice constant
a and the WZ has two different lattice constants a, c.
Any crystal structure in three dimensions belongs to one of the 32 possible point groups
or crystal classes [113], [96]. Elements of the translation group and of the point group can
be combined to form symmetry operations of the space group. Two notations are in use for
the space groups and point groups: the Schoenflies and the International (full and short)
notations [97], [114].
The symmetries in the crystals or equivalently space group associated with those symmetries, define the electronic properties of the material. To study these properties the
Brillouin zone is usually used [92].
It is the smallest entire volume in the momentum space (kx, ky,kz)

defined by the nonequiv-

alent points of reciprocal lattice:

Gn = mi 61 +m2b2

+m363,

(1-13)

with the integers nn, and the primitive reciprocal lattice vectors:
7+

o

Oj xal
Oi • (02 X 03)

where i,j,k

are cyclic permutation of {1,2,3}. The form of the Brillouin zone for three

different types of the crystal is illustrated by Figure 1.2. Capital Greek letters indicate the
11

Figure 1.4: Brillouin zones: a) body centered, b) face centered Zinc-Blende (ZB); c)
Wurtzite(WZ) crystal structures
high symmetry points inside the zone. Point T here is of particular importance, at this point
all components of the wavevector k is 0. It is well known [92], [22] that the dominating
part of particle interactions takes place in the vicinity of this point.
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Chapter 2
Generalized envelope function
approximation in b a n d s t r u c t u r e modeling

In this chapter all main theoretical constructions are presented. We start with the description of the mathematical model for the charge carriers in a crystal media, considered in
the next section. In that we concentrate our attention on the crystals with the ZB or WZ
symmetry explained in Section 1.2. Several consecutive statistical approximation reduce
the multiparticle model to a single Schrodinger equation (1.11), with a periodic potential.
Using this equation as a base we will derive in Section 2.3.3 -2.3.4 three envelope function
approximations, targeted to describe few first eigenstates of a model for a bulk material.
In a bulk crystal considered here these approximations coincide with the well know k • p
approximations [111], [84], [22]. After that we examine the properties of these approximations and compare them with the properties of initial Schrodinger equation stated in
Section 2.1, at the same time we also check the requirements induced by axioms of quantum
mechanics (c.f. Section 1.1). This analysis unveils a new fact about the considered k - p
approximations: the lack of ellipticity for the resulting HK, HLK,

HBP

Hamiltonians in

many physically significant semiconductor materials (see.. Section 2.4 for details). In this
widely used form the Hamiltonians are inadmissable as the approximation to the initial
equation (1.11), moreover they can not be associated with any observables at all (see the
discussion in Section 2.4, p. 58). In Section 2.5 we propose a new mathematically consistent approach how to adjust the model and reestablish ellipticity as well as its consequence
self-adjointness for Hamiltonians HK, HLK,

HBP.
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The adjusted models satisfy all axioms

of quantum mechanics regarding observable operators, and as a consequence of Theorem 2
they preserve the probability current.

2.1 Mathematical models for charge carriers in a bulk crystal
media
Our attention will be primarily devoted to the quantum-mechanical models for the charge
carriers in the materials with microscopic symmetry (ZB or WZ described in Section 1.2).
All those models arise from the principal one - stationary eigenvalues problem for the
Schrodinger equation (1.11) which describes the possible observable quantities and corresponding energies for the system of charge carriers (c.f. see Section 1.1). We will be dealing
with two possibilities: electron observable states corresponding to the solutions of equation
(1.11), and holes' observable states are the solutions to the eigenvalue problem with the
reversed signs in front of the Laplacian in (1.11). It is a result of the duality relations
between electrons and holes.

2.1.1 The properties of the Schrodinger operator
The formal mathematical approach to the quantum mechanical modeling based on the four
axioms (see Chapter 1.1), states that any observable quantity have a self-adjoint operator
associated with it (c.f. Theorem 1). According to the same set of axioms an observable
operator associated with the energy play a dominant role in the description of the system's
state at any given time (1.7). By the analogy with the classical mechanics this operator is
called the Hamiltonian of the system.
The specific realization of the Hamiltonian for the system of charge carriers in the
potential field is defined by equation (1.11). For a simplified version of this system (with
V — 0) the Hamiltonian has a form of the Laplace operator. To use equation (1.11) as a
base for the k • p approximation (derived in Section 2.3), first of all, we must check whether
the properties of the Laplacian allow us to associate it with some observable (see Theorem
I)14

It happens only if the Laplacian is the self-adjoint operator in its domain. Alternatively
we can prove the symmetry of this operator and then describe its admissible self-adjoint
extension. In the multidimensional case even this is not so trivial as in the 1-D case described in the Example 1. In this section we check the symmetry and self-adjointness for
the Laplacian in the domain described by the specific choice of the boundary conditions.
We further review some well know mathematical facts about the Laplace operator defined
in such a way, in particular, its type as a partial differential operator(PDO) and the characteristics of its eigenvalues. These additional facts will be used in the main part of the work
(c.f., see Sections 2.4, 2.5).
We start with the rigorous definition of the classical boundary value problem (BVP)
associated with (1.11). Let us consider the problem
H0^ =

h2
2mA

+

V

tf = 0,

(2.1)

in the domain Q together with the Dirichlet boundary conditions (BC)
*(x) = 0,

for x 6 dn,

(2.2)

here dClis the boundary of the geometry region fi. This choice of the boundary conditions
is typical in quantum mechanics. Physically it can be justified when one assumes that the
size of the region Q, is large enough and the probability of detecting the particle at the
boundary is negligibly small (see, also, the discussion about the applicability of (2.2) for
QD in Section 3.3).
To study the properties of the solutions to (2.1) - (2.2) we need to define the domain
D(HQ) of Ho, partly defined by BC (2.2). It was mentioned that from a mathematical point
of view this step is extremely important, because the self-adjointness of HQ directly relies
on the choice of boundary conditions.
Let us set V = 0, then, as we said, HQ is reduced to the Laplace operator —A (we omit
the bounded constant in front, without loss of generality).
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The simplest candidacy for the domain D(—A) is a space of continuous differentiate
functions C°°(Q) or more precisely its closure —A m j n in the norm || • H2 of L2(f2) [56]. The
closure operation is legal due to the dense inclusion C°°(f2) C L2(fJ). The closure —ATOjn
is symmetric (to prove it one must use the BC (2.2), and the fact that the Laplacian is an
elliptic operator) and bounded from the below differential operator on L2(Q) [56], [72, p.
58].
To make the operator —A self-adjoint one may follow the Friedrichs procedure [52], that
is to take a closure of —A in the norm of %o(f2), that is a Sobolev space of distributions
with the support in $7 (c.f.

[100]). The same self-adjoint realization in the variational

reformulation can be achieved by the Lax-Miligram lemma [72].

Theorem 3 The Friedrichs extension —A of —A from C°°(Q,) is a self-adjoint realization
of —A. Its lower bound m(T) equals to m(—A) > 0. The —A is a variational operator
determined from the triplet (77, V, s) with 77 — L2(Cl), V — %, s(u, v) = 5Zfc=i(^fc u, dk v).
Operator —A is unique lower bounded self-adjoint realization of—A with a domain contained
in T-L\(p). The domain equals to
D(-A)
where —Amax

=

D(-Amax)r\rll{n),

is a weak (variational) definition of —A in L 2 (fi).

Now we know that the self-adjoint realization of the Laplacian exists, although only in the
generalized or variational sense. Departing from that we can characterize the functional
classes for the potential V to preserve the self-adjointness for 77o [52].
Theorem 4 Let - A be defined on ftj(fi) with £1 C Rn and V G L p nL°° for some p > n/2.
Then HQ = —A + V is a self-adjoint operator which is bounded from below.

Theorem 5 7/—A is defined on L 2 (R 3 ) and V G L 2 nL°°, then H0 = —A+V is self-adjoint
and bounded below with the same domain as —A.
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Further, if the operator Ho is self-adjoint on %o(fi) we can describe the solution of
problem (2.1)-(2.2) with help of the next result [56, p. 127].

T h e o r e m 6 If Q is a bounded region in R n , there exists a system of eigenfunctions of
problem (2.1)-(2.2),

that is orthogonal in L 2 (fi) and complete in both L 2 (fi) and %Q{Q).

The eigenvalues of (2.1)-(2.2) are purely real and form a countable set bounded from below.
Each eigenvalue Ei has a finite multiplicity (degeneracy) and an associated eigenspace is
subspaceofL 2 (fi) (ftj(n)) [100].
The Schrodinger operator as a special case of more general elliptic operators, they are
not necessarily symmetric but continue to be semi-bounded and may have a symmetric
extensions (in the appropriate domain dependent on the boundary conditions; see [100],
[56] and the references therein). The results of previous two theorems are valid, except of
the conjecture Ei £ K.
The ellipticity property for PDO (and semi-bondedness as its generalization to arbit r a r y operator in Hilbert space) is just as significant from the mathematical point of view
as from physical observations. Without this property it is impossible to use an extension
procedure for —A, furthermore the solutions of (2.1)-(2.2) might have unexpected smoothness characteristics (see the detailed discussion in Section 2.4). From the physical point
of view the problem (2.1)—(2.2) must have a semi-bounded sequence of eigenvalues which
imposes the semi-bondedness of the operator HQ.
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2.1.2

Bloch's t h e o r e m

The state of the system described by (1.11) is in the general case an arbitrary function from
D(H). As we have seen, this function is usually bound to be periodic on the boundary of
fi (see (2.2) and Example 1). If we additionally take into account the fact that the domain
itself is spatially symmetric (periodic) (like the crystal lattices, described in Section 1.2), we
might expect that these additional symmetries ought to be reflected in the solution. Bloch's
theorem unveils the connection between the spatial periodicity of lattice and the symmetry
of the solution (1.11).
As we know, a crystal is unchanged by translation through a displacement vector Rm
(c.f. (1.12)). There exists a unitary operator (1.4), corresponding to such a translation
U(Rm) = exp(— j^Rmp), which leaves any Hamiltonian of the crystal unchanged [128]:
U{Rm)HU-l{Rm)

= H.

These unitary operators for translations commute with each other (for the proof of this fact
see [128]), as well as with H, so according to the properties of such operators [128], [16],
there must exist a complete set of common eigenvectors for all of these operators,

U(Rm)\y)

=

'
c(Rm)\V).

(2.3)

The composition relation of the translation operators, U(RTn)U(Rm>)
implies a similar relation for the eigenvalues, c(Rm)c(Rmi)

= U(Rm + Rm>),

= c(Rm + Rm').

This equation

is satisfied only by the exponential function,

c(Rm) = exp(-it

• Rm).

(2.4)

Because U(Rm) is unitary, we must have |c(i? m )| = 1, and hence the vector k has to be
real. These results are valid for a system of arbitrary complexity, provided only that it has
periodic symmetry.
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If the system is a single particle interacting with a periodic potential field, the usual
form of Bloch's theorem may be obtained by expressing the eigenvector of (2.3) in coordinate
representation. By definition, we have U(Rm)^(x)

= ^(x — Rm), and hence the theorem

asserts that the common eigenfunctions of (2.3) have the form
V(x - Rm) = exp(-t k • Rm)$>(x),

(2.5)

where k is known as the Bloch wavevector of the state. Note that the theorem does not
say that all eigenvectors of the periodically symmetric operator H in (2.3) must be of this
form, but rather that they may be chosen to also be eigenvectors of (2.3) and hence have
the form (2.5). A linear combination of two eigenfunctions corresponding to the same value
of E but different values of k will satisfy (2.3), but it will not be of the form (2.5).
Let us now expand a function of the Bloch form (2.5) in a Fourier series (or plane
waves),

<H{x) = ^a(£')<f*'-x.

(2.6)

t>
Substitution of this expansion into (2.5) yields

J2a(t')e-il<'Rmeil<,-x

= e -^'«™ ] T a ( t ' ) e ^ ' - x ,

t'

t'
—y

—>

—>

which is consistent either if a( k') vanishes for all values of k ' or if the condition exp[i( k ' —
k ) • Rm] = 1 holds for all Rm of the form (1.12). The vectors that satisfy this condition
are of the form
where Gm is a vector of the reciprocal lattice (1.13). That explains the connection between
the symmetries of a Hamiltonian H in the real space of crystal lattice and the symmetries of
the solution to the equation (1.8) in the momentum space. The formula gives us a method
to write down the solution for any particular momentum once we are able to find some
eigenvalue to the problem (1.8), corresponding to k = 0 for example.
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As a consequence of (2.5), every solution of (1.11) can be represented as
^nkC^) =

^—^-exp(-ifc ^ K f c ^ ) ,

where ju(fi) is a volume of the domain of interest, unk{x)

(2.7)

is a periodic function with the

crystal symmetry

unk(~£) = unk(lt + Rm).
This formula along with (2.7) will be repeatedly used in Section 2.3 to derive the k • p
approximation.
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2.2

Overview of bandstructure models

We mentioned in Section 1.2 that the direct solution of the eigenvalue problem for the
multi-particle Hamiltonian H present a formidable task from the computational point of
view. A number of independent variables in the Hamiltonian is proportional to the number
of particles under consideration.
A usual way to overcome these difficulties involves a dimension reduction based on
several statistical approximations and other auxiliary assumptions [177], [149], [20].
First assumption is to divide the electrons in the material into valence electrons and
core electrons. The core electrons are those in the filled orbitals, like Is 2 , 2s 2 , and 2p2 [96],
[92] in the case of Si. They are localized mostly around the nuclei to form the ion cores.
Then according to adiabatic (Born-Oppenhiemer) approximation, the ion cores are much
heavier than the electrons (we will use term electrons solely for valence electrons), so they
move much more slowly and may be considered as stationary [177].
After that, the mean field approximation is used. It averages the electron's interactions
assuming that every electron experiences the same averaged potential V(x).

Therefore

the equations describing the state of each electron will be identical to the Schrodinger
equation (1.11). Different ways of obtaining this averaged potential lead to the different
approximation methods.
The nearly free electron model starts from the assumption that the potential in a
periodic solid is nearly the same as for electron in a free space. According to this method
the interaction between valence band electrons and ion cores is weak and may be treated as
a perturbation of the constant potential for the electron in a free space. The inter electron
interaction is not taken into account [92]. This approach works sufficiently well for the
relatively uninhabited valence band in the absence of external forces.
The ideas of free electron model receive an additional development in the pseudopo-
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tential method. According to its assumptions the valence electrons on the outer atomic
orbitals of every atom are weekly affected by the positive nuclear charge as a result of partial charge cancelation from the core electrons. Thus the valence electron wave functions
must be orthogonal to the wavefunction of the core electrons. As a consequence of that the
real compound wave functions may have strong spatial oscillations near the atomic core,
but will be relatively smooth far from it. Thus we can approximate the true potential by
a pseudopotential for the valence electrons. Since the smooth parts of the valence electron
wave functions have little weight in the core region, they are not very sensitive to the shape
of the pseudopotential there. The described empirical reasoning is hard to use in practice,
because there is no analytical tool to select the actual pseudopotential for a given material
[147].
An indirect method for such a selection is based on the iterative refinement of initially
taken pseudopotential using known physical parameters as a target for fitting. If the fitting
parameters are based on the experimental data the modification of the method is called
empirical pseudopotential method. It is a useful tool in the situations when nothing is
available for the system a priori and all data is obtained from the experimentations. At the
same time the dependance on empirical data may be considered as a weakness too. Because
the inaccuracy of the measurements may cause unpredictably big difference in the value
fitting potential [177], [134].
The so called self-consistent pseudopotential methods are free of this weakness. Instead
of the fitting to experimental data it performs additional computationally involved ab initio
simulations [147] to determine the ion cores potential and then calculate the contribution
of the valence electrons to the potential. It is then used to evaluate the total one-electron
potential, which is iteratively compared with the starting potential.

Self-consistency is

achieved when the calculated one-electron potential agrees with the starting potential. This
approximation method usually gives an extremely accurate bandstructure (dispersion of
En( k ) in the momentum space), although at the cost of the high computational complexity.
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The iterative nature of the pseudopotential method makes the complexity even higher with
the presence of an external potential for which we need to repeat the iteration process.
If one assume that the interaction between valence electrons of two distinct atoms of
crystal lattice is small relative to the interaction within the atom it leads to orthogonal
wave functions for the distinct atoms. The compound potential in this case will be a sum
of the potentials of single atoms forming crystal structure and the potentials describing the
interaction within every atom separately. This approach is called a tight binding approximation. The advantage of this method is in its independence on the periodic structure of
the crystal. It will work as long as the interactions between electrons belonging to distinct
atoms are negligible. Otherwise their interaction should be accounted for the multiparticle
Schrodinger equation. As we know it presents considerable computational difficulties [177].
The last methodology we would like to discuss here is the k • p approximation [22]. Similarly to the pseudopotential method it can also predict a bandstructure near the band edge
(bottom of the conduction band or the top of the valence bands, see Figure 2.1) using the
experimental data as an input. The measured energies or effective masses are usually used
as the fitting data, in addition one can fit the parameters of the model from the measured
optical properties as well [177]. For the k • p approximation, two approaches are common.
The first approach is based on the perturbation theory and coordinate representation of
the Schrodinger equation (2.1) while the second one solves an algebraic eigenvalue problem
based on an equation (2.1) in the momentum representation. The detailed description of
the derivation procedure for k • p in the bulk materials will be described in Section 2.3,
while the generalization to the heterostructure case is described in Section 3.3.
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2.3 Envelope function bandstructure models for the bulk case

To develop the k • p approximation one needs to substitute the Bloch wavefunction (2.7)
into the Schrodinger equation with the lattice potential VL and the free electron mass. The
exp(—i k • x) portion can be removed from the equation leaving behind a new Schrodinger
equation for the periodic wave function unk and a k • p term (second term in the brackets on
the left of (2.11)). For electrons near the band edge (conduction band minimum or valence
band maximum), the wavevector is small and the k • p operator (2.11) can be treated as a
perturbation of HQ (2.1). So, the influence of the k • p term on Ho can be accounted for up
to some order (the second order in energy is usually considered to be sufficient [42], [22],
[177]) by an appropriate version of the perturbation theory (c.f. Section 2.3.2). Often, some
corrections in the perutbation expansion are void because of the symmetry features of unkWhen the resulting multiband operator is still self-adjoint in its domain (in Section 2.3.2
we will observe that this is not always the case, c.f. Theorem 1), it provides the periodic
wave functions unk and the eigenenergies of states. As input data one has to know the band
energies En ( k = 0 ) and the wavefunctions UUQ [44]. The latter are eigenfunctions of the
Hermitian operator HQ and by Theorem 6 form a Fourier system in D(HQ) (comprising of
all periodic in the lattice functions from Hilbert space L 2 ). Since unk £
(for fixed k /

D(HQ),

each unk

0 ) posses the expansion in terms of the UUQ.

oo
a

\unk) = ^ * ( k)ui(h

(2.8)

where \unk) is the wavefunction unk in the bra-ket notation [160], ai(k)

are Fourier coeffi-

cients, and for the Bloch function they must depend on k only [42].
Recall that the Bloch wave functions have the following orthonormality relations:
m
—

I

V

^

Vrnn"k'ki
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(2.9)

where (-|-) is the inner product in the state space, written in the bra-ket notation [160].
Additionally they satisfy the eigenvalue problem (1.11)

with V = VL having periodicity of the crystal (see Section 2.1.2). Here n runs through
the bands (subset of linearly independent solutions of (1.11)) and k corresponds to the
wavevector k , associated with the solution. The elements of k is discrete due to the
macroscopic BC (2.2) (by Theorem 6).
Rewriting the previous equation as
h2
2mo

A + V L (^)

Unk(~£) =

J v^P)

(2.10)

Enk—7==Unk{'i),

VW)

and then applying the operators to unk yield
Ak-x

h2
2mo

k 2unk + 2ik • Vunk

+ Aunk)

+ VLunk

Enke

lk-x

^Tlfcl

where the exponential has been factored out. The exponential cancels from each side.
Further, we utilize the definition of the momentum operator punk — jVunk

which allows

us to rewrite the last formula as
- — Ik

unk + -k

-punk

+ -rpp unk J + VLunk —

^nk^nki

or, after regrouping
/if

.

H0+ — k -p UnkC^) =
m0

J

nk

h2k2
2mo

l^nk ( * ) .

(2.11)

The second summand in the brackets on the left may be considered as a perturbation of the
—>
—>
—> —»
original Ho when k is close to some ko. Without loss of generality we assume that ko — 0
as this is t h e position of F point in many crystal materials.
At such k o we have
H0\un0)

=EnQ\un0).

(2.12)

If we knew the analytic form of the periodic lattice potential V/, this equation would provide
us with the desired data (sets {uno} a n d {Eno}, n — 1,...). The symmetry-rich crystal
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structure causes the situation when this potential is unavailable in the closed form. In this
case the solutions of (2.12), needed for further development, must be obtained via indirect
approaches such as ab initio calculations [157].
It is customary to measure the eigenenergies {Eno} from experimentations [113], [114].
Meanwhile the periodic eigenfunctions UUQ might be approximated by their symmetric analogues with the broader group of symmetry. Like for crystals with the cubical symmetry
(described in Section 1.2), where the spherically symmetric solutions of the Schrodinger
equation for Hydrogen atom are usually used instead of the real {uno} [22]. In the rest of
the current chapter, we will assume that the required number of solutions UUQ to the equation (2.12) defined on the unit cell of the considered crystal (c.f. Section 1.2), is available
either directly or numerically.
After substitution of (2.8) into the equation (2.11) and using (2.9) it reduces to a sequence of equations, written for each solution pair {{uno}) {Eno}}, which may be regarded as
a system of equations. The resulting system is clearly infinite due to the semi-boundedness
of the differential operator in the left of (2.11). In the vicinity of fco — 0 the eigenstates
related to large k are small enough to be ignored, reducing the infinite system to the finite
one. Near k — ko, this target system will model the same phenomena as (1.11) up to some
predescribed level of accuracy. The accuracy will depend on the number of bands {uno}
n = 1 . . . , N that has been taken into the consideration (these bands constitute a basis set
or simply a basis).

2.3.1

T h e k • p model for two nondegenerate bands

To illustrate the application of the k • p approach to the Schrodinger equation for the charge
carriers in a crystal we shall derive here a Hamiltonian for two nondegenerate bands. Two
possible forms of (2.11) will be demonstrated: as a differential equation dependent on the
spatial coordinates, and an alternative momentum representation useful for bandstructure
diagrams calculation [42], [43].
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For the basis we are using the set of one conduction U\Q and one valence U20 bands. They
are the solutions of (2.12) with the corresponding eigenenergies E\o, E20• The eigensolutions
of (2.11) are sought in the form of series
\unk) = ai(fc)|uio) + ai( k

(2.13)

)\U2Q).

Substituting this into (2.11) gives
2

E

H0 + — k -p

O-mUnoC?) =
ro=l

h2U2
^ Enk —
2mo

0*),

0>mUnO

or applying the operator on the left, we have

E

ft2^2
£no|«mo) +

Yi ->
|lt m o) H

2mo

fc

' p|l*mo)

mo

&m — / y •C'n/c ^ m I ^mO / •
m=l

Premultiplication from the left by (uno| guides us to

E

h2k2
EnQVmn

where ~^ nrn = ((uno\px\um0),

> «

2mo

h ->
"mn <

,

™ ' P r,

Q"m — i^nk^nt

mo

(un0\py\umo), (un0\pz\um0)),

with its coordinates being mo-

mentum matrix elements between bands n and m (see also an example in [103]).
In matrix form it appears as

I aitf) \
= 0,

(2.14)

where the elements ~p 11 = P22 vanish due to the properties of the eigensolutions of the
unperturbed Schrodinger equation and the momentum operators. The term in the second
row differs in sign from the corresponding terms in the first row due to the electron-holes
duality.
This is an algebraic eigenvalue problem in the momentum space, the eigenvalues E\k,E2k
describe a change of the energy as a function of the wavevector k . Apparently this dependence on k is continuous according to (2.14), since this equation does not incorporate
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macroscopic boundary conditions (2.2). Thus the solutions need to be filtered out using
these BC for the Bloch function (2.7).
The same k • p approximation in the position representation would have a similar form,
but with the differential operators instead of k , more precisely

F = EF

(2.15)

where F is an unknown vector. This coupled system of PDE's is supplemented by the same
BC (2.2) as the former equation (2.1) (formaly we need to prove that with BC (2.2) the
matrix PDO on the left posses a self-adjoint extension [141]). As a matter of fact, both
representations have a common origin (2.1). In order to derive the k • p approximation in
the coordinate representation (2.15), one must not factor the exponential in (2.10) and do
not apply the differential operator to it. The solution ^/( x) to (2.1), then, is represented
by the series similar to (2.8)

l*i) = J > * n ( ^ K o ( ^ ) >

(2.16)

n

where Fin are the components of eigenfunction Fi(x),

I = 1,.... Furthermore, for each

|^nfe) there exists an /, such that \^nk) = \^i), provided that the Schrodinger equation has
only a local (symmetric) potential part Vi.
The equation (2.1) with V — VL turns out to be not precise enough for many realistic
models, because it doesn't reflect any forces except the averaged inter-atom interactions.
In many cases (like for the self-assembled QD's discussed in the introduction and further
studied in Section 3.3) it is mandatory to account for such additional forces. It might be
done via the introduction of an additional, symmetry free (here we mean crystal symmetry),
macroscopic potential V(x). Then, strictly speaking, the representation (2.14) can not be
justified anymore, and one must use the representation (2.15). The additional potential
term V(x) might be integrated at the cost of appropriate conditions on its smoothness
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(described by Theorems 4, 5). More precisely under severe restrictions (V(x) ~ const) this
might be done even for the momentum representation (c.f. [Ill], for ZB crystals, and its
generalization to WZ case in [22]).
The system of coupled PDE's 2.15), with the macroscopic potential term, takes the
form
/ - 3 & A + 25U,

V -iV-^21

m0

•?12

\

+ V(l?)l

? = E?t

(2.17)

£-QA + E20 J

where we can simply add the potential term premultiplied by the proper identity operator
I [22], This way of extension from (2.15) to (2.17) in terms of the k • p approach is relatively straightforward and general as opposed to similar extension procedures in alternative
approaches (e.g. pseudo-potential method or first principle calculations [177], [92]).
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2.3.2

The perturbation theory and k • p approximation

In addition to phenomena, which affect the energy potential directly, there is another class
of forces with the influence expressed by the differential characteristics of the solution. A
good example of such forces is an orbital angular momentum of the particle which gives
rise to the spin orbit interaction effects (see Section 2.3.3 for more details). Evidently, the
potential term technique (used to account for the general potential in (2.17) can not be
used to incorporate the latter class of forces, represented by differential operators, into the
k • p framework.
To do this in the rigorous manner we need to use the perturbation theory. In the
general form this theory assumes that the system (1.8) described by the Hamiltonian H is
a subject to perturbations described by the Hamiltonian H\. Operator Hi might represent
the interaction between the components of the system, or account for the influence of the
eigensolutions (2.12) not included into the basis set. As a consequence of perturbations
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the resulting operator H -\- H\ change with respect to
the original eigensolutions for H. The character of these changes depends on the relative
norm of Hi with respect to H. Here, the essence of the word "perturbation" highlights the
smallness of perturbative operator Hi with respect to the original H. Only in this case one
might expect to preserve fundamental features of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H (stated
for the general observable operators in Section 1.1, and for HQ in Section 2.1.1). Among
them the self-adjointness and semi-boundedness (or ellipticity for PDO) are of the prime
importance for us (in the thesis we will call them the main properties). The result of this
section will allow us to derive the realistic multiband Hamiltonians described in Sections
2.3.3, 2.3.4, and study their properties, afterwards (c.f. Section 2.4). Formal results on this
topic were pioneered within the framework of a general perturbation theory in the Hilbert
space by Rellich and Kato [86]. A measure of a relative boundedness of the perturbation
Hi compared to the former operator H is defined as follows.

Def 4 An operator Hi is called H bounded or relatively bounded with respect to H if
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D(H) C D(H\) and if there are constants a, b > 0 such that
\\HrfW < a\\Hxl;\\ + b\\tl>\\, xf> e D(H).

(2.18)

77ie infimum of all constants "a" for which a corresponding "b" exists such that (2.18)
holds is called the H-bound of H\.

The Kato-Relich theorem, stated below, describes an admissible perturbation as well as the
properties of the resulting H + H\.

Theorem 7 Suppose H is self-adjoint (or admit a self-adjoint extension) and H\ is symmetric with H-bound less than one. Then H + H\, with D(H + H\) — D{H) is (essentially)
self-adjoint. If H is essentially self-adjoint we have D(H) C D(H\) and H + H\ — H + H\.
If H has a lower bound m(H) = a, then H + H\ is bounded from below by
a — max < a|a| + b,

->.

(2.19)

The theorem, for instance, can be used as an alternative proof of the self-adjointness and
semi-boundedness for Ho using —A as an unperturbed operator. Indeed, if the potential
V("af) is assumed to be bounded, then its relative bound with respect to the Laplacian is
equal to 0. Moreover, if the domain of second order partial differential operator such as
Ho (2.1) is a subset of "HQ(£1) D , H 1 (fi), O C Rn, and a perturbation operator (e.g. interband corrections in Section 2.3.3) contains the derivatives of at most first order, the relative
bound remains 0 [100].

By Theorem 7 and general properties of semi-bounded operators [160, Thm. 2.13] the
semi-boundedness of the resulting perturbed operator H + H\ remains to be a necessary
condition for its self-adjointness. This important fact will be used in Section 2.5 to estimate
the maximum possible weight (defined below) of the out-of-basis perturbative corrections
to three considered bandstructure Hamiltonians.
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Actual applications of the theory for determining new eigenfunctions of the perturbed
operator depend on whether the unperturbed eigenvalue is degenerate or not, though the
basic approach is common in both cases.
Let us introduce a perturbation weight A, whose value will be treated as an //-bound
damping parameter in the calculations. The full Hamiltonian HQ + H\, supplemented by A,
will have the representation
H = H0 + XHX.

(2.20)

In the applications of (2.20), the weight A is set equal to unity, if the situation permits
that (//-bound of H\ with respect to HQ is less than unity); or set to another, admissible
in term of //-bound, value from [0,1].
The energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of H will be sought in a form of expansion
in the powers of A:

m=

iW0)>+E£im(n)>,
(2.21)

where {ipl ,E\

} are eigensolutions of HQ (zero order corrections) and {ip\n , E\n } are the

corrections dependent on H\ (n-th order corrections). The sufficient condition for series
(2.21) to be convergent is Xa < 1, where "a" is a relative bound of H\ with respect to HQ
(2.18).
By substituting the expansion (2.21) into the Schrodinger equation (1.11) and collecting
the same powers of A from both sides, we obtain the sequence of equations for the corrections:
for the zero-order this correction is determined by (2.12), and for the higher order corrections
they are [128]

//oi^)) + // 1 i^)^^°V! 1) ) + ^(1Vl(0)),
2)
(i, i)
o)

//oivf >+H^U)=i?vs >+^ iw >+*f v; >.
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(2 22)

-

The corrections to the energy and wavefunction of any order are related to the lower-order
ones by the recurrent relation

(Ho-£?{0))|V»{n)> + (^i-^ 1 ) )|^ B - 1 ) )

Multiplying the second equation in (2.22) by (ip\ | from the left, and employing Reisz
representation theorem in bra-ket space [16], the first-order correction to the energy appears
as
£?i(1) = ( ^ 0 ) | f f 1 | ^ 0 ) ) .

(2.23)

Premultiplying the same equation by (ip- \ (j ^ i) yields:

Efi^l^)

+ <<)l*iK(°)> = ^(tfW).

(2.24)

Since the eigenfunctions of HQ make up a complete set, the functions \ip\n ) can be expanded
in terms of this set:

iWn)> = £ < # V j 0 ) >

(2-25>

j
(n)

The coefficients C\{ are not determined by the previous equations: their values depend
on the normalization of the perturbed wavefunction. By substituting the previous formula
(2.25) into (2.24), we obtain

E(0)_E(Q)

^>

j¥=i

Consequently, the second-order correction to the energy is given by
».CWl„/.(°)\|2
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and the second-order correction to the wavefunction is
|,/,(2)v_

y y

<< ) l^l4 0) )<Vi 0) |//il^ 0) )|,(0)v
\hi

j^ik^i

~Ei

>yEi

-Ek

>

(2.28)

This wavefunction, however, is not normalized to unity. Proper normalization is ensured
by the choice [128]
,,(2K_

'^

)_

^ ^

(C^il^X^ltfil^),,^,

£ i & <S<0>-SJ°>)(l^-^>) ^

}

~ (*?)\HM0))(1>?)\Hi\1>?))l .(0),

(2.29)

(£W_£;W)2

Finally, the third-order correction to the energy is [128]
£(3)=

^ ^

^f ) |H 1 l< ) _)(< ) j// 1 |^ 0 ')(4 0 '[// 1 |^°>)
(2.30)

- £

(£ (o)_ E (o ))2

Clearly, the explicit form of higher-order corrections becomes increasingly complicated. A
relatively simple recursion formula can be obtained by introducing the projection operator
[128]
~

""

""

(2.31)

which projects D(H\) onto the subspace orthogonal to the state \ip\(0) N). The n-th order
energy correction can then be written as

where H\ is to be taken with the wavefunction
n-l
n)v

WT)

_

E^

- H0

Pi {H,-E^)\^-l))-Y.Ei\^i)
i=i

which is in the subspace orthogonal to \ipi).
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(0i./.(«-0\

The entire procedure can be further simplified if the Brillouin-Wigner perturbation
theory is used [149], [128]. In the situations like above the Brillouin-Wigner theory causes
additional difficulties with determination of perturbed eigenenergies, it contains in the denominator of perturbation expansion, similar to those in (2.23), (2.26), (2.27), (2.29), (2.30)
[128], [20].
When we are dealing with the eigenvalue problem for differential equations in symmetric domains like those for ZB and WZ crystal latices, accompanied by periodic boundary
conditions, the symmetry would lead to the repeated eigenvalues (degenerate eigenvalues).
To treat these degeneracies the other modification of perturbation method has to be used
because the formal application of the previous formulas (2.23)-(2.30) would yield vanishing
energy denominators.
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2.3.3 Kane's model for bandstructure with the spin orbit interaction
The perturbation theory, presented in Section 2.3.2 along with rigorous quantum mechanical
foundations (see Section 1.1) provide us with all necessary tools needed to derive realistic
multiband models using the k • p approach. In this section we consider the Kane's model [84],
Its 8 band Hamiltonian obtained by the k • p approximation with 8 eigenstates uno of HQ
(2.1) are included in the basis set (see Section 2.3). The starting equation for this model is a
Schrodinger equation for the periodic potential (2.1) with added spin orbit interaction term.
The original Kane's model was devised for the ZB materials where the lowest conduction
band and the highest valence band have comparably small bandgap between them (so called
the fundamental bandgap Eg) [84],[85]. This fact suggests to include, in addition to valence
band states, this conduction band in the main set of basis functions and consider projection
of operator Ho on this basis set \I/nfc. This inclusion is evident for the material with the
very small bandgap like for InSb (Eg « 0.18 eV) as in the initial Kane work. The model
was also applied to other metals and alloys with a small bandgap Eg < 0.8 eV (e.g. Ge,
InN, GaSb, PbS, PbTe).
To justify the choice of this 8 bands Hamiltonian model (8 x 8 in matrix form) in favor of
less complex approximations, the empirical condition Eg <C Aso is often used, where Aso
denotes the spin orbit splitting energy (this is the energy gap between innermost and the
next valence bands, see Figure 2.1). In Section 2.4 we will make this empirical assumption
mathematically precise and show how it follows from the general k • p approximation.
First step in the derivation of this model, following the k • p approach, is to choose
the basis set from the eigensolutions of Hamiltonian Ho (2.1). We choose a set of one first
eigenfunction of the HQ for electrons, with a spherical symmetry of s atomic orbital [97], [20]
and three valence band states, which follow the symmetry of p atomic orbitals. Taking into
account spin effects such a basis set will allow us to accurately approximate at least four
following target eigenstates of H: the conduction(CB), heavy-hole(HH), light-hole(LH), and
the spin orbit split-off band(SH) [84], [42] (see Figure 2.1). It follows from the fact that
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according to the crystal symmetries for ZB (see Section 1.2) these target states for H obey
the same symmetries as the basis eigenfunctions.
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Figure 2.1: Typical bandstructure for semiconductors with four innermost bands depicted.
For Kane models the fundamental bandgap Eg ~ 0.1 eV

As a Hamiltonian H we will consider ( a t k o = 0 ).
H = H0 +

h
4771QC2

a •W

x p,

(2.32)

where HQ is defined by (2.1), the second term is responsible for the spin orbit interaction,
and a is the Pauli spin matrix [42], with components
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which, will operate on the spins up and down, respectively

t=

1

|=

o/

0

v1

Splitting out the exponential term as in (2.11) we shall get

H0-\

k •p+
mo

2

a •W

vm^cr

x p u.nk{ % )

E,nk

h2T
2mn

^nk\ % )•

(2.33)

We look for the eigenvalue E with corresponding eigenfunction

m

The functions uno(x)

are the eigensolutions of HQ, in each specific material they will have

a different form prescribed by the symmetries of the crystal lattice. To find them precisely
one must solve the eigenvalue problem for Ho in the unit cell of the selected ZB crystal (see
Figures 1.2 and the definition of unit cell in Section 1.2 ). One exclusive case when they
are known in the closed analytical form is the case of a spherical symmetrical domain from
the mathematical model of Hydrogen atom [20].
As usual, they can be introduced using the definitions of the s and p atomic orbitals
[20], [177], [160].
For s atomic orbital we consider an \S) state, which characterizes the wavefunction free
of angular momentum variation
1

|5> =

(2.34)

4lT

The p-orbitals correspond to the lowest nonzero orbital angular momentum states, and
there are three of them

i*> = v&?. iy>

- ^

47T r

\Z) - V5Ff'
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r = x2 + y2 + z2.

(2.35)

Let the conduction band states with spins up and down | 5 f ) , \S | ) have the lowest
eigenenergy Ec, and the valence band states \X t ) , \Y t)> \Z t ) ; l-X" 4)> 1^ \)> \Z -l) have
the highest eigenenergy Ev. The wave functions in each band are degenerate with respect
to H0.
All those wave-functions have stronger symmetries than any of 14 existing [96] pure
crystal structures (in fact, they belong to the spherical symmetry group). To make a
proper, symmetry and spin consistent, approximation one should use the group representation theory and the concept of irreducible representation [22], [114], [97].
For the ZB structure, with its Tj space group of symmetry [97], the irreducible representation method stipulates the following form of approximants to the real wavefunctions
[22], [84]
\iS | ) ,

X+iY

\iS t ) ,

X-iY

V2

T.

I ,
±\Zt) + Jl\X + iY±), -yJi\Z^) + ^fl\X + iYi)
N/2

\\Zi)-J\\X-

iY t), -JhZl)-

(2.36)

J\ \X - iY t) •

The projection of the former equation (2.1)-(2.2) on the basis (2.34) - (2.35) yields the
8 x 8 Hamiltonian matrix, defined as
H

H,

0

0 ~H
where
(

JP _i_ &t2
^~
2m0
%i

K$

F - Asa _ ft2"^2
^v

H

V

-iPkz

iPkz

tlKqi

rjc

3
\/2Aso
3

\/2A £<2

2m 0

2 2

Ev

0

h!
2mo

0

0

(2.37)

0
h2kEv + ^4 s aT _- ^

/

while Kane parameter P and the spin orbit splitting Aso as well as Ec, Ev are defined as
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follows
P = -i—{S\Px\X),

(2.38)

(2.39)

Es = (S\ H0 \S),

Ep = (X\ HQ \X).

Following the original work [85], we will transform the desired Hamiltonian Hi, derived
via the basis (2.34) - (2.35) including spin, in the symmetry consistent basis (2.36) using
the linear transformation.
Hamiltonian H\ in the coordinate representation takes the form of a partial differential
operator, with coordinate analogue of H as a constituent. Hence, H should inherit the
original structure and properties, for instance, self-adjointness and ellipticity. The form
of H (2.37) confirms that. We can even deduce more, the set of eiegenfunctions of H
is decomposable into to direct sum of two subsets: one comprises of all conduction band
eigenstates, while the other set includes all valence band states.
Hamiltonian H\ in the form (2.37) is not precise enough to give the affirmative answer
for all target eigenstates (CB, HH, LH, SH). It is known that in such form H\ misspredicts
the eigenenergy of the outermost valence band states (LH, SH) [42].
Hamiltonian H\ can be amended by accounting the impact of all out of basis eigenfunctions that correspond to the next nearest conduction and valence bands [84] (they belong to
the s, p and d atomic orbitals). This is done by using the second order order perturbation
correction formulas (2.26)-(2.29) (or corresponding perturbation formulas for degenerate
states, c.f. [Ill], [16, p. 287], [149]). The correction operator H[ = diagj/f , H } may be
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described as [85, p. 210]:

H
\

J\ K

±JKyKz

ID

Bkykz

L'k2x + M'ik* + k2z)

JD fC.7. KZ

iV

i j fCX

N'kxkz

Ky

/tX/Cy

Kx^z

±jKxfcy

N'kxkv

N'kTkz

L'k% + M'{kl + kl)

N'kykz

N'kykZ

L'kl

(2.40)

if 1.2
+ M'{kl
+ kl) J

Many of the parameters in (2.40) have been measured for the best known semiconductors.
They may also be calculated from their definitions:

U = F' + 2G,

L

M' = Ki + K2

M

N' = F' -G + Ki-K2
F

G

K,

h2
= ^ \

2mo

+ F + 2G;

2mo

+ K1 + K2

N^F-G

+

^\(X\px\Uj)\2
>* =
{Ev-E3)

HX-H2

*>**

n2 ^ \ ( x \ P x \ U j ) \ 2
=^ \
- r = r12,r12,
{Ev„Ej)
h2
m\^

^\(X\Py\Uj)\2
(Ev-Ej)
'

r = r15,r 15

h2^\(X\Py\Uj)\2_

A' = — V" I^IP a l u j) -; r = r15,r:25'
(£ - 25,-)
c

The sums extend over s, p and d symmetry type eigenstates of Ho not included into the
basis set. mo is the rest mass of electron, while the notation Tj represents the energy bands
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with specific symmetry [177], [97], [22]. By virtue of symmetry selection rules (parity rules)
for ZB the sums for F', G, K\, K2, A', B can be effectively reduced to the eigenstates of just
Tj symmetry in the formula T = Tj, T; above, and to T; for the diamond lattice. B = 0 in
the diamond lattice. The parameters G, K\,Ki

are identical to Dresselhaus G, H\,H2 [55].

The parameter F' is related to F from [55] by
F = F' + P2/{EV - Ec).
The full Hamiltonian HK, defined by the perturbation formula (2.20), in the basis (2.36),
will have the form [22, p. 303]
HK = S~\HX

+ A2^)^

(2-41)

where matrix S transforms the basis (2.34),(2.35) into (2.36).
We intentionally keep the weight A here (defined in the section 2.3.2), to distinguish the
projection part H\ from perturbative part H[. It is different from the common practice to
take A as one, without any precaution checks (we mean here the calculation of H bound of
the perturbation part with respect to Hi). In Section 2.4 we will reveal that this unjustified
step for many materials breaks the semi-boundedness and hence symmetry of the resulting
Kane Hamiltonian.
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2.3.4

Luttinger-Kohn's six bands model

The original Luttinger-Kohn's model [111],[110] was established under similar theoretical
considerations as the Kane model. In spite of its age, the Luttinger-Kohn(LK) k • p approximation remains a standard de facto approximation for the bandstructure calculation in
bulk materials [113], and also has been used for the QD heterostructure calculations, quite
extensively [12], [135]. The reason for that is simple, all necessary material parameters
used here, were carefully measured and time tested, they are available for many important
materials. Whereas, more recent models [31], [137], [38] for many materials, are suffering
from the lack of reliable parameters sets [28].
The goal of this k • p model, albeit it originates from the same Hamiltonian (2.32), is
to describe the distribution of charge carriers in large bandgap materials. In the LK model
conduction bands eigensolutions of HQ (2.1) are not in the basis set and their influence
accounted for by the virtue of the perturbation [22]. For a ZB material it means that we
need to exclude the \iS | ) and \iS t ) states from the basis set. The rest of the basis would
be kept intact as it was stated for Kane's model (2.36)
wio 0?) =

X-iY

4),

u20(lt) =-yJl\Zt) + y/l\X + iY\)
U30(^)

=-y/j\Zl)-yJl\X-iYV,
(2.42)

«4o(^) =
)(-#)
U50{
W^)

V2*3rl),

=yfl\Zt)

+ y/l\X + iYl),
=yfl\Zi)-y/l\X-iYt).

Following the derivation of the Kane k • p approximation, we can explicitly write down the
projected Hamiltonian (and include the perturbation corrections with the atomic states
which belong to the same set as in the Kane model plus one additional \S)). The resulting
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Hamiltonian HLK

has the form [110], [22]
S

R

0

Lc

S*

P-Q

0

R

V2Q

R*

o

P-Q

-S

0

R*

-S*

P +Q

/ P+Q

HLK =

V2Q
3 c*
2^

-V2R*
P=-

h2
2mo

7i^-

^S

-V2R

§S*

-V2Q

(2.43)

V2R*
0

V2R P - ASO

V2Q

\

- 745 s
- 5

0«

2 i

PP-Asoj
-A,
fc2_t2

Q= ~&72(^ + ^ - ^ ) ,

* = ~&Q^ [(72 + Ts)*i + (72 - 73)^] ,
5

= -2&(- 2 ^h3^ 2

*^x -*- ^^yi

and Ago is again a spin orbit splitting energy. Meanwhile the quantities 71,72,73 are the
Luttinger parameters defined as [110]
7i

= -2m0{L

72 =
73 =
Although the definition of HLK,

+ 2M)/3

-m0(L-M)/3
-m0N/3.

(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)

presented above by (2.43), is compact end widely

adopted, it combines the projection part of Hamiltonian and the perturbation part which
included here with the weight A = 1.
For arbitrarily A the definition of the Luttinger parameters are as follows:
7i(A)

= A2(7i-1) + 1

72(A) = A 2 72

(2-47)

73(A) = A 2 73 .
As a consequence of cubical symmetry of ZB crystals linear in A terms are negligibly small
[111], [22], hence they are not presented here.
For WZ crystals a similar procedure had been carried out by Bir and Pikus [22] and
latter by Chuang [44].
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The form of WZ crystal structure (Figure c) 1.2) imposes a more spatially complex shape
of wavefunctions than in the ZB case. Mainly, is is caused by the different nature of a
symmetry in the z direction, compared to the xy. This more complex geometry causes the
spatial differences in the momentum space and implies the variety of physical parameters:
spin orbit splitting energy (instead of Aso in ZB, here we have A2, A3); it further introduces
an additional splitting A1 at k — 0 (imposed by hexagonal symmetry).
In order to obtain a matrix representation of this Hamiltonian, we adopt the following
functions as a basis:
wio("^)

=

U30{~£) =
U5oC£)

=

X+iY

V2

+\

=

X+iY
v/2

U40{~£)

=

z±),

' / ' U6o(~£)

=

7 ' U2oC^)

zt),
X-iY

+\

V2

,
'

4

(2.48)

X-iY

1

V2 +

again they are all purely valence bands states.
Then, the Hamiltonian has the following representation [22, p. 418]
/

HBP =

V

F

0

-H*

0

K*

0

0

G

0

-H*

0

K*

-H

0

V

0

L*

0

0

-H

0

V

0

L*

K

0

L

0

G

0

0

K

0

L

0

F

\

(2.49)

J

with the quantities
F = A 1 + A 2 + r/ + ^,
H = ^-[iA6kzk+-A7k+],

v=

h2
2mo

G = Aj - A 2 + 77 + 0,
L = £-[iA6kzk+

[Axk2z + A2(k2x + k2y)) ,

A = \/2A 3 ,

+ A7k+],

0 = 2 ^ [A*kl + Mfi
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K = £-Abk2+,
+ k2y)} ,

(2-50)

where k+ is defined in (2.43), A{, i — 1 , . . . , 6 are the material parameters, widely known
as Luttinger-like parameters for WZ.
Hamiltonian (2.49) can be transformed into a new basis [22], similar to that for ZB
structures, where under some assumptions [22, p. 415] (usually called as cubic approximation assumptions), the parameters Ai, A 2 , A3 are proved to be interdependent:
Ai = A2 + 2A4,

Az = -2A4,
(2.51)

A6 = -V2A4

+ 2V2A5,

A2 = A3

A7 = 0.

Under these assumptions, reasonable for most WZ materials, we have only 3 independent
material parameters Ai and only 2 splitting parameters Aj. For our future purposes we
shall need a dependence of Ai on the perturbation parameter A, like (2.47) for the ZB 6 x 6
model. Let us first find a connection between Ai and the inter-band matrix elements or the
quantities L, M, N based on them. Substituting the definition of L, M, N into A[ [22, p.
416] and then using the dependence Ai on A\ [22, p. 417] we obtain
£-Al

= l(L + 2M + 2N),

£r0A3 = -N,

£-oA2 = l(L + 2M-N),

£-0A5 = \{M-L-N\

^roAe

£ A 4 = £,

=

(2.52)

^(2M-2L-N).

Now using (2.52) and the definitions of L, M, N (2.40) we can describe Ai for any A > 0:

MX)

= X2(Ai+ 1)-1,

i = l,2,
(2.53)

Ai(X)

= X2Ai,

i = 3,4,5,6.

Such A-depended representation (2.53) for the parameters of HBP and its analogue
(2.47) for HLK are crucial for our further analysis of ellipticity properties for these Hamiltonians (studied in Section 2.4). It shows the origin of every particular parameter in the
parameter set. As it was expected from the derivation procedures [111], [22], all material
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parameters are subdivided into two categories: purely perturbative and mixed parameters.
Constants 7j,i = 1,2, and Aj,j — 3,4,5,6 are purely perturbative. They reflect the influence of out-of-basis state on the functions from the basis. The constants 71, Aj, j = 1, 2 are
mixed parameters. They account for the coupled effect of projection and perturbations.
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2.4

Ellipticity analysis for the ZB and WZ Hamiltonians

In the previous section we described three widely used bandstructure models for two major
types of crystals: cubical ZB and hexagonal WZ.
They were obtained by the k • p approach, which is based on the approximation of the
solution to (2.1)—(2.2) by the finite subseries of infinite series (2.8). The formula (2.8),
along with the orthogonal properties of eigenfunctions led to the eigenvalue problem for
Hamiltonians represented by the matrix partial deferential operators (MPDO). As a consequence of the derivation procedure these multibands Hamiltonians inherit the ellipticity
(semi-boundedness) property of the original Schrodinger operator HQ (2.1) (this fact follows
from the diagonal structure of corresponding MPDO). The same finite subseries representation (2.8) requires us to use the direct sum of the domains D(HQ) as a domain of resulting
operators. In Sections 2.3.3-2.3.4 we called them projective parts of Hamiltonian. To obtain these representations for HLK,HBP

one need to set A = 0 in (2.53), (2.47 and then

substitute the resulting parameters in HLK,

HBP).

To make an approximation more physically reasonable the additional influence of outof-basis bands has been accounted for via the second order perturbation theory. For that
matter, it is absolutely crucial to check whether this perturbation is "gentle enough" (in the
sense of H-bound, recall Def. 4, Section 2.3.2 ) to preserve main properties of the original
operator (like ellipticity and symmetry, see Section 2.1.1).
The idea that it might not be always the case is suggested by the sufficient conditions
from Theorem 7 and the observation about the structure of the perturbative terms in the
Luttinger-Kohn and Kane models. Their matrix elements are the second order polynomials,
as functions of k . According to the analogy between the momentum and the position
representation k — —iV, the perturbative parts of HK, HLK and HBP are composed from
the second order PDO. Unlike the first order perturbative PDO (recall the example after
Theorem 7), their relative bounds with respect to the projective part of MPDO may be, in
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principle, arbitrary large.
The practical evidence in favor of this idea had been reported by several groups of
researches [154, 158], [68, 176], [166]. They found that for some types of crystal materials
bandstructure calculations lead to the solutions with unphysical properties [154, 158] or
so called spurious solutions [68, 176]. As a result, there have been various attempts to
explain the origin of the spurious solutions and develop some reliable procedures on how
to avoid them [166], [103]. These approaches rely on three main ideas: (a) to modify the
original Hamiltonian and remove the terms responsible for the spurious solutions [93, 176],
(b) to change bandstructure parameters [61, 68], and (c) to identify and exclude physically
inadequate observable states [90], a posteriori. All mentioned approaches suffer from the
common weakness - the lack of clear justification of the underlying theoretical procedure
and thus from limitations in their applicability [166], [167].
If the assumption of Theorem 7, is fulfilled, the conservation of the main properties of
the original Hamiltonian for its multiband approximations will be satisfied.
Instead of the direct and computationally involved application of this theorem to the
perturbative part of Hamiltonians, this section is devoted to an alternative method. Here
we shall focus our attention on the resulting Hamiltonians with perturbation parts included
(for the description see the comments in Sections 2.3.3, 2.3.4). Their eigenfuntions are connected to the solutions of the Schrodinger equation (2.1) through the expansion (2.16), and
consequently, they should inherit ellipticity property (i.e. they should be elliptic PDO).
Otherwise, the original Ho will not be elliptic, and thus the approximations to its eigensolutions (obtained from the eigenvalues of k • p Hamiltonian) will not belong to the domain
of Ho. For realistic models (with discontinuous potential) the smoothness characteristics of
such solutions will substantially differ from their analogues for (2.1)-(2.2). It means that
such solutions can not be regarded as some observable quantity, even remotely (recall the
properties of observable operators from Section 1.1). Furthermore, the lack of ellipticity
removes any bounds on values of eigenenergy related to such solutions, it can be arbitrarily
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large positive or negative. The latter fact (applied to HLK and HBP)

contradicts with the

fundamental physical principles (semi-boundedness of the energy of the quantum system
[20]).
To clarify the ellipticity, first of all, we will construct the quadratic form associated
with a principal part of PDO. That is the part with the highest order derivatives only (in
our case it will be the second order derivatives). We use the following definition, based on
[100],

Def 5 For any m-dimensional

MPDO H = {hij}™j=}, where each element h{j is a second

order one dimensional PDO [56, 79]

the associated quadratic form is defined by
G(Zu...,Znm) = vMvT,

v = (&,..., £nm),

(2.55)

where M is an mn x mn matrix composed from the elements h^j.

The k • p Hamiltonians in R 3 are a special case of MPDO from the definition with n = 3
(e. g. [166]). As an example, we calculate the quadratic form matrix M for our two band
illustrative approximation (2.17), in which case matrix M equals to 6 x 6 matrix

M =

Using these notations, the procedure for obtaining the ellipticity condition on H reduces
to the question about the sign of the eigenvalues for the associated M (from now on we will
use the notation TJ for these eigenvalues). More precisely, the matrix differential operator
H will be elliptic if and only if all eigenvalues of the corresponding matrix M will have the
same sign [100],[56]. For the Hamiltonians with both the conduction and the valence band
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states included in the basis set (like Kane model), the ellipticity criteria will be satisfied
if the associated matrix M has a block-diagonal structure with each submatrix having all
eigenvalues of the same sign.
For the matrix PDO H with an arbitrary structure, it might be challenging to calculate
the eigenvalues of M explicitly. In order to do that for 2 x 2 Hamiltonians, we have to find
the roots of a 6-th order characteristic polynomial analytically. Fortunately, here we deal
with the bandstructure operators, with sparse associated matrices M, having degenerate
eigenvalues (as a result of the matrix symmetries and the lack of all spin orbit and potential
related terms in M).
To begin with, we will consider Hamiltonians HLK

(2.43), HBP

(2.49) in their form,

independent of perturbation parameter A = 1. The reason for that is simple: this form
has been used routinely in the physical community, and in many cases led to difficulties
connected with spurious solutions.
Taking into account the fact that HQ is bounded from below, so is the set of its eigenenergies, for any multiband Hamiltonian in the coordinate representation we should have
Ti<0(>0),

Vi = 0,l

for the conduction (valence) bands. In the case of HLK,
sign is ">", the associated MLK,

MBP

nm

(2.56)

HBP

parameters m — 6, n — 3,

will have the dimensionality 18 x 18. It is possible

to deal with Hamiltonians in the momentum representation, as well, in which case the sings
in (2.56) should be reversed, according to (2.10)-(2.11).
The constrains (2.56) guarantee the ellipticity of Hamiltonian H (in strong sense of
[79]). Then by the analogy with the scalar HQ and under conditions of the symmetry, we
can obtain a self-adjointness of H in D(H) = 7^1(f)) Pi %o(fi), provided that the region O
is sufficiently smooth (piecewise Lipschitz) [56, p. 113]. From the physical point of view,
the smoothness characteristics of D(H) fulfill the natural assumption of quantum theory
according to which the state of the system must be a continuous function of spatial variables.
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Even if some coefficients of H have finite jumps, like in the QD heterostructures consisting
of different materials [42], [36] (see also Section 3.3, regarding generalization of the concepts
presented here).
The direct calculation by (2.55) for HLK

leads us to the matrix MLK

(see the next

page), with the following distinct eigenvalues:
T\

= -71 - 472 - 673, r 2 = -71 + 272 - 373,
(2.57)

T3 = -71 + 272 + 373, r 4 = 373 - 71 - 472,
where T\, T2, T3, T4 have the multiplicity 2, 6, 6, and 4, respectively.
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By substituting (2.57) into (2.56) we receive the system of 4 linear inequalities:
- 7 i - 4 7 2 - 673 < 0,
- 7 1 + 272 - 373 < 0,
<

(2.58)
- 7 1 + 272 + 373 < 0,
373 - 7i - 472 < 0.

They describe the region in the space of parameter triplets(points) (71,72,73), such that
any parameter point from this region, substituted into HLK,

yield an ellipticity of this

Hamiltonian as MPDO. We will call this region as a feasibility region and denote it by
A-(HLK)

(or similarly for other Hamiltonians). The system (2.58) describes the feasibility

region A-(HLK).

We can use similar reasoning to obtain the corresponding inequalities

for other common representations of HLK like those through the parameters A, B,C [111].
Evidently, any solution of (2.56) for (2.57) would have a unique corresponding solution in
the A, B, C notation (as a consequence of linear invariance of
The region A-(HLK)

MLK).

geometrically represents an infinite pyramid (see Figure 2.2).

Each side of the pyramid is an angular region lying in the plane T{ — 0. The edges of the
pyramid are rays described by the parametric equations
Zi = ( 8 t , i , - 2 t ) ,

Z2 = (2M,0),

Z3 = (3t,0,i),

J4 = ( 4 i , - t , 0 ) ,

,nrn,
(2.59)

were t > 0, and the vertex is situated at the origin 71 = 72 = 73 = 0.
Having the complete analytic description of the feasibility region A_(HLK),

we could

easily inspect any physically representative triple of parameters and clarify the ellipticity
of HLK

for the given set.

We have selected the number of materials where the values of constants 71,72,73 had
been scrupulously measured and their consistency with other physical quantities was verified. The majority of the material constants for the semiconductors were brought together
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Figure 2.2: Different views of the feasibility region in (71,72,73) coordinates for the LK
Hamiltonian, with A = 1 (inner part of the pyramid).

from two main sources: devoted to the material science physical series [114] and the semiconductor parameters handbook [113]. Their values are compiled in Table 2.1, where the fourth
row d indicates the nearest distance from the point (71,72,73) to the region
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A-(HLK).

Table 2.1: T h e material parameters for ZB type crystals, d - distance from t h e point
(7ii72i73) to t h e ellipticity region
A^(HLK)
El.

7i

72

73

d

3.76

0.9

1.42

0.6147

A1P1

3.47 0.065 1.145 0.0254

A1P5

3.47

0.06

1.15

0.0267

GaN 3

5.05

0.6

1.014

C7

3.61

0.09

C8

2.54

C 8 4.62
c 8 2.16

AlAs2

El.

7i

72

73

d

Ge5>2

13.35

4.25

5.69

3.2659

Ge 4 ' 5

13.38

4.24

5.69

3.2526

Ge 1

13.3

4.285

5.655

3.2699

In

InP 1 0

5.04

1.56

1.73

0.8739

1.063

In

Inpl0,5

6.28

2.08

2.78

1.6624

0.1

0.63

In

InP 1 0

5.15

0.94

1.62

0.4249

0.38

1

In

InSb 3

36.41

16.25

16.93

12.5292

0.23

0.15

In

InSb 1

35

15.7

16.82

12.5239

GaAs 9

6.8

2.4

1

0.2673

Si 11

4.26

0.38

1.56

0.3154

GaAs 9

7.2

2.5

1.1

0.2940

Si 11

4.285 0.339

1.446

0.1954

GaAs 9

7.1

2.02

2.91

1.5154

Siu

4.22

0.39

1.44

0.2352

GaP 1 2

4.05

0.49

1.25

0.1817

SiC 1

1.98

0.14

0.7012

0.1079

GaP 1 2 - 5

4.2

0.98

1.66

0.7323

SiC 3

2.817

0.508

0.86

0.2082

An additional problem with t h e material parameters was related to three different
notations t h a t exist in t h e literature on t h e subject [22], [113]. T h e 7, notation presented in
4

Measured under T = 4.2K
Obtained by extrapolations from 14 x 14 k • p model
6
Measured under T = 300 K
J
Ref. [113]
2
Ref. [114]
3
Ref. [177]
7
Most probable value (set 5 from [113])
8
Sets 1, 2, 3 from [172]
9
Sets 7 (T=50K), 8 (T=70K), 2 from [114]
10
Sets 7 (T=60..300K), 2, 1 from [114]
n
S e t s 2 (T=1.26K), 3, 6 from [114]
12
Sets 4 (T=1.6K), 3, 6 from [114]
5
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Table 2.1, as we know, is called the Luttinger notation [110], in addition, one may encounter
A, B,C notation [111] or so called the Dresselhaus notation L,M,N

[55], introduced in

section 2.3.3.
We wrote a collection of MAPLE programs to process the physical data and convert it
from one notation to another one. For the conversion we have used the formulas from [146,
p. 476].
71=

-§m0(L + 2 M ) =

A

72=

-|m0(i-M)=

\B

73=

-\mQN

=

\{\C* +

(2-60)
B ^

To better understand the situation we supplement Table 2.1 by Figure 1 2.3, where the
data is being plotted together with the region A-(HLK)
1

itself.

Adobe® Acrobat®7 or higher must be used in order to provide the ability to rotate: the picture

(in PDF only)
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Figure 2.3: The feasibility region K-{HLK)

and the material parameters from Table 2.1.

One can notice that, among all analyzed materials only two GaN and C (indicated as
"In" in the third column of Table 2.1) have an admissible sets of parameters. All other
data from Table 2.1 yield the condition T3 > 0. That is why Hamiltonian HLK,

for the

corresponding materials, is not elliptic. Hence the operator is not self-adjoint. In addition,
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instead of the domain D(HLK)

= Tili^l) we shall have only
D{HLK)

= nl{0)

= L 2 (ft).

Which means that the solution of (2.1), with H = HLK,

(2.61)

will have discontinuities, for the

systems with jump discontinuous potential (or coefficients of MPDO) [51]. The general
theory guarantee that, in this case, the interface discontinuities will be observed all through
the interior of the active region along the characteristics (c.f.

[51]) of HLK,

which are

now shown to exist since the associated G in (2.55) is of nonconstant sign [56, p. 153].
Additionally, (2.61) entails the essential hyperbolicity of HLK.

This fact makes it impossible

to use the k • p model as a base for elaborate quantum mechanical calculation (such as optical
transition matrices calculations, scattering, inverse scattering, etc.).
All the arguments stated above permit us to conclude that the HLK does not provide a
sufficiently good approximation, preserving the type of the initial PDO HQ, for most of the
measured data, currently available in literature. The perturbation from the off-basis bands
accounted for with the weight A = 1 destroys self-adjointness which is a key physically
imposed property of the original HQ (c.f. Theorem 1). In the next section we will discuss
details of the procedure for calculating the admissible A and readjustment of the parameters.
Let us return to the feasible parameters for two materials C 7 and GaN. For carbon,
the parameter values were analyzed in [142] where authors showed that most of them don't
agree with the Hall effect experimental measurements. In the same paper the authors
suggested another, more consistent in terms of the measurements, set of parameters (row 5,
Table 2.1). By combining their results with our own findings (row 5, Table 2.1) we would
recommend this set of parameters for the use in applications.
In terms of the distance to A_(HLK),

we can also classify other mainly large bandgap

materials, such as Si, SiC, A1P and GaN, as those belonging to the same group. For GaN
we have the material point 71,72,73 lying inside the region and for other three materials,
lying relatively close to K-{HLK).

Such small deviations are within the reported order of
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measurement accuracy (0.25%, 0.3% 0.6% for Si, SiC and A1P, respectively [114]). They
can be eliminated by direct adjustments.
The fact that Si belongs to that category in spite of its smaller bandgap of « 1.11 can be
easily explained. Indeed, it is one component diamond crystal with highly regular parabolic
main valence and conduction bands diagrams, and additionally its structure follows the
time reversal symmetry at T point [118].
The rest of the materials from Table 2.1 have more complicated structures, e.g. InSb is
a small bandgap, large effective mass material. It is known [84] that the LK approximation
based exclusively on the hole eigenstates, would be insufficient for InSb like materials. Our
analysis supports this fact theoretically.
Concerning Ge and GaAs they have anisotropic lower conduction bands without time
reversal symmetry and strong coupling between the p-bonding topmost valence band and
p-antibonding conduction band states [136]. Inclusion these conduction band states into the
basis set with subsequent application of the k • p approach leads us to more precise 8 x 8 ,
14 x 14 models [84],[136].
This brings us to the Kane model (see Section 2.3.3), where we have additionally one
innermost conduction band reflected in the basis set (2.36) by eigenfunctions | 5 f )
\S I).

an

d

The linear transformation S from (2.41) applied to HK doesn't change the type

of Hamiltonian, so we will consider HK in the non-transformed form H\ + \2H[.

The

untransformed Hamiltonians H\, H[ have a block-diagonal structure, consequently instead
of full 8 x 8 we, effectively, can reduce our attention to HK = H +

\H\.

Direct calculation of eigenvalues for the quadratic form associated with HK, described
in details for the Luttinger-Kohn case, give us five distinct eigenvalues. Together with
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(2.56), this leads to the necessary conditions for the ellipticity of HK:

1 + A'

>0

1 + N' + V

<0

\-\N'

+V

<0

M' + l- ±N'

<0

(2.62)

M' + l + ±N' <0.
The opposite sign in the first innequality reflects its correspondence to the conduction band.
Recall also that conduction band material parameter A' is presented in this first inequality
only. It highlights the fact that the ellipticity analysis for the valence and conduction parts
of HK can be performed independently. The presence of unity in the system is connected
with the differences in the definition of L, M and L\ M'. To utilize the data from Table 2.1
we define the dimensionless parameters 71,72,73 similar to the Luttinger triplet [138]
- 2 m 0 ( 3 + L' + 2M / )/3

7i
72

=

7s =

-mo(L'-M')/3
-m0N'/3.

Hereby, the system (2.62) is transformed to
1 + A' > 0
- 7 i - 4 7 2 - 673 < 0,
-7i + 2 7 2 - 3 7 3 < 0 ,

(2.63)

- 7 i + 2 7 2 + 3 7 3 < 0,
373 - 7i - 47 2 < 0.
As it was expected, we have obtained 4 inequalities from the valence bands' part of HK
having the structure analogous to that for the LK Hamiltonian (2.58). The conduction band
inequality is trivially fulfilled for all materials from Table 2.1 (A' is positive everywhere,
hence we don't include its value in the final Table 2.3).
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The modified and the original Luttinger parameters (2.44) are connected by the formulas [138]:
P2/3Eg,

7i = 71 -

l'2 = 72-P2/GEg,

(2.64)

P2/QEg,

7 3 = 73 -

where Eq is a fundamental bandgap energy Ec — Ev, represented in Table 2.2, along with
the Kane parameter P defined in (2.38) in the unitless form.
InSb

InAs

InP

GaSb

GaAs

Eg

0.237

0.42

1.423

0.8137

1.519

P2

24.4

22.2

20.7

27.9

28.9

Table 2.2: The fundamental bandgap energy Eq and the value P2 [67], [76]

After processing the Luttinger data for the elements of Table 2.1 by formula (2.64) we
obtain Table 2.3, where d again stands for a distance to the ellipticity region.

7i

i*

73

d

GaAs 9

0.458108405

-0.770945798

-2.170945798

2.181382459

GaAs 9

0.858108405

-0.670945798

-2.070945798

1.981688161

GaAs 9

0.758108405

-1.150945798

-0.260945798

0.968528011

InP10

0.191089248

-0.864455376

-0.694455376

1.053568173

InP10

1.431089248

-0.344455376

0.355544624

0.198737448

InP10

0.301089248

-1.484455376

-0.804455376

1.586232574

InSb3

2.092137834

-0.908931083

-0.228931083

0.438823278

InSb1

0.682137834

-1.458931083

-0.338931083

1.295065671

El.

Table 2.3: The modified Luttinger parameters for the subset of data from Table 2.1 based
on data from Table 2.2.
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The situation with Kane's model, based on the information from Table 2.3, is better
on average. On the one hand, the Kane model indeed gives better results for the narrow
gap materials InP, InSb than the Luttinger-Kohn one, the distance to the ellipticity region
has been reduced. On the other hand, as it turns out the modified parameter points for
GaAs, lie farther from the region now, min d ss 0.96 versus min d « 0.26 in Table 2.1. It
GaAs

GaAs

may be due to these two reasons: a) the uncertainty in data for GaAs (c.f. Table 2.2) may
highlight that the third set for GaAs is more reasonable than the other two, then the model
yields an improvement for this third set; b) the assumptions about the cross-band influence
of the out-of-basis bands on the bands from the basis set are not valid for GaAs. Similar
conjecture was proposed in [28] after the matching of a bandstructure diagrams calculated
by the momentum representation approach in 1-D and the data measured experimentally for
the group of materials including GaAs. This observation gave rise to the series of alternative
techniques in definition and calculation of Luttinger-like parameters (2.64) [28], [39], [58].
The common idea for these new alternatives, is to correct the parameters (2.64) by adding
the additional terms responsible for the interactions of valence bands with 2 additional
conduction bands (it doesn't change the dimensions of Hamiltonian as MPDO, but makes
the model more precise, since all 5 bands are considered) . Due to the symmetry properties
this addition [28, eqs. 4-5, 11] increases the value of 72 and decreases 73, therefore the
performed analysis needs to be revised for the case of these new definitions.
All mentioned problems with ellipticity and self-adjointness of LK and Kane models
ought to be remedied by the inclusion of all 5 energy bands into the basis set (as previously,
here we mean the eigenfunctions of Ho which posses the symmetry of corresponding bands).
Then, the Hamiltonian will be free of the perturbation part and hence must be elliptic
by construction (as a projection of the elliptic operator to the orthogonal subspace). By
1

Ref.
Ref.
9
Sets
10
Sets
3

[113]
[177]
7 (T=50K), 8 (T=70K), 2 from [114]
7 (T=60..300K), 2, 1 from [114]
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including the spin orbit splitting, this Hamiltonian may be represented by the 14 x 14 matrix
PDO [38], [105], [136], [118]. This is an evidence that new 14 x 14 Hamiltonian gives more
physically reasonable results than the 6 x 6 LK Hamiltonian for Si and Ge [58].
The setup described above is still applicable for these 14 x 14 models but, possibly,
with a few minor modifications. It may happen that the eigenvalues of the corresponding
quadratic form for the 14 x 14 MPDO will not be obtainable in the closed form. In that
case the approach is still valid, but ought to be applied materialwise.
The remaining part of this subsection is devoted to the analysis of the ellipticity requirements for the WZ 6 x 6 Hamiltonian. In what follows, we shall use the similarities
of the problem for the WZ Hamiltoninan with our thoroughly examined ZB case. We will
skip, for the brevity, some trivial logical steps explained for ZB and omit any duplicate
discussions.
Basically, we need to perform three steps: gather the coefficients of the quadratic form
and compose them into the matrix MBP;

calculate the eigenvalues of MBP

and solve the

replica of the system (2.56) for these eigenvalues; examine desirable values of the parameters
Ai against the constrains obtained from (2.56).
It is known from Section 2.3.3 that the system of parameters Ai, i — 1 , . . . , 6 has only
three degrees of freedom.

Literally, constants AI,A^,AQ

connection formulas (2.51). Then the matrix MBP
Page 65.
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can be factored out using the
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r

^

I
^

M

has the set of distinct eigenvalues:
{A2 + A4, A2 + 4A5, A2 - 2A5 + A4, A2 - 2A5 + 3A4, A2 + 2A5 - A4} .

(2.65)

They form the system of constrains (2.56) for the WZ Hamiltonian
A2 + A4

< 0,

A2 + 4A5

< 0,

A2 - 2A5 + A4

< 0,

A2 - 2A5 + 3A4

< 0,

A2 + 2A5 -A4

< 0.

(2.66)

The fourth inequality here is weaker than the third one, hence the feasibility region is,
again, represented as a four sides infinite pyramid A-(HBP)

with the vertex at the origin

(e.g. Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Different views of the ellipticity region in the space (^2,^44,^5) for the BP
wurtzite Hamiltonian (inner part of the pyramid), the perturbation weight A = 1.

Concerning the parameters for WZ, here the situation differs from the ZB materials,
in the sense that the k • p approximation for WZ was developed after the time when the
66

ZB theory had been formed (c. f.

[22]). Thus, we have less ambiguity in the material

parameters — the single unitless notation Ai which is equivalent to 7* for ZB, except for
the signs change (2.47).
We have gathered the parameters d a t a in Table 2.4. Observe t h a t we added three
more quantities, they characterize the validity of the constrains (2.51) imposed by the
cubic approximation asumptions.

T h e d a t a sets, where these values far from zero are

incompatible with t h e W Z Hamiltonian in the proposed representation (2.49). Even though,
they are often used in t h e calculation along with Hamiltonian (2.49), we will avoid these
parameter sets in t h e resulting plots (except the materials ZnO, ZnS, CdSe for which any
other alternatives are unavailable).
T h e data, processed by (2.51), is presented in Table 2.5 and visualized in Figure 2.5 1 . An
additional column d as before represents a distance from t h e parameter point (^2, ^4,^4.5)
to t h e boundary of the feasibility region

K-(HBF).

All d a t a from Table 2.5 lie entirely outside the ellipticity region, although it is clustered
material-wise, which means again the failure of ellipticity conditions for HBP.
these results lead to the nonself-adjointness of HBP.

As before

Detailed explanation of t h e impact

of the lack of ellipticity on the properties of the k • p model was already discussed at t h e
beginning of this section. It is hard to estimate the average quality of HBP

in terms of

ellipticity while comparing it to the LK Hamiltonian, because we don't have t h a t much
variety in the available d a t a for materials with large and small bandgaps. Graphically the
^ e t s 1, 2, 3 from [114]
Ref. [157]
3
Ref. [44], [65]
4
Ref. [126]
5
Ref. [83]
6
Ref. [114]
7
Ref. [63]
1
Adobe® Acrobat®7 or higher must be used in order to provide the ability to rotate the picture
2

(in PDF only)
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Ai

A2

A3

A4

Ab

A6

Si

S3

S6

A1N1

-3.86

-0.25

3.58

-1.32

1.47

1.64

-0.97

0.94

-4.385

A1N1

-4.06

-0.26

3.78

-1.86

2.02

3.04

-0.08

0.06

-5.304

A1N1

-3.82

-0.22

3.54

-1.16

1.33

1.25

-1.28

1.22

-4.152

A1N2-3

-3.95

-0.27

3.68

-1.84

-1.95

-2.91

0

0

0.003

A1N2

-4.06

-0.26

3.78

-1.86

-2.02

-2.91

-0.08

0.06

0.173

A1N4

-3.83

-0.35

3.49

-1.74

-1.72

-2.4

0

0.01

0.004

GaN 2 ' 3

-6.56

-0.91

5.65

-2.83

-3.13

-4.86

0.01

-0.01

-0.009

GaN 2

-6.27

-0.96

5.7

-2.84

-3.18

-4.86

0.37

0.02

0.118

GaN 4

-7.24

-0.51

6.73

-3.36

-3.35

-4.72

-0.01

0.01

0.003

GaN 5

-6.37

-0.72

5.7

-2.91

-2.94

-4.284

0.17

-0.12

-0.084

InN 6

-9.28

-0.6

8.68

-4.34

-4.32

-6.08

0

0

0.001

ZnO 7

-6.68

-0.45

6.12

-2.7

-2.76

-4.626

-0.8184

0.72

-0.624

ZnS 5

-4.58

-0.53

4.14

-2.34

-2.34

-3.691

0.63

-0.54

-0.382

CdS 5

-4.53

-0.39

4.02

-1.92

-1.92

-2.59

-0.3

0.18

0.127

CdSe 5

-5.06

-0.43

4.5

-1.29

-1.29

-0.467

-2.05

1.92

1.358

El.

Table 2.4: The WZ material parameters, and the quantities Si defined as a difference between
given Ai and calculated from by (2.51).
data in Figure 2.4 looks more regular than for HLK, however the distance to the feasibility
region also increases with the growth of the material constant magnitudes.
The data points are grouped near one side of the pyramidal domain, described by the
equation:
A2 + A4 - 2A5 = 0.

(2.67)

To summarize the performed analysis we would like to note that the partial reduction
of the distance to the feasibility region for the Kane model (c.f. Table 2.3) suggests to
revise the original assumption of relative independence the valence band states on the
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A2

M

A5

d

A1N2'3

-0.27

-1.84

-1.95

0.804

A1N2

-0.26

-1.86

-2.02

0.862

A1N4

-0.35

-1.74

-1.72

0.606

GaN 2 ' 3

-0.91

-2.83

-3.13

1.132

GaN 4

-0.51

-3.36

-3.35

1.271

GaN 5

-0.72

-2.91

-2.94

1.010

InN 6

-0.6

-4.34

-4.32

1.662

ZnO 7

-0.454

-2.704

-2.767

1.067

ZnS 5

-0.53

-2.34

-2.34

0.813

CdS 5

-0.39

-1.92

-1.92

0.687

CdSe 5

-0.43

-1.29

-1.29

0.386

El.

Table 2.5: The WZ material parameters, and the distance to the boundary of the feasibility
region A_(tf B P )conduction bands, even for the large bandgap materials. It may, however, be unnecessary
if the alternatively defined material parameters (with better fit to experiment) would yield
the ellipticity.
In the next subsection we will analyze the connection between the ellipticity and the
adjustment of material parameters using perturbation weight A for the LK and BP Hamiltonians. For each material presented throughout this section, we will find the maximum
value of the perturbation weight A that leaves the Hamiltonian elliptic.
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Figure 2.5: A part of the feasibility region and the data from Table 2.5 in the space
(A2, A 4 ,i4 5 ) for the BP wurtzite Hamiltonian, the perturbation weight A = 1.
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2.5 Parameter fitting
The motivation for our analysis here came from the observations of the previous section.
Namely, Tables 2.3, 2.5 highlight the theoretical problems with the application of HLK

and

HBP Hamiltonians in their coordinate representation to the approximation of eigensolutions
of iJo- The form of these Hamiltonians with the perturbation weight A = 1 violates ellipticity
conditions. Theorem 7 and the form of perturbative parts of HLK

and HBP

together,

guarantee that there must exist a value of A e (0,1] for which the H-bound of perturbative
parts is less than one. As we know now this value of A is material dependent. For the Kane
Hamiltonian, it also depends on the bandgap energies and inter-band matrix elements (2.38).
Concerning the last one, there was certain disagreement in the physical community about
the measuring technique for these quantities and effects that ought to be accounted for [67],
[28]. To our best knowledge this controversy has not been resolved yet (see the discussion
after (2.64)). That is why we will omit the 8 x 8 Kane model from considerations here and
concentrate our attention purely on 6 x 6 models.
The main idea of this section is based on the formulas from the perturbation theory
(2.20), (2.26)-(2.28) applied to the calculation of perturbative parts of Luttinger-Kohn
and Bir-Pikus Hamiltonians. For the ZB Hamiltonian the Luttinger parameters with the
perturbation weight accounted for, has the form (2.47)
7i (A) =

A 2 ( 7 l - 1 ) + 1,

72(A)

=

A272)

73(A)

=

A273.

Similarly, for the WZ material parameters A2,A^^A^ we have (2.53)
A2(A2 + 1) - 1,

A2{\)

=

A4{\)

=

X2A4,

A5(\)

=

A2,45.
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Direct substitution in the system of inequalities (2.58), characterizing the feasibility region
A_{HLK),

yields
- 7 l A 2 - 4 72 A 2 - 673A2 + A2 - 1 < 0,
- 7 l A 2 + 272A2 - 373A2 + A2 - 1 < 0,

(2.68)

- 7 l A 2 + 272A2 + 373A2 + A2 - 1 < 0,
373A2 - 7 iA 2 - 4 72 A 2 + A2 - 1 < 0.
Similar procedure for HBP\

provides
A2 [A2 + A4 + 1) - 1

<o,

X2(A2 + 4A5 +

<o,

l)-l

- 2A5 + A4 + 1) - 1

<o,

X2(A2 - 2A5 + 3A4 + 1) -- 1

<o,

X2(A2 + 2A5 -A4 +

<0.

\2(A2

These two systems describe the regions A^(HLK)
weight A G [0;1].

I)- 1

and A-(HBP)

(2.69)

for any perturbation

One can calculate the solution for two different A and discover the

transformation of the region. We can easily deduce the properties of this transformation
analytically since the inequalities above are linear in A2.
Thus, in the case A = 0 we have no perturbation part, therefore Hamiltonian must be
elliptic as a projection of the elliptic operator. Indeed, setting A = 0 gives a trivial exact
constant inequalities — 1 < 0 in both ZB and WZ cases. The case A = 1 immediately gives
us the original, independent of A, systems (2.58) and (2.66).
With regard to the material parameters from Tables 2.1, 2.5, they fail only one inequality in the corresponding system. In the general, A dependent, form they are
A 2 ( - 7 i + 272 + 3 7 3 + l ) - K 0 ,

72

(2.70)

for the ZB Hamiltonian, and
A 2 ( ^ 2 - 2 A 5 + 3^4 + l ) - l < 0 ,

(2.71)

for the WZ Hamiltonian.
To find the perturbation weight value A2, maximal for some particular parameter set,
we simply need to find the intersection point of the one parameter family of planes, characterized by equalities (2.70), (2.71) and the desirable data point (associated with that
parameter set).
For example, consider the AlAs crystal with the parameters set (71,72,73) = (3.76,
0.9, 1.42) (set 1, Table 2.6), and the initial distance to the region A-(HLK),

d=0.6147.

The family of planes for WZ is described by the equation obtained from (2.70), which is
evaluated at this data point
A 2 (-3.76 + 1.8 + 4.26 + 1) - 1 = 0,
A2 = 0.303.
So, for this material HLK is elliptic as long as A2 < 0.303.
In a similar manner, the weight A2 has been calculated for the materials presented in this
work, excluding the material parameters that had been already lying inside the ellipticity
region. Results for ZB and WZ Hamiltonians are given in Tables 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.
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Table 2.6: T h e ZB material parameters along with the maximum perturbation weight
1] and t le distance d to the feasibility region k^{HLK)
El.
AlAs

2

7i

3.76

72

0.9

73

1.42

A2

El.

d

0.303 0.615

Ge

GaAs 9

6.8

0.06

1.15

2.4

1

0.909 0.027
0.5

73

A2

d

3.27

1.56

1.73 0.234 0.874

6.28

2.08

2.78 0.139 1.662

InP 1 0 5.15

0.94

1.62 0.386 0.425

0.94

1.62 0.386 0.425

I n pl0,5

0.267

72

13.3 4.285 5.655 0.076

InP 1 0 5.04

A1P1 3.47 0.065 1.145 0.913 0.025
A1P5 3.47

1

7i

10

9

7.2

2.5

1.1

0.476 0.294

InP

GaAs 9

7.1

2.02

2.91

0.15 1.515

InSb 3 36.41 16.25 16.93 0.021 12.529

GaP 1 2 4.05 0.49

1.25

0.595 0.182

InSb 1

1.66

0.267 0.732

GaAs

GaP 1 2 - 5

4.2

0.98

5 2

5.15

35

Si 11 4.26 0.38
11

5.69

0.076 3.266

Si

Ge 4 ' 5 13.38 4.24

5.69

0.076 3.253

Si 11 4.22

0.14 0.7012 0.712 0.108

1.56 0.459 0.315

4.285 0.339 1.446 0.578 0.195

Ge - 13.35 4.25

SiC 1 1.98

15.7 16.82 0.021 12.524

0.39

1.44 0.532 0.235

SiC 3 2.817 0.508 0.86 0.562 0.208

It is clear t h a t the values of the weight are proportional to the distance d, and the
analytic dependence on A2 predicts t h a t too. T h e region is expanding with the decreasing
A2. At the same time the vertex of pyramid is shifting towards the negative values of 71 in
the ZB case and towards positive A2 in the case of WZ (see Figure 2.6, where 0\ corresponds
to Ai and O2 to A2).
4

Measured under T = A.2K
Obtained by extrapolations from the 14 x 14 k • p model
6
Measured under T = 300K
l
Rei. [113]
2
Ref. [114]
3
Ref. [177]
7
Most probable value (set 5 from [113])
8
Sets 1, 2, 3 from [172]
9
Sets 7 (T=50K), 8 (T=70K), 2 from [114]
10
Sets 7 (T=60..300K), 2, 1 from [114]
"Sets 2 (T=1.26K), 3, 6 from [114]
12
Sets 4 (T=1.6K), 3, 6 from [114]
5
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A2

AA

A5

A2 £[0,1]

d

A1N2-3

-0.27

-1.84

-1.95

.3584229391

0.804

A1N2

-0.26

-1.86

-2.02

.3424657534

0.862

A1N4

-0.35

-1.74

-1.72

.4255319149

0.606

GaN 2 ' 3

-0.91

-2.83

-3.13

.2840909091

1.132

GaN 4

-0.51

-3.36

-3.35

.2610966057

1.271

GaN 5

-0.72

-2.91

-2.94

.3076923077

1.010

InN 6

-0.6

-4.34

-4.32

.2127659574

1.662

ZnO 7

-0.454

-2.704

-2.767

.2962085308

1.067

ZnS 5

-0.53

-2.34

-2.34

.3558718861

0.813

CdS 5

-0.39

-1.92

-1.92

.3952569170

0.687

CdSe 5

-0.43

-1.29

-1.29

.5376344086

0.386

El.

Table 2.7: The WZ material parameters together with the maximum perturbation weight
A2 and the distance to the boundary of the feasibility region
A-(HBP).

Figure 2.6: Transformation of the feasibility region for LK (left) and BP (right) Hamiltonians Ai = 1, A2 = 1/8.
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This approach unlike several others [93], [165], [67], [67] preserves the crystal symmetry
properties of the Hamiltonian imposed by the regular crystal structure (e.g. Figure 1.2 ).
Consequently for V = 0, the eigensolutions resemble the symmetric properties of the real
solutions to (2.1)-(2.2), and hence are more appropriate physically.
Another positive aspect is that we didn't introduce any new phenomenological parameters like those in [67] or [93]. All the work has been done with the classical Hamiltonians
in the original representation (by using the same basis) [22], [110]. We utilized the perturbation parameter existing in the classical formulation, along with the mathematical results
from the theory of partial differential equations. It makes our approach mathematically
sound and physically adequate.
All our estimates of A2 are a priori, there is no need to solve the improperly posed from
the physical point of view problem (nonelliptic), and then filter out the spurious solutions
like in [159].
Moreover, we do not need to change the original Hamiltonian at all. Instead it is
sufficient to recalculate the material parameters by the formulas (2.47) or (2.53) (dependent
on the type of the crystal), and then use them in further calculations with the unmodified
Hamiltonian.
The advantage of the proposed methodology, however, is supplemented by one precaution. It may happen that new, recalculated, parameters will lie close or even equal to the
unmodified parameters (A2 = 1) for some other material. This doesn't happen in our case
because the selected parameter points BX6, clS ct rule, congregated around shifted side of the
region.
To avoid that in general, we may choose to fix one weight A2 for all parameters. This
common weight ought to be the infimum of the set with the critical A2 for all materials.
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Chapter 3
Applications in t h e modeling of QD
heterostructures

Up to this point we focused more attention on the theoretical aspects of the k • p model for
the semiconductor nanostructures in a bulk case. It has been mentioned in Section 2.3 that
in the absence of any additional fields the bandstructure of the bulk perfect crystal has a
highly regular form. To describe this form adequately one needs to know the solution of
the Schrodinger equation only for one unit cell (recall that in this case the eigenfunctions
satisfy the Bloch theorem from Section 2.1.2). Then, in Sections 2.3.3 - 2.3.4 we illustrated
an extension of the basic model to include a spin orbit interaction.
In this form the model presents a basic mathematical tool for the variety of application
areas, described in the introduction. Each such area adapts the original k • p model, revising
some of assumptions on the physical properties of the crystal, incorporated in model's
original statement. Typically these assumptions are as follows.
First of all, the regularity of the crystal structure is indirectly based on the idea that
the dimensions of the crystal are infinite. In reality the finiteness of the crystal causes
the dislocation of the material atoms near the boundary, induced by the interaction forces
between the atom cores [177]. Secondly, the introduction of the macroscopic potential,
free of crystal symmetry, change the symmetry structure of the solutions. They do not
follow any longer micro symmetries of the crystal, but as a rule attain some macroscopic
symmetries, imposed by the geometry of the domain f2 and the boundary conditions (in
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case of HQ we have seen in Sec. 2.3 - 2.3.4 that it leads to degenerate eigensolutions).
As a consequence of these two facts, it becomes impossible to use the Hamiltonian in the
momentum representation, thus we will be dealing only with coordinate representation in
the current chapter.
Moreover, the industrial applications and the self-assembling growing suggest to consider the k • p model for QD's with the included influence of deformation effects. For many
important materials the deformation of their structure cause the generation of an electric
potential in response to an applied stress [91]. These, so called piezoelectric, phenomena
must be reflected in the resulting model, since due to high stresses in QD the magnitude of
the electric potential is not negligible [135].
In Section 3.2 we will show how to describe such additional phenomena mathematically, using the thermodynamical formalism in its macroscopic form. Section 3.3 is devoted
to the description of the modified k • p model with included influence of deformation and
electric field. Since these extensions of the mathematical model are dependent on the type
of the considered crystal structure and the geometry of the region Q, we begin the current
chapter with the description of realistic heterostructure geometries of QD's obtained by
self assembled growth on the substrate. The main feature of heterostructure geometries
is that the crystal material is no longer uniformly bulk in f2. The geometry is composed
from two different materials, with abrupt interfaces between them (see Figure 3.1). This
issue will again raise the problems related to the boundary and interface conditions in such
geometries, discussed for the bulk case in 1.1 and 2.1. As we know from the axioms of quantum mechanics (see Section 1.1), these questions are crucial for the self-adjointness of the
resulting bandstructure Hamiltonian. Finally in Section 3.4 we present the results of bandstructure modeling for the realistic geometry GaN/AIN QD. The comparison between the
classical k • p model and its modified form (with the included piezoelastic effects) highlights
the considerable difference between their eigensolutions. It demonstrates the importance of
such extended models and suggests the topic for further work in this direction.
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3.1

The realistic geometries of QD's obtained by self-assembled
growth

The progress in the understanding of electronic properties of QD's is closely related to
the advances in their design and fabrication. We mentioned in the introduction that the
convenient fabrication process should be able to repetitively produce series of the nanometersized QD's with the relatively small deviation in their geometrical parameters. In addition,
the applications would benefit from the ability to manipulate the size and the composition
of fabricated QD's without necessity to cardinally change the fabrication process. The
formulated requirements have been fulfilled, up to some extent, with the invention of the
self-assembled growth technique [155], [153].

[010]
(001)

(011)
[100]

Matrix
Matr^

Figure 3.1: The realistic QD geometry obtained by self-assembled growth
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During such growth the QD material is deposited on the substrate (we shall call it the
Matrix) by the molecular beam or vapour phase epitaxy (see Figure 3.1 ). The shape of the
QD island (Dot) is defined by the energy minimization during the self-organized growth.
Usually it is either pyramidal or conical [165], [153] (although many other forms can be
produced). The height and lateral width of Dots vary between 15 — 120 nm, depending on
the exact growth conditions. As the result of the wetting forces during the deposition, the
Dot island is surrounded by the thin wetting layer (WL). After formation, the Dot and WL
are covered by the matrix material forming a final QD heterostructure.
Such a construction must theoretically provide a 3D confinement of charge carriers
in the Dot layer. As we will see, it is partly true for the low energy eigenstates. The
confinement results from the combined effect of the band-edge discontinuity between the
Dot and the Matrix (vertical confinement) and strain-induced lateral confinement, caused
by a matrix material on top of the Dot (see Figure 3.1). The difference in the lattice
constants of the Dot and the Matrix materials (lattice mismatch) induces an additional
smooth strain deformation potential into the QD.
The depth and size of the QD carrier confinement can be adjusted by changing the
widths and material composition of the Dot and the Matrix layers [164] and by tuning
the size of the QD island (which depends on the growth conditions) [8]. The type of the
substrate is one of the most important parameters that predefines the electronic confinement
and optical characteristics of the QD heterostructure.
The present configuration of the geometry obviously doesn't fit into the formulation of
the k • p model for bandstucture calculations. The approximation procedure carried out in
Sections 2.3-2.3.4 has to be entirely revised. We start the derivation of this new expanded
model taking into account elastic and piezoelectric phenomena in the formal generalized
form (we will call the compound effect as piezoelastic).
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3.2

Accounting for piezoelastic effects in the mathematical
modeling of QD's

Thermodynamical formalism is a deterministic approach which allows to describe the energy transformation processes in a system under the assumption that this system is closed
(mechanically and thermally isolated from its surrounded environment). Then the total
amount of useful work available in such a system is characterized by the Gibbs potential G
[132]
G — U — TSent,
where Sent is the entropy of the system, U is the internal energy, and T is related to the
absolute temperature.
The future form of the system depends on the forces included in the representation
of U. We will consider the energy U formed by the strain and piezoelectric forces with
the additional inclusion of an external potential which is assumed to be known (it usually
represents the magnetic field [121], [135]).
Two main mathematical equations characterizing the physical system in the piezoelectric theory are the equation of motion (3.1) and Maxwells equation (3.2)

V • D = 0.

(3.2)

The Gibbs thermodynamic potential in our case is given as [132],
G = U — (Tijeij — EkDk — TSent,

(3-3)

where a and e are stress and strain, E is an electric field. For an adiabatically insulated
reversible system, the total differential of the internal energy is
dU = aijdeij + EkdDk + TdSent.
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(3.4)

Therefore, the total differential of the Gibbs potential is
dG = —eijdaij — DkdEk — SentdT.

(3.5)

On the other hand, expanding the Gibbs potential in Taylor series gives [174]
_,„

dG

dG J
= JtT.foii
dai

dG Jr,
dG ^
dE
+ dE
ai=r
k + dT^FdTk

(3.6)

Comparison of the equations (3.6) and (3.5) shows that the dependent variables can be
expressed as [135],
dG
dan'
>%3

lJ

Dh

=-

dG
dEk'

S
"

=-

dG
dT'

(3.7)

At this point, temperature changes will be neglected, thus rendering the entropy quantity
is irrelevant. Moreover, we shall focus below only on the statical case, so dG = 0. Since
we are going to consider only relatively small and regular in space changes of dependent
variables we could represent it sufficiently well in a model by including only first order terms
of dependent variables with respect to independent variables in the Taylor series expansion,
thus

ae

ij

d&lm

~

dalm

_

dg|n

aa

+

l™

dEn

dEn

da,ha.
dtij •den
" C *J ^+ dE-,

(3.8)

dEn

and
9Dk A__
, dDk
= da7tdalrn + 8E^\ dEn

dDk

(3.9)

dD

* =ltde^+^ldEn.

Here an additional subscript near derivatives mean that we deal with the projection of the
derivative on a subspace where the mentioned quantity is a constant.
In last two equation (3.8) and (3.9) commonly used physical quantities are defined as
follows
dti

a

Cii7m
ijlm — dai„
_ dai„
Cijlm — geij i dijn

dDk
dEn

— £2*
gEn

fcfcn—
dti

—

dDr,

e

ijn

gEn
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dajj
— dEn

(3.10)
dDn
den

They are referred to as the elastic compliance e^m, stiffness coefficient Cy/m, dielectric
permittivity €fcn, piezoelectric strain coefficients dijn and piezoelectric stress coefficients
eijn. Integrating over the entire domain of interest we finally will receive [173], [135]:

(3.12)
or in a vector-matrix form
a — ce — eE,

(3.13)

D = ee + eE.

(3.14)

According to the general theory, values of the coefficients (3.10) depend on the characteristics of the particular material and without any additional constrains may be arbitrary.
However, since we consider the model for heterostructures (with highly symmetric constituents), this model should employ some additional restrictions on the mentioned quantities caused by the symmetries in a crystalline nanostructure. Taking into account the
symmetries of WZ structure (here we restrict ourself to the WZ GaN/AIN case) our coefficients appear as [22], [66]
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/

(3.15)

As we already mentioned, during the assembly process the Matrix layer is grown on
the top of an already emerged Dot layer. The physical conditions (temperature, pressure)
during such growth differs from operational. Consequently, after stabilization, the structure
becomes stressed due to the differences in the crystal shapes of the Dot and the Matrix.
The standard way to account for this additional stress in two-component structures is by
using the so-called lattice mismatch additions to the expressions for strain e. This allows
us to define all the remaining variables in equations (3.13), (3.14)
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(3.17)

inside the QD and zero otherwise. Quantities, am, cm

and ad, Cd are the lattice constants of the Matrix and Dot, respectively, while quantities, e*
and e* are the local intrinsic strains (lattice mismatch) along a and c directions, respectively.
The directions a and c correspond to the shorter and longer dimensions of the unit cell of
the WZ crystal (c.f. Section 1.2 and [66]).
Collecting the terms from (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) to (3.13), (3.14) we obtain
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Substituting these representations into the governing equations (3.1), (3.2) will lead us to
the system of second order linear differential equations with the coefficients having a jump
at the interface between the Dot and the Matrix.
Mathematical properties of this system have been studied within the general scope of
continuous elasticity theory for applications of the analytical mechanics [161], [102]. The
extension to the coupled piezoelastic case is described in [132], [174], [175]. The treatment
peculiar to the crystal structures can be found in [91], [92]. Exhaustive results about the
existence and uniqueness of the solution for the PDE systems for elastic and piezoelastic
models are discussed in [46], [47].
Since the QD heterostructure consists of the materials with different elastic and possibly piezoelastic properties, the resulting system of equations (3.1), (3.2) will have piece-wise
continuous (constant) coefficients near the partial derivatives with respect to coordinates.
In such cases the standard theory of elliptic PDE's (which assumes the continuity of these
coefficients) can not be applied directly [80], [56], [100]. Nevertheless, using the additional
knowledge about the position of discontinuities we can circumvent this problem by decomposing the geometry fl = Q,M H O D , and hence the system (3.1), (3.2), into the following
two boundary value problems
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" f V(Ci V ^ a ( ^ ) ) = ? i (-£),

-$ e toD,
(3.19)

f V(C 2 V17 2 (^)) = ? 2 ("^),

^ € fiM,

_ \ ^ 2 (^) = ^ 2 (^), ^Ga^ M \(9fi M nan),
where Ci,C 2 are the constant matrices obtained after the simplification of (3.1), (3.2);
QD is a subdomain of the geometry related to the Dot, Q M is a union of the subdomains
of 0 which represents the Matrix; unknown vectors 17 j = (ux,uy,uz,Vp)T

consist of the

components of displacement ux, uy, uz and the electric potential Vp (i = 1, 2). The functions
if i(~af) and # 2 (lc) are the values of the solutions at the interface between the subdomains
from the side of QD and £IM correspondingly, while the right-hand sides fi(x),i

= 1,2

incorporate the effect of lattice mismatch.
For each boundary value problem from (3.19) the following result remains true [99] (for
more rigorous mathematical formulation and proof see [46], [122], [123])

Theorem 8 Suppose that j

6 C 1 ^ —> K3) bounded, and g (dtl —» R 3 ) is bounded,

continuous on each connected element of 80,, C is a symmetric nonsingular matrix, Q, is
closed region in R 3 . Then there exists a unique deformation u E C 2 (fi) D C(80)

which

satisfies the following static equilibrium equation

V(cvi7("^)) = 7(^), ^ en,
IT(^) = f(lt),

"^ e dCl.

In the applications of the model considered here, we assume that the materials of the QD
heterostructure are completely relaxed (all components of the displacement 17 vanish) at the
boundary of the QD geometry [22],[120], [135]. This assumption is physically relevant for
the modeling of single QD's [123], [44], [12] and may be regarded as an initial approximation
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for the case of arrays of QD's. Then the system (3.19) in the absence of external electric
potential field, should be accompanied by the following boundary conditions [124]:
~vt(l?) = "ft, ~£ € dSl.

(3.20)

The interface conditions between the Matrix and the Dot ought to reflect the fact that these
two nanometric size bodies tightly packed on the atomic level (as a result of the fabrication
process). Thus the displacement and the electric potential should be continuous functions
at every point of the interface
lim lt{^)=
~£enM

lim ^ ( ^ ) ,

V ^ 0 € (8QD n

dnM)\d£l.

itenD

By using the continuity properties of the solutions U\, ~u 2 at the boundary of each subdomain QM and QD from Theorem 8, we can simply write

"^iC^) = ^2("^), "^ e (dnD n dnM)\dn.

(3.21)

Similar decomposition ideas applied to the system of elliptic PDE's with discontinuous
coefficients were used in [94], [95], [144] to establish the existence and uniqueness theorems
for the complete boundary value problems (BVP) (3.19), (3.20), (3.21). In a simplified form
they may be presented as follows [95]:

Theorem 9 The problem (3.19), (3.20), (3.21), under assumptions of Theorem 8 on the
functions f \, gx, i — 1,2 and the domains VLM> ^D,

[ 1? 2 C^),

has a unique solution

~£ € MM,

where each iti is an analytic function inside every connected element of the corresponding
domain of definition, and continuous on the interfaces between ftp and VLM-

The smoothness of the solutions Ui stated in this theorem may be partly distorted as a
result of the numerical discretization procedure selected to solve the problem (3.19), (3.20),
(3.21).
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For example, both physical observations and mathematical reasoning (the theorem
above) allow discontinuous first derivatives of the displacement ux,uy,uz

at the interfaces

of the QD heterostructure. The requirement to approximate such solutions and preserve
their smoothness properties, shorten the available variety of numerical approaches to a few
convenient: finite element method (FEM), finite differences method, special modifications
of boundary element method (BEM) (or the method of potential) [48].
In our numerical calculations we decided to use a computational approach based on
the finite element method [45]. More precisely, we have used a COMSOL finite element
software package [2] and SLEPc sparse linear eigenspace solver [78], [77] as a basis for
our computational framework (see the details in Chapter 4). This choice was motivated
by the relative simplicity of the computational procedure offered by FEM. The solution
of the system (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) contributes to the modified bandstructure eigenvalue
problem through the additions to the potential term. Therefore, the selected FEM software
package should be able to solve the first piezoelastic BVP (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) and then
use the obtained solution for the eigenvalue problem for bandstructure calculation, solved
afterwards.

The COMSOL software package allows us to do these manipulations with

solutions. Another advantage of this package is that it has an inbuilt scripting language
with the Matlab-like syntax. In Chapter 4 we will describe the usage of the scripts to
connect COMSOL and SLEPc into the one robust computational framework.
At the end of this section we review alternative modeling techniques. In addition to
the continuum elasticity approach, presented here, there is a group of alternative atomistic
approaches. In atomistic elasticity, the strain field is calculated from the atomic displacement field of the crystal. The stabilized configuration of the crystal can be achieved by
minimizing the total strain energy. Such energy is defined via the material-specific interatomic potential which accounts for bond lengths and bond angles between neighbouring
atoms. Atomic elasticity calculations for QD's are usually performed by using the Keating VFF potential [88], [117]. The atomistic approach can properly describe the correct
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point-group symmetry of the atomic lattice, and hence it is able to capture more detailed
inharmonic effects introduced by its discrete structure [140]. At the same time the continuous approach, presented here, is more efficient computationally and can be easily extended
to the piezoelastic case [30].
Furthermore, the continuum model presented here can be refined by accounting for the
nonlinear strain components [120], [119]. In the mentioned papers, the authors showed that
the inclusion of, already, quadratic nonlinear terms into strain components can dramatically
increase the accuracy of the model near the interface between the Matrix and the Dot.
Consequently, such nonlinear models are especially preferable for the modeling of ultra
small QD's (with the size of the Dot less than 10 nm), where both, continuum and atomistic,
linear approaches are proved to be inadequate [140], [30].
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3.3

The coupled 6x6 bandstructure Hamiltonian with multiscale effects in QD heterostructures: ellipticity, interface
and boundary conditions

This section is devoted to the extension of the k • p models presented in sections 2.3.3, 2.3.4
in the two following directions.
Firstly, we will explain how the strain and electric fields can be incorporated in the k • p
approximation on the example of 6 x 6 Hamiltonian for the bulk crystal with WZ symmetry
[44]. Further analysis reveals that the addition of piezoelastic effects do not change the main
part of this extended Hamiltonian as MPDO (see the description in Section 2.4). Hence,
all ellipticity analysis performed in the same section for the original 6 x 6 and 8 x 8 k • p
models remains valid for their piezoelastic extensions.
Secondly, we consider the problem related to the applicability of the k • p models, derived for the bulk crystal, in the case of QD heterostructures. The situation here is not
trivial and requires a detailed analysis. The eigenvalue problem for the original Schrodinger
equation (2.1)-(2.2), with inter-atom interactions reflected via the potential V/,, remains
formally valid in the heterostructure case. It happens because the differential part of HQ
doesn't change with the transition from one material in the heterostructure to another one.
The natural continuity conditions for the eigensolutions of HQ on the interfaces between the
layers of the QD heterostructure, together with the ellipticity of HQ allow us to apply the
Gauss-Green formula and prove the symmetry of HQ on all QD heterostructure (the proof
for the 1-D case is similar to the one from Example 1, and for the 3-D case it is given in
[139]).
In [36] the author showed that in the cases where eigenfunctions of Ho, used as a basis
set for the derivation of k • p Hamiltonians, are substantially different on two sides of the
interface between the Matrix and the Dot, the k • p approximation will no longer valid. In
the same work he proposed an alternative approach, known ever since as the exact envelopefunction theory. This theory generalizes the k • p approximation to the cases of arbitrarily
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basis functions in every of the QD layers. For the cases of the same basis set at every side
of the interface in the QD heterostructure, the exact envelope-function theory leads to the
same Hamiltonians in each QD constituent as the standard k • p .
In the present section we confined ourself to such cases only. Even though the k • p
Hamiltonians are formally valid in every the Dot-Matrix layer, it is still nontrivial, how to
impose the physically consistent interface conditions between these layers [57], [70], [101],
[139], [143], [162]. After careful examination of all techniques related to this subject available
at the moment (see the discussion above), we selected one as a basis for our calculation.
Using corrected elliptic Hamiltonians in each of the layers, this technique allows us to prove
the symmetry of the compound (in the entire QD heterostructure) Hamiltonian as MPDO.
Then we know that it has a self-adjoint extension, which satisfies all axioms of quantum
mechanics (described in Section 1.1) and conserves the probability current. This solves the
interface conditions problem. In the end of this section we will present convincing examples
regarding the impact of ellipticity on the presence of spurious solutions (see Section 2.4), and
compare the influence of piezoelastic forces on the bandstructure for the 6 x 6 Hamiltonian,
presented this section.
Let us return to the piezoelastic extension of k • p models. The general approach to
incorporate the strain induced influence on the bandstructure is based on the fact that the
components of strain tensor e^ are transformed under the crystal symmetry transformation
in the same way as the products of wave-vector components kikj [22] (here indexes i, j run
over the triplet of coordinates x, y, z, c.f. (3.17) ). For the bulk crystal the strain part of the
Hamiltonian has the same form as the corresponding k • p Hamiltonian, but instead of the
bandstructure parameters for momentum, the deformation potentials weight the influence
of strain tensor components [22].
For the Kane [84] and Luttinger-Kohn [111], [22] models presented earlier (c.f. sections
2.3.3-2.3.4), corresponding strain induced extensions were presented in [13], [22], [22]. In
addition, the authors of [44] presented an alternative definition for WZ 6 x 6 Hamiltonian
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based using a composition of the k • p approximation and group representation technique.
In representation of [44] 6 x 6 Hamiltonian has the following form
Hcc

= Hk

+

Hi

0

0

H'h

(3.22)

-eVr p,

where Vp stands for the piezoelectric potential, and e is an electron charge. The H% is a
Chuang WZ bandstructure Hamiltonian in the momentum representation, defined by
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6 = A3k2z + A4(k2x + k%),

K = A6k%,

where all the parameters here are defined similarly to those for HBP

(c.f. Section 2.3.4):

k± = kx ± iky; Ai, i — 1 , . . . , 6 are the Luttinger-like parameters (2.50) and Aj, i = 1, 2, 3
are spin orbit splitting parameters.
The basis set for H\ can be described in terms of the basis for HBP

(2.48), thus for the

Chuang Hamiltonian this set is equal to {u\o, ^30,^50,^20, U40, UQQ}.
Heh denotes the strain dependent part
'
Heh =
K

% + d,

-D5e_

-D5e+

Ve + 0e

-Detz+

D6ez_
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-D6ez.
Deez+
Vs

(3.23)

£±

— ^xx ^ ^l^xy

^yyi

^z±

Ve = Diezz + D2(exx + eyy),

9e

— ^zx ^

l£yZi

= D3ezz + D4(exx + eyy),

where D{, i = 1 , . . . 6 are valence band deformation potential parameters. Observe that
the strain dependent part Heh has the structure similar to the k • p part, but instead of
the bilinear combinations kikj we have e^ (i,j G {x,y,z}),

and A{ is substituted by D{

(t = l , . . . 6 ) .
The group representation theory [22] under the cubic approximation assumptions, allows us to establish the connection formulas for the material parameters
M - A2 = - A 3 = 2A4,

V2AQ = A3 + 4A5,

Di-D2

V2D6 = D3 + 4£>5,

= -D3 = 2D4,

where the expression for A^ and A2, A3 match those for HBP

A2 = A3,

(recall (2.51)).

In spite of the obvious similarities between the k • p part of Hfc and HBP

authors [44],

claim that their representation is more straightforward in its connection with the measurable
experimental parameters for bandstructure. Therefore, it is important to check how these
two Hamiltonians correlate in terms of the ellipticity analysis (described in Section 2.4).
As we know, the corresponding quadratic form is dependent on the highest (in our case
second) derivatives with respect to coordinates of the Hamiltonian as MPDO. They are
present only in the k • p part H* of Hcc

(since strain tensor components and the potential

is assumed to be found, c.f. Section 3.2). From the construction technique [13], [22] it is clear
that this situation is typical for all piezoelastic extensions of k • p Hamiltonians, discussed
in the current work (it can easily be verified by simple inspections of their extended forms,
given in [13], [22], [22]).
The associated matrix M for Hfc has the following set of distinct eigenvalues
{A2 + At, A2 + 4A5, A2 - 2A5 + A4,A2
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- 2A5 + 3A4, A2 + 2A5 - A4} .

They are identical to the eigenvalues of MBP, which means that the ellipticity analysis,
performed for the HBP Hamiltonian remains valid for the Hcc'. It is not surprising, especially in the light of the fact that the basis set of Hcc is just a rearrangement of the basis
set for HBP.
To proceed with the analysis of interface and boundary conditions for QD heterostructures we assume that in every QD constituent the corresponding extended bulk Hamiltonian
Hcc

is elliptic.
At the beginning of this section we mentioned that the situation with the boundary

and interface conditions is not trivial. Even in the 1-D case there is no commonly adopted
point of view on this problem. Recall from the theory of differential equations that in the
1-D case we need to impose two linearly independent constrains on every interface [52]. A
variety of different approaches were proposed to treat the interface conditions (IC) for the
case when in every subinterval of 1-D heterostructure geometry the bulk Hamiltonian has
constant basis set [173], [126], [12]. Many authors agreed that in this case the conditions
on the interface x — XQ should guarantee the continuity of the solution \& and its weighted
derivative normal to the interface (see [162], [70], [19] and the references therein),
tf (x0 - 0) = * ( x 0 + 0),

(3.24)

1
,
0tf(x)
1 ,.
dVix)
v
hm
=
lim —
,
m_ i->xo-o ox
m+ x-Kro+o ox
where m_, m+ are the effective masses for the materials on the left and right side of the
interface, correspondingly.
Several authors used a generalized matrix form of such conditions and then calculated
the matrix coefficients using different physical considerations [101], [10], [11], [133].
Another group of authors used (3.24) as a first condition, and the conservation of
the probability current in the direction normal to the interface (or its integral across the
interface, in the multi-dimensional case) as a second one [34], [101], [35].
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In the above mentioned works [162], [70], [19], [101], [10], [11], [34], [101], [35], authors
operate by using the Hamiltonians in the momentum representation, or use the momentum
representation indirectly (via quantities obtained from the eigenvalue problem in such a representation, as the effective mass, for example). It is well known from the theory of general
PDE's that this approach is unacceptable for a rigorous formulation of BC and IC. This
is due to the fact that the unitary transformation between the coordinate and momentum
space (this transformation is a properly weighted Fourier transform [20],[16],[160]) scatters
the boundary information over countable set of momentum states. A good example of this
property in case of piecewise-countinous functions is given in [36].
An even more subtle approach may be found in [178], were the authors considered the
boundary condition problem combined with the numerical procedure used for the approximation of the eigensolutions of the multiband Hamiltonian in 1-D. They derived the set of
appropriate IC and BC for the discrete version of the eigenvalue equation. According to
these authors, such a composition of BC and IC preserves the discrete analogue of li norm
[178, eq. (12)].
To present an alternative approach based on the coordinate representation, let us recall
the symmetry property of the linear operator in general (c.f. Section 1.1, (1.2))
(<B,Atf) = (Atf,*>.

(3.25)

In the coordinate representation the k • p Hamiltonian has the form of MPDO defined in
the appropriate Hilbert space (which in our case is formed as a direct product of Hilbert
spaces denned for the original Schrodinger equation (2.1)-(2.2)). The trivial Example 1 from
Section 1.1, clearly illustrates that for such operators, simple symmetry (or Hermiticity) of
MPDO in the matrix sense is not enough to prove the symmetry of MPDO in the operator
sense (described by (3.25)). Unlike the situation with the momentum representation (where
such symmetry of MPDO in the matrix sense is sufficient), in the coordinate representation,
in addition, the proper BC and IC are needed.
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This type of treatment of the boundary and interface conditions was found only in one
work related to the k - p approximation [139]. Here, the author departs from the general
symmetry property (in the operator sense) and derived the general IC in the integral form
for both 1-D and 3-D cases. We would like to point out that in his derivation procedure he
uses a multi-dimensional analogue of the Gauss-Green formula, which is valid only when the
vector function is continuous in the domain. Additionally it should have a continuous first
order derivatives everywhere inside up to the boundary [145]. This is only possible, if the
Hamiltonian is an elliptic MPDO in every subdomain of the bulk material from f2. Thus,
the derivation from [139] will be correct, as soon as we check the ellipticity requirements
(c.f. Section 2.4) for every bulk Hamiltonian in the Dot and the Matrix, and correct them
if necessary (c.f. Section 2.5).
Another interesting feature of this general approach is that these general integral conditions consist of the regular conditions of the solution's continuity at the interface between
the Matrix and the Dot [139, Eq. 36, 40], as a subcase. Provided that BC's everywhere on
the outer boundary of the Matrix and the Dot are zero Dirichlet BC. It means that
lim tf ("£) -

lim *("^),

V ^ 0 € (dQD n dnM)\dn,

(3.26)

where for dflM, dtlo we use the notation from Section 3.2.
In our calculation of the solutions of the eigenvalue problem (1.8) with H =

Hcc

we used these regular conditions (3.26) as a first approximation to more general integral
conditions. Under such IC's (3.26), together with zero BC's, the Hamiltonian is symmetric
as MPDO considered on the entire QD heterostructure £1 (1.2) (under conditions that it
is elliptic in every bulk subdomain). Hence, by Theorem 2 the equation (1.7) satisfies the
probability current conservation property (1.1).
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3.4

Simulation of charge carriers in G a N / A I N QD and comparisons

In this section we present results of bandstructure calculations for realistic QD heterostructures obtained by using the 6 x 6 Hamiltonian Hcc.

We will present graphically the influ-

ence of strain and piezoelectric effects on the bandstructure on the example of GaN/AIN
hexagonal QD with wetting layer.
Let us start with the precise specification of the geometry considered here. It consist
of a wide GaN quantum dot on the wetting layer, embedded in the A1N matrix 25 x 25
nm.

In the notation of Figure 3.2, the geometry has the dimensions described in Table

3.1. Physically such relatively wide QD on thin wetting layer(WL) may be produced as a
result of the so called "overgrowth" self-assembling technique [30]. This geometry (compare
subfigures b), in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.1) is typical for the contemporary research in the
field of light emission diodes and lasers based on QD's (see [18], and the references therein).
Db [nm]

Dt [nm]

H [nm]

W [nm]

8.6380

8.0210

1.0107

0.505

Table 3.1: The QD dimensions

Figure 3.2: The schematics of QD geometry a) and the 3-D model of QD b)
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In many works on the subject authors perform the simulation of the GaAs/InAs QD's
or heterostructures composed from the alloys of such materials (a review of current state of
research for GaAs/InAs QD's, can be found in [30]). In our bandstructure calculations, we
used GaN/AIN material combination for the Dot and the Matrix of the QD heterostructure.
Such QD's, only recently became available for the fabrication, showing a great potential in
being a key building block in the next generation of optic devices (see [65], [135], and the
references therein).
The values of the core structural parameters for GaN and A1N (like strain, stress,
piezoelectric field constants) were available for the physics community during the last 4
decades, meanwhile the Luttinger-like bandstructure parameters for such materials have
been measured more recently [157],[114].
All parameters necessary for the piezoelastic calculations and bandstructure simulation
for GaN/AIN QD's, are summarized in Table 3.2, where we used [65] as a main source.
Table 3.2: Material parameters for GaN and A1N
Par.

A1N

GaN

Par.

A1N

GaN

a

3.189

3.112

Ax

-6.56

-3.95

c

5.185

4.982

A2

-0.91

-0.27

cn(GPa)

390

396

A3

5.65

3.68

c 12 (GPa)

145

137

A4

-2.83

-1.84

ci 3 (GPa)

106

108

Ab

-3.13

-1.95

c 33 (GPa)

398

373

As

-4.86

-2.91

c 44 (GPa)

105

116

E9

3.475

6.23

0

-0.8

e33

(C/m2)

0.73

1.46

Ev

e3i

(C/m2)

-0.49

-0.60

A cr (eV)

0.019

-0.164

e15

(C/m2)

-0.49

-0.60

AS0(eV)

0.014

0.019

9.28

8.67

G||

10.01

8.57

ex
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The plots of strain tensors and piezoelectric potential obtained for the GaN/AIN QD
heterostructure via continuous elasticity model (c.f. Section 3.2) are presented in Figure
3.3. They clearly demonstrate the behavior predicted by Theorem 8. In each bulk part
of the QD heterostructure the components of displacement and the piezoelectric potential
are continuous functions, with the continuous first derivative. On the interface between
the Matrix and the Dot the first derivative of displacement exhibits a finite jump (see the
cross-sectional plots in Figure 3.4). Whereas the displacement itself is still continuous, as a
result of the imposed interface conditions (3.21). Similarly, qualitative results for the strain
and electric field were obtained in [135].
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Figure 3.3: Strain tensors exx, Eyy, ezz and the piezoelectric potential Vp (from left top to
right bottom)
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yy\x, EyyW and &zz\z respectively (from left top to right bottom)

£

For the bandstructure calculation we took the unstrained valence band edge Ev of A1N
at T = OK as a reference [65], and the corrected values of material parameters Al,...,

AQ

obtained as the result of parameter fitting procedure from Section 2.5. Thus, for A1N we
picked up the third set from Table 2.7 with the nearly maximum possible weight presented
there (obtained by the truncation up to 10E-3). Similarly for GaN we have used the first
set from Table 2.7 and the truncated corresponding perturbation weight.
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Those material parameters in the unmodified form lead to the spurious solutions (e.g.
Figure 3.5. The form of spurious solution is highly geometry depended, and, as discussed,
will also depend on the type of numerical procedure used for the calculations (for instance
FEM, used here, may suppress the discontinuities [45]). One common feature of such non
physical states is that the corresponding eigenenergy belongs to the forbidden region of
bandgap. In the case depicted in Figure 3.5, the corresponding eigenenergy lies above the
ground state energy.
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Figure 3.5: Two typical forms of spurious solutions of Hcc
similar results in 2-D can be found in [166], [167], [168]

for the QD heterostructures,

Let us return back to the calculations with properly adjusted elliptic Hamiltonians

Hcc

for each bulk subdomain of J). To ensure the numerical correctness we performed several
consecutive FEM grid refinements until the stabilization of the first 4 numerical digits of
every eigenvalues ( see Table 3.3).
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i

Ei

Ei

With piezoelastic effects

Pure bandstructure

0

0.10244

0.064375

1

0.09374

0.058234

2

0.05516

0.044663

3

0.14526

0.000518

4

0.00670

-0.017257

5

0.00607

-0.028110

6

-0.0011

-0.037281

Eigenvalue number

Table 3.3: The eigenvalues Ei of Hamiltonian H
bandstructure with piezoelastic effects

, two cases: the bandstructure only; and

The difference of the ground state energy 0.064375 and the rough theoretical estimate
-0.8, obtained by formula (2.19) for the bulk GaN, is due to the band edge discontinuities
on the interface, reflected in the extended k • p model Hcc

via the potential term (the

difference of Ev in Table 3.2).
Additionally, our calculations demonstrate the energy band shifting in the positive
direction, caused by the compound impact of the crystal latices deformation and the piezoelectric effects. The order of magnitude of the strain tensor components, electric potential
and their impact is correlated with the reported results for similar materials composition
[135], [65].
Similar resemblance to the results reported before, is confirmed during the eigenfunctions comparison. First two eigenstates of pure bandstructure represent the double degeneracy on top of the innermost valence band, caused by spin orbit splitting (see the sketch of
general bandstructure diagram in Figure 2.1). First unstrained state represents the spin-up
state, while the second one corresponds to spin-down state (check figures 3.6) and 3.7).
Except the spin orientation, they are undistinguishable. The addition of the compound
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piezoelastic force field, which has a spatial symmetry of the QD geometry, aligns these
states along orthogonal symmetry axes (check Figure 3.6) and 3.7).
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Figure 3.6: Three different views of the ground state: bandstructure (left), with included
effects (right)
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^u

Figure 3.7: Three different views of the 1-st excited state: bandstructure (left), bandstructure with included piezoelastic effects (right)
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Figure 3.8: Three different views of the 2-nd excited state: bandstructure (left), bandstructure with included piezoelastic effects (right)
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Figure 3.9: Three Different views of the 3-rd excited state: bandstructure (left), bandstruo
ture with included piezoelastic effects (right)
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Similar alignment phenomena were observed for the rest of valence band states, presented in figures 3.8-3.9. In addition to alignment, the strained eigenfuntion is shifted
towards the bottom of the Dot and partly migrate to the WL (it is the case, even for
ground state, e.g. Figure 3.6).
This observation, highlighted in [125], signifies that for a highly strained k • p Hamiltonian, WL states (the states for which the probability to find a carrier in WL is not negligible)
might be predominant over the Dot states in the energy range, under consideration. Here,
we mean the number of energy eigenstates where the k • p Hamiltonian is known to be precise. It should be at least the number of bands included in the basis set of the Hamiltonian.
In such situation the results obtained by the k • p approximation in the current form might
be seriously obscured, because of the zero boundary conditions for WL, imposed in Section
3.3. To change the boundary conditions for WL, however, we would need to adjust the
interface conditions between the Dot and the Matrix as well. Since they are connected via
the symmetry requirement for the Hamiltonian as a partial differential operator defined on
the entire QD heterostructure (the detailed discussion is presented in Section 3.3, see also
[139]).
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Chapter 4
Parallel numerical framework for coupled
P D E ' s and eigenvalue problems

The eigenvalue problem for Schrodinger equation and its multiband analogues based on the
ZB or WZ Hamiltonians were analyzed in Sections 2.3.3 - 2.3.4. It was shown that, under
the appropriate, physically consistent formulation, the resulting Hamiltonians must be an
elliptic second order partial differential operators acting on the Hilbert space.
However, when it comes to the actual solution of the eigenvalue problem for the multiband Hamiltonian as second order MPDO an existing analytical methodology to solve them
exactly is usually unapplicable.
As a matter of fact, in the bulk material case, the Hamiltonians coefficients will be
constant, thus a fundamental solution [100] of (1.11) can always be found in a closed form
using the multidimensional Fourier transform [49]. The difficulties begin to emerge when
one, by using that solution, would try to find the Green function [49], [50] corresponding
to some particular geometry and boundary conditions. In this case, the general recipe is
unknown even for the Laplacian, apart from the exceptional situations of the canonical
domains (sphere, whole space K n and the half space) with zero Dirichlet BC's [127], [56].
In addition to the complication caused by the realistic geometries (c.f. 3.2, Section 3.4),
the model may consist an averaged experimental data, unavailable analytically.

Conse-

quently, to obtain the general, application oriented, solution method one should appeal to
the numerical techniques.
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4.1 Finite element method
The choice of the basic numerical methodology is dictated by the type and particular properties of the problem under consideration. Additionally we need to consider the numerical
properties of the method and implementation issues. For our calculation we used the finite
element method (FEM) as a robust numerical methodology sufficient to solve the boundary
value problems (BVP) for systems of coupled PDE's, and the multidimensional eigenvalue
problems based on PDE's with piecewise continuous parameters in the regions of arbitrary
complexity.
The proposed methodology allows us to treat the boundary and eigenvalue problems
for the elliptic differential equations in their weak formulations in Hk spaces, k > 0. It
means that the potential and the boundary conditions are allowed to have discontinuities
inside the domain Q and on its boundary. Strictly speaking the classical formulation of
FEM which uses only piecewise continuous shape functions, permits jump discontinuities
along the shared boundary of two mesh elements. To incorporate a more general form of
the discontinuities one needs to use a generalized form of FEM [45]. In the 1-D case this
method reduces to the conventional collocation methodology based on spline or Langrange
approximations [45]. When it comes to our QD heterostructure case discontinuities are
possible only if the Hamiltonians are not elliptic in some of the QD layers. The proper
model with adjusted material parameters yield only elliptic (semi-bounded) Hamiltonians.
Together with the interface conditions (3.26) considered for the QD heterostructure, the
ellipticity guaranties that the solutions will be continuous everywhere in a region fi.
As it was described in Sections 3.2 - 3.4 FEM can handle quite complicated QD geometries and efficiently treat the interface condition, both in the classical and the prospective
integral form (recall the discussion about BC+IC leading to self-adjoint Hamiltonians on the
entire QD heterostructure in Section 3.3). According to FEM the solution process consists
of 4 general steps:
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1. Problem definition:
• Geometry specification
• PDE description
• Boundary conditions definition
2. Discretization:
• Mesh specification and generation
• Discretization of PDE (and linearization if necessary)
• Boundary conditions evaluation
3. Solution of the corresponding linear problem
4. Post-Processing:
• Error analysis
• Model specific calculations

There exist a vast variety of software packages [1], [112] which implement the preceding
scheme in one form or another. Some of them provide the functionality to perform all the
steps from the scheme. Those are usually commercial all-in-one program complexes like
Abaqus, ANSYS, COMSOL, LS-DYNA, Nastran. Additionally, they offer the user support
and comprehensive documentation, as well as many convenient features: export/import
to standard geometry and mesh description file formats (DXF, CAD, VRML), great postprocessing and visualization capabilities. They usually built on top of highly optimized,
commercial versions of the basic linear algebra software which can provide a superior performance.
At the same time, there are also many free and even open-source FEM projects which
usually implement only one or two steps of the entire scheme. Their main advantage is
that they are open-source and as a result highly scalable and portable. Together with the
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recent industrial tendency towards free (academic community) licensing of the prominent
linear algebra implementations (for example MKL for Intel architecture and the ACML for
AMD processors) it makes the open source FEM packages extremely competitive with their
commercial counterparts.

4.2

COMSOL finite element software package

COMSOL Multiphysics [3] is an integrated environment for solving systems of time-dependent
or stationary second order in space partial differential equations in one, two, and three dimensions. Moreover, such equations may be coupled in an almost arbitrary way. COMSOL
Multiphysics provides simple (and convenient) tools for geometric modeling. All modeling
and solving operations can be performed via a lightweight graphical user interface (GUI)
or using a flexible inbuilt scripting system with a MATLAB like syntax (in fact, the last
version has been fully integrated with the MATLAB environment and can be used directly
from MATLAB). This scripting engine is especially important since it allows to conduct
the solution process and manipulate data from the script. As an extra feature, the user can
save the fully implemented model in a human-readable script format [2].
For many standard problems, there exist predefined so-called application modes which
act like templates in order to hide much of the mathematically complex details of modeling
[4]. The application modes make use of the language customary in the respective engineering
or specific discipline. For our purposes, it is sufficient to work with the core equation
application mode because we need a full control over the model. There are two forms of the
partial differential equations available via the different application modes, the coefficient
form and the general form.
In the coefficient-form PDE mode COMSOL deals with the following general stationary
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problem

\

V • (—cVu — cm + 7) + f3 • Vu + au = / ,

in tt

n • (cVix + au — 7) + qu — g — hT/j,,

on d£l,

hu = r,

(4-1)

on <9f2,

where the coefficients c, a, 7, /3, 0, /, g, g, h, and r are given functions, Cl is a computational domain, <9fi is the domain boundary, and n is an outward unit normal vector to

on.
The formulation of an eigenvalue problem reads as
V (-cVu - au + 7) -)- f3 • V-u + au = Adaii - A2eaii

(4.2)

with the same BC equations as in (4.1). In the real model only one out of two BC equation
comes into play, another one turns in to an exact equality by the coefficients choice. For
example, a Dirichlet BC may be imposed by the second equation while the first one will be
satisfied due to the Lagrange multiplier \i.
If the unknown u is vector valued, as in the case of previously considered multiband
Hamiltonians (defined in Section 2.3.3 - 2.3.4), then the coefficients ought to be thought
of as matrix valued functions (see [4, p. 254-280] for the details). Returning back to our
special case of HLK,

HBP,

HK where in the equation (4.2) we only have nonzero c and 7,

da = 1 .
After the problem definition is complete the user guided by the scheme above moves
to the meshing stage [3]. For a 3D geometry one can choose between creating a free mesh
containing tetrahedral elements, or a swept mesh containing prism elements or hexahedral
elements. A swept mesh is structured in the sweep direction and can be either structured
or unstructured orthogonally to the sweep direction [4],
The user can also create a 3D mesh by extruding or revolving a 2D mesh. An extruded
or revolved mesh is structured in the direction of the extrusion or revolution [4]. Furthermore, the mesh might be improved by inserting structured layers of elements along specific
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boundaries into an existing mesh. In addition one might control the number of mesh layer
in the narrow regions like the wetting layer(WL) from the application example (c.f. section
3.1). It prevents the mesh generation algorithm to generate long narrow elements in such
regions [2],
For a shape function, user can decide between several choices: Lagrange functions of a
degree k, Hermite, Argytis, Buble, Curl- type functions, etc [2, p. 451]. In our calculations
we have used the Lagrange elements of degree up to 4.
Once the equation, BC's and Mesh are specified the user can proceed to the actual
solution. To do that the user needs to setup a type of the solver: stationary, time-dependent,
eigenvalue, etc. It might be also needed for the user to specify several technical solver
parameters, like memory vs. preconditioner efficiency, or predicted type of symmetry. After
that, the input and output variables should be defined.
Internally any COMSOL solver performs the finite-element discretization of the model,
as a first step. That is the collocation of an unknown solution using the chosen shape
functions on the created finite element mesh. After FEM discretization, the PDE problem
reduces to a linear system [4]:
K(U0)(U - U0) + NF(U0)A = L(U0),
N(U0)(U - U0) = M(C/0),
where UQ is the solution vector corresponding to the linearization point (if the model is
linear PDE model then we can set UQ = 0), U is the solution vector (corresponding to u),
and A is the Lagrange multiplier vector (corresponding to p). K is the Jacobian (stiffness)
matrix, L is the equation residual vector, N is the constraint Jacobian matrix, Np is the
constraint force Jacobian, and M is the constraint residual vector. If the model has the BC
formulated by the 2nd and 3rd equations from (4.1) then
NF = NT
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and we can write

( K NT\

( u \

( L \
(4.3)

Before applying the linear system solver, the system (4.3) is transformed by using a
constraint-handling method (see [3, p. 499] for details).
Mathematically the discretization procedure corresponds to an action of the projection
operator. It acts on an infinite dimensional Hilbert state space representing the domain of
PDO and projects it onto the finite dimensional subspace spanned by the shape functions.
Hence, the discretized model inherits the properties of PDO, such as its semi-boundedness
and symmetry in the matrix sense [45]. As a consequence, for an elliptic PDO the resulting
discretized matrix K has to be semi-bounded. In the case when a partial differential operator was not elliptic and thus had characterics (for the definition of characteristic see [51],
[50]), the situation would be more complicated. The classical FEM doesn't inherit possible
discontinuities of the function from the domain of PDO (as we mentioned, it is a feature of
the generalized FEM [45]).
As a consequence of that the discretization procedure mentioned before smooth away the
discontinuities inside every element of the mesh. If the characteristic curve partly coincides
with the mesh boundary at some segments and the PDE has a solution with discontinuity
along that curve [51], the discretization operation can preserve the discontinuities along
these segments. From that point of view we can interpret two examples of the spurious
solutions depicted in Figure 3.5. The plot on the right of Figure 3.5 illustrates how the
discontinuities can be prolonged along the segments of characteristics inside the WL region.
Whereas on the left plot, as we can see, the discontinuities are strictly concentrated along
the interface between the Dot and the Matrix.
Additionally to this difficulty with possible discontinuities we can get another numerical
difficulty.

Indeed the discretized form of the nonelliptic Hamiltonian (with non elliptic

operator) will result in the matrix having the eigenvalues of both signs with the gaps
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between them. Our experiments showed that these gaps sometimes may be considerably
large (10 3 ). As a matter of fact, these additional spurious eigenvalues (the eigenvalues
from the physically forbidden region) might dramatically increase the condition number
of the matrix (c.f. [71]) by the order proportional to the size of the gap [71], and yield
the divergence of the linear eigenvalue solver algorithm. Thus, in order to converge to
the real eigenvalues the solution method should be accompanied by the computationally
involved spectral transformation at each step of the eigenvalue solver. In conclusion, instead
of the expected computational speed up from the reduction of the number of bands one
receives the model incorrect not only from the physical point of view, but also ill-defined
computationally.
Additional difficulties come from the hardware limitation. Any nontrivial problem in
the realistic geometry (e.g. see Figure 3.2) yields sparse matrices of the tremendous size
(>1E6 elements in each dimension). This number, known as degrees of freedom (DOF), is
linearly dependent on the number of mesh elements for the fixed PDE. In the case of the
eigenvalue problem for Hcc

(3.22) in the QD geometry considered in Section 3.1 (with the

dimensions given in Table 3.1) the corresponding data is presented in Table 4.1. This data
describes the dependence of the number of degrees of freedom and peak RAM usage on
the number of mesh elements (mesh size). Here we extrapolate the data of RAM usage for
the last two refinements (row 4 and 5 in Table 4.1) from the data for the coarser meshes
(mesh cases 1-4 ). The RAM estimates were obtained on the machine with 32 GB of
RAM using the FGMRES numerical solver for the matrix inversion. The disadvantage of
FGMRES is that we need to invert a sparse matrix on every step of the eigenvalue solver.
It considerably slows down the solution process. With exact inverting routines, the solver
is free from that weakness, the matrix needs to be inverted only once, and then on every
step of the eigensolver we need to perform only one matrix vector multiplication [77]. The
exact solver, however, is more memory demanding. For example, the usage of PARDISO
exact solver for the solution of the same eigenvalue problem for Hcc

caused the increase

of the RAM usage up to 8 times in comparison with the FGMRES data from Table 4.1.
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Hence, even for the second mesh refinement (row 2 from Table 4.1) similar solution process
using PARDISO has failed, due to the memory overload.
Refinement #

Mesh size

DOF

R A M footprint [Gb]

1

24820

306096

2.2

2

42460

707316

4.6

3

126962

2189508

14.1

4

637566

10705332

56.8

5

1097493

18557472

100

Table 4.1: The interdependency of memory(RAM) footprint, the number of degrees of
freedom(DOF) and the number of mesh elements(mesh size) for the 6 x 6 Hamiltonian
Hcc

The illustrated RAM bottleneck is a typical feature of the software with a serial data
model. The only way to avoid it is by using the parallel data model and a parallel eigenvalue
solver software based on such a model.

4.3 Parallel sparse eigenvalue solver SLEPc
In the previous section we described the main technical difficulties with the application of
COMSOL multiphysics to the modeling of QD's heterostructures with realistic geometries.
Even for structurally basic geometry of pyramidal QD on WL we were unable to use the
capabilities of COMSOL package efficiently (with an exact linear matrix solver). It is not
hard to imagine that for more elaborate heterostructures like quantum dot superlatices
[173] or arrays [165], [10] we will exhaust the available memory even faster, since those
complicated structures consist of many carriers confinement regions (like array of tho QD's
joined by wetting layer). To obtain necessary precision those region ought to be meshed
densely. The RAM problem is more general and requires a more unified approach to its
solution then the serial one offered by COMSOL Multyphysics.
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To workaround the RAM bottleneck we decided to abandon the idea of solving the
memory demanding linearized eigenvalue problem in COMSOL in favor of a cutting-edge
parallel eigenvalue solver. The Scalable Library for Eigenvalue Problem Computations
(SLEPc) will be a core tool [77] discussed in this section.
SLEPc is a software library for the solution of large-scale sparse eigenvalue problems on
parallel computers. It is an extension of PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific
Computation [15]) and can be used for either standard or generalized eigenproblems, with
real or complex arithmetic. It can also be used for computing a partial SVD of a large,
sparse, rectangular matrix.
SLEPc extends PETSc with all the functionality necessary for the solution of eigenvalue
problems. SLEPc provides a unified interface for different eigenvalue finding methods via
its core routines and can also work as a link to many well developed external packages:
ARPACK, PRIMME, BLZPACK, and TRLAN (check the SLEPc installation manual for
details [77]).
SLEPc and PETSc software libraries are open source and free, they have the automatic
configuration system which supports all common compilers as well as the majority of BLAS
+ LAPACK [9] implementations, including commercial versions (in the current version 3.0.0
the following commercial implementations are supported for automatic integration: IMSL,
MKL, SGI LAPACK, ESL).
As a parallel communication interface the SLEPc uses the Message Passing Interface
(MPI). SLEPc+PETSc compatible with any realization of MPI 2 standard.
For the end user SLEPc offers a dynamic/static linking library interface to C and
Fortran programming languages. To start the eigenvalue calculation the user must initialize
the library, then assemble at runtime or load from files the matrices A and B for the
generalized eigenvalue problem
Ax = XBx.
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(4.4)

Then, the user should setup the type and the parameters of the solver, pre-conditioner, and
spectral transformation (the list of supported methods is presented in Figure 4.1), if necessary. To commit the data input the user must call a special barrier routine EPSSetFromOptions
signalling the SLEPc logic that the eigenvalue problem is properly setup and ready to be
processed. During this call the internal logic creates and initializes all necessary data structures and check the wellposedness of the given eigenvalue problem [77].
After that the solution process can be started via call: EPSSolve. When it finishes the
SLEPc logic will return the execution flow back to the caller program and pass the success
flag as a parameter. This flag indicates the outcome of the solution process (whether the
solver has converged to the solution or not) and the failure code describing the reason of
the divergence, if any.
The user can additionally register a monitor routine, it will be called on every iteration
of the eigenvalue solver. Alternatively the user may decide to use one of the inbuilt monitor
routines (including graphical or console based) to monitor the convergence. SLEPc can even
visualize a convergence of a solver graphically on a remote terminal with an X-Windows
system. The resulting solution can be saved to the files (in internal data format, which will
be discussed in the next section) or printed on the terminal screen.
Every solver option can be specified in two ways: by means of calls to subroutines
in the source code, or as command-line arguments of the compiled and linked program.
Runtime options allow the user to test different tolerances, for example, without having
to recompile the program. Also, since PETSc provides a uniform interface to all of its
linear solvers the Conjugate Gradient, GMRES, etc. and a large family of preconditioners
block Jacobi, overlapping additive Schwarz, etc., one can compare several combinations of
methods and preconditioners by simply specifying them at execution time. SLEPc offers
similar flexibility with its eigenvalue solvers plus grant access to control the lower level data
objects encapsulated from PETSc in a running solver program [77].
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Figure 4.1: Numerical components of PETSc and SLEPc [77]

Schematically, the structure of the SLEPc+PETSc packages is described in Figure 4.1.
As we can see, it supports larger variety of different types of linear solvers, preconditioners
and spectral transformations than the COMSOL software and therefore excels it in this
functionality. The main feature of SLEPc (and the main reason why we decided to use it )
is that all eigenvalue solution methods are working in parallel, thus do not require a large
RAM size.
Among the variety of implemented eigenvalue solvers in SLEPc (see the eigenvalue solver
level on Figure 4.1) we choose two for our bandstructure calculations for Hcc:

an inbuild

Krylov-Schur solver [77], and an external parallel ARPACK code [106] (we described at the
beginning that SLEPc has interfaces to many external codes and ARPACK is one of them).
Our choice was justified by rich functionality provided by these two methods. Each of them
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can be used with the complex matrices, can handle arbitrarily generalized non-Hermitian
matrix eigenvalue problems, and additionally can allow us to calculate various possible
extreme parts of the spectrum (maximum/minimum in absolute size and real value).
Overall, we note that the native Krylov-Schur method is more memory efficient than
ARPACK. Figure 4.2 illustrates the RAM allocation by every copy of the solver thread
(associated with a single CPU) for the mesh refinement number 4 from Table 4.1. ARPACK
method initially acquires more memory than the threaded COMSOL solver and KrylovSchur ( « 57 Gb). It is most likely due to additional data structures for the interface
between SLEPc and ARPACK and possibly some additional internal structures peculiar
to ARPACK. The MPI stack data structures for interprocess message handling do not
seem to contribute a lot to the RAM footprint at this stage, since SLEPc and COMSOL
use approximately the same amount of RAM. With the increase of CPU's involved in the
computation each curve on Figure 4.2 approaches the constant for 32 CPU's.

At this

value the size of every matrix block becomes small and probably the solution algorithm
does not perform the preconditioning efficiently, hence the inverse matrix may consume
more memory compared to the computations with smaller number of CPU's. The size of
auxiliary structures (MPI and index tables) increases proportionaly to the number of CPU's
and also contributes to the memory allocation.
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Figure 4.2: RAM consumption per CPU of SLEPc with inbuilt Krylov-Schur eigenvalue
solver and using ARPACK solver via the interface [106]

With large number of CPU's the Block-Jacobi preconditioner partitions the whole matrix into square blocks and assign every block to one CPU. After that the serial preconditioner is applied to each of the blocks independently (in our calculations presented here,
we used an ILU preconditioner [77], [71]). So the quality of preconditioning overall decline
with the increasing of numbers of CPU's. The impact of this issue on the solution speed-up
is illustrated on Figure 4.3. Where the comparisons for the same mesh case 4 are given.
ARPACK method clearly outperforms Krylov-Schur method with respect to the speed-up
(calculated relatively to the 4 CPU run). Furthermore at some point (for around 14 CPU's
) speed of Krylov-Schur method drastically degrade. More subtle analysis has shown that
the reason is related to the Block-Jacobi preconditioner (described above) and the conver-
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gence estimate for the residue of solution at every step. The Krylov-Schur method uses
only a relative estimate during its iterative basis refinement [77], [78], meanwhile ARPACK
relies on the compound estimate calculated as a weighted maximum of absolute and relative
errors [106]. It causes a difference in the graphs presented in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The relative speed-up of SLEPc with inbuilt Krylov-Schur eigenvalue solver and
using an interface to parallel ARPACK eigenvalues solver [106]

With the illustrated level of abstraction, the user program for the solution of a large
sparse linear eigenvalues problem in parallel ( with all needed input and output subroutines)
comes as program with a bit more than two hundred lines of C code. We adapted one simple
example from the SLEPc manual [77] by adding data input and output parts:
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1

static
3

char help [] =

"The command l i n e o p t i o n s
"

5

-fa <filename>,
" A matrix f i l e

"
7

-fb

where < f i l e n a m e >
i n PETSc b i n a r y

<filename>,

"B m a t r i x f i l e

9 #include

are:\n"
="
form.\n"

where < f i l e n a m e > = "

i n PETSc b i n a r y

form.\n\n";

"slepceps.h"

n # u n d e f __FUNCT__
#define

„FUNCT__

13 i n t main(

int

"main"

argc , char * * a r g v )

{
15

Mat

A,B;

/*

/*

eigenvector

EPS

eps;

/*

EPSType

type;

PetscReal

norm,

PetscScalar

kr;

PetscErrorCode

ierr ;

int

nev , m a x i t ,

char

fnA[256],

PetscViewer

viewer ;

PetscTruth

fla , f i b ,

Vec
17

19

21

23

25

FILE*

vr;

operator

matrix

*/

*/

eigenproblem

solver

error , tol , r e ,

i,

context

im;

its , nconv;

fnB[256],

fnOut [256] = " . / o u t " ;

flo ;

fplambda;

27

#if
29

! d e f i n e d (PETSCJUSE_COMPLEX)

Vec
PetscScalar

vi ;

/*

*/

eigenvector

imaginary

ki ;

3i # e n d i f
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part*/

33

S l e p c l n i t i a l i z e ( & a r g c , & a r g v , ( c h a r *)0 , help ) ;

35

/*

~

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

Load
37

_

39

the
_

_

operator
_

_

_

_

matrix
—

_

_

that
_

_

_

defines
_

_

_

_

the
_

_

eigensystem
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

,

Ax=kx

_

_

_

_

*

/

i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC_CDMM_WORLD,
"\nEigenproblem s t o r e d in f i l e . \ n \ n " );

4i

i e r r = P e t s c O p t i o n s G e t S t r i n g (PETSC-NULL, " - f o u t " ,fnOut ,256 ,& flo ) ;
i e r r = P e t s c O p t i o n s G e t S t r i n g (PETSC-NULL, " - f a " ,fnA ,256 ,& f la ) ;

43

i e r r = P e t s c O p t i o n s G e t S t r i n g (PETSC-NULL, " - f b " ,fnB ,256 ,& fib ) ;

A
45

ierr

= PetscOptionsGetlnt

(PETSC-NULL,"-

neig " ,&nev ,& fig ) ;

*/
47

if

(! f l a )

{

SETERRQ(1,"Must indicate a file names with the -fa and -fb options.");
49

}

si # i f

d e f i n e d (PETSC-USE-COMPLEX)
i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM-WORXD,

53

" Reading f i r s t

COMPLEX m a t r i x from a b i n a r y f i l e . . .

");

#else
55

i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM-WORLD,
" Reading f i r s t

REAL m a t r i x from a b i n a r y f i l e . . .

");

57 # e n d i f

59

i e r r = P e t s c V i e w e r B i n a r y O p e n (PETSC.COMMWOELD, fnA ,FHE-MODE_READ,& viewer );
i e r r = MatLoad( viewer ,MATAIJ,&A);

6i

i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM-WORLD, "Done . \ n " ) ;

es

if

(fib)

{

# i f d e f i n e d (PETSC-USE-COMPLEX)
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65

i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PEISC-COMMLWORLD,
" R e a d i n g second COMPLEX m a t r i x from a b i n a r y f i l e . . .

");

67 # e l s e
i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC_COMM_WORLD,
69

" R e a d i n g second REAL m a t r i x from a b i n a r y f i l e . . .

");

#endif
71

i e r r = P e t s c V i e w e r D e s t r o y ( viewer );
i e r r = P e t s c V i e w e r B i n a r y O p e n (PETSC-COMM_WOPJLD, fnB ,FILE-MODEJlEAD,& v i e w e r ) ;

73

i e r r = MatLoad( viewer ,MATAIJ,&B);
i e r r = P e t s c V i e w e r D e s t r o y ( viewer ) ;

75

i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC_(X)M]vLWORLD, "Done . \ n " ) ;
}

77

MatGetVecs(A,PETSC_NULL,&vr);
#if

79

! d e f i n e d (PETSC.USE.COMPLEX)
MatGetVecs(A,PETSC_NULL,&vi);

#endif
81

if
ss

(!flo){
sscanf (fnA,"'/.["_.]" , fnOut);
i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM_WORLD,

85

" Output f i l e

name h a v e n ' t been

" t a k i n g \ " ° / , s \ " as a o u t p u t
87

provided,"

file

name p r e f i x \ n

",fnOut);

}

/,
89

Create

the

eigensolver

and set

various

options
*/

9i

i e r r = EPSCreate(PETSC-COMM-WOPJLD,&eps ) ;

A
93

Set

operators

.

*/
95

if

(! fib ){
i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMIvLWORLD, " s e c o n d f i l e . . .
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");

97

i e r r = E P S S e t O p e r a t o r s ( e p s ,A,PETSCLMJLL);
i e r r = EPSSetProblemType (eps , EPS-NHEP);

99

}

else {
101

ierr = EPSSetOperators(eps ,A,B);
i e r r = EPSSetProblemType (eps , EPS.GNHEP);

103

}

A
105

Set

solver

parameters

at

runtime

*/
107 / /

ierr

= EPSSetDimensions

(eps , nev,

PETSC-NULL);

i e r r = E P S S e t F r o m O p t i o n s ( eps ) ;
109

/*

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

Solve

the

eigensystem
*/

i e r r = EPSSolve ( eps );
113

i e r r = E P S G e t I t e r a t i o n N u m b e r ( eps , & i t s ) ;
i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM-WORLD,

us

" Number of

i t e r a t i o n s of t h e method: '/,d\n" , i t s ) ;

A
ii7

Optional:

Get some

information

from

the

solver

*/
ii9

i e r r = EPSGetType(eps , & t y p e ) ;
i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-GOMM-WORLD, " S o l u t i o n m e t h o d : °/,s\n\n"
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i e r r = EPSGetDimensions (eps ,&nev ,PETSC-NULL);
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i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM-WORLD,
" Number of r e q u e s t e d e i g e n v a l u e s : °/,d\n" , nev );
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i e r r = E P S G e t T o l e r a n c e s ( eps , & t o l , & m a x i t ) ;
i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM-WORLD,

127

" Stopping condition:

t o l = ' / , . 4 g , maxit=°/,d\n" , t o l , m a x i t ) ;

128

, type )

129

/*•

Display
131

133

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

solution
_

_

_

_

and
_

_

_

_

clean
_

_

up
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

*/

i e r r = EPSGetConverged(eps ,&nconv);
i e r r _ P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSCXOVOVLWORLD,

135

137

" Number of c o n v e r g e d a p p r o x i m a t e e i g e n p a i r s :

if

7,d\n\n" ,nconv );

(nconv>0) {
s p r i n t f (fnB , , , , /,s_lambda. t x t " , f n O u t ) ;

139

PetscFOpen(PETSaCOM]VLWOR_D,fnB , "w+" , & f p l a m b d a ) ;
i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSCXDMIVLWORLD,

141

" The e i g e n v a l u e s and l i n k s t o e i g e n v e c t o r a r e b e i n g w r i t t e n t o 7 0 s\n" ,

A
143

Display

eigenvalues

and

relative

errors

*/
145

i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COM1VLWORLD,
k

147

\n"

i-H- ) {

/*

*
151

| | lAx-kxl | 2 \ n "

"

for ( i = 0 ; i < n c o n v ;
149

| U x - k x l | / | IkxI I

Open a file

for

saving

eigenvectors

*/

s p r i n t f ( f n B , "7.s_7.d.pbf" ,fnOut , i + 1 ) ;
153

P e t s c V i e w e r B i n a r y O p e n (PETSCXOMIVLWORLD, fnB ,FILEJV[ODEJVPJTE,& v i e w e r ) ;

155 # i f d e f i n e d (PETSCJUSE.COMPLEX)

A
157

159

*

Get converged

*

kr

(real

*

ki

(imaginary

part)

eigenpairs

: i — th

and
part)

*/
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eigenvalue

is

stored

in

);

161

i e r r = E P S G e t E i g e n p a i r ( e p s , i ,&kr , PETSC JNPULL, vr , PETSC JNULL);
EPSComputeResidualNorm(

163

EPSComputeRelativeError(

165

re = P e t s c R e a l P a r t ( k r ) ;

eps ,

i,&norm);

eps,

i,

feerror

);

im = P e t s c I m a g i n a r y P a r t ( k r ) ;
167

VecView(vr , viewer ) ;
#else

169

i e r r = E P S G e t E i g e n p a i r ( e p s , i ,&kr ,&ki , vr , vi ) ;
re = k r ;

171

im = k i ;

VecView (vr , viewer ) ;
173 # e n d i f

if(
175

im != 0.0 ) {
i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM_WORLD," */. 6f '/.+6f
i e r r = P e t s c F P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM_WORLD,

17?

i",re,im);

fplambda,

" •/,.16f\t'/.+ . 1 6 f \ t 7 . s \ n " , r e , i m , f n B ) ;
} else {

179

ierr

= P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC_COMM_WORLD, "

i e r r = P e t s c F P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM-WORLD,

7, 6f

".re);

fplambda,

,

i8i

" 7 „ . 1 6 f \ t O \ t / t s \ n " , re , fnB ) ;
}

183

i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM-WORLD, " '/. 12g 7.12g\n" , e r r o r , n o r m ) :
i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMIVLWORLD,

185

"

Writing corresponding eigenvector to

'/ 0 s\n" , f n B ) ;

P e t s c V i e w e r D e s t r o y ( viewer );
187

}

i e r r = P e t s c P r i n t f (PETSC-COMM-WORLD, " \ n "

);

189

/*

All

processors

wait

until

test

vector

i9i M P I - B a r r i e r (PETSC-COMM-WORLD);
}
130

has

been

dumped

*/

193

/*

Free
195

work

space

* /

i e r r = V e c D e s t r o y ( vr ) ;
197 # i f

! ( d e f i n e d (PETSC.USE_COMPLEX))
i e r r = V e c D e s t r o y ( vi );

199 # e n d i f

i e r r = EPSDestroy(eps );
201

i e r r = M a t D e s t r o y (A);
i e r r = MatDestroy (B);

203

ierr = SlepcFinalize ();
return

205

0;

}

When a user code calls SLEPc routines, it is advisable to check the error status by
using CHKERRQ(ierr) ; command [77], after the call (we omitted this checking from the
final listing above). Recall t h a t it is possible to setup any additional parameter during
runtime using command line syntax.

4.4

The data exchange between COMSOL and SLEPc, binary matrix file format

Last, what we need in order to establish the working framework of COMSOL with SLEPc
as an eigenvalue solver, is to extract the assembled linear problem from the COMSOL and
save it in the format accessible from SLEPc. For loading and saving matrix d a t a SLEPc
encapsulates P E T S c matrix i n p u t / o u t p u t parallel routines. They provide the parallel interface to the matrix d a t a so that each copy of the solution process can load only necessary, for
its needs, part of the matrix. It speeds up the program initialization and reduces a network
workload. This matrix format is perfectly documented in the P E T S c manual [14]. We have
reused some parts of the actual source code (from the developers version of the P E T S c ) .
The following COMSOL script performs all the transformations for the given matrix and
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saves the result in the P E T S c binary matrix format(BMF), afterwards ( s a v e . p e t s f .m).
function

v a r a r g o u t = s a v e _ p e t s f (X, fname , f r e a l )

2 %

%

4 MATJFILE.COOKIE = 1 2 1 1 2 1 6 ;
intrep =

'int32';

6 doublerep =
endian =

'double';

'b';

8 % Extract

the

% Be defaulet
io % on the

lists

12 % extract

it

nonzero

COMSOL scan

contrary

% To get

of

PETSc

we have

the

to

values

elements

values

require

by colum
the

transpose

from

and then

opposite

given

of nonaero

a sparse

rows

by

row,

representation.

matrix
and

matrix

X,

and

then

columns.

nz = n n z ( X ) ;
i4 if

( ( i s e m p t y ( X ) ) | | ( n z ==0))
disp(['Input

i6

matrix r e l a t e d to "'

fname

' " i s z e r o or e m p t y . '

'

Skiping...']);

return;
end

is [ pos_x , p o s . y , v a l u e ] = f i n d ( X ' ) ;

% pos..x

array

of nonzero

colums

sorted

20 [dim_x , d i m . y ] = s i z e ( X ) ;

22 %Write

file

%PETSc matrix

header

and

binary

basic

format

matrix
(see

information

MatLoad

with

man

page)

each

row

24 fh = f o p e n ( f n a m e , ' w ' , e n d i a n ) ;
f w r i t e ( f h ,MATJTLE.COOKIE, i n t r e p );
26 f w r i t e (fh , dim.x , i n t r e p ) ;
f w r i t e (fh ,dim_y , i n t r e p ) ;
28 f w r i t e ( fh ,nz , i n t r e p ) ;

30 %Calculate

number

of nonzero

columns

Y = zeros(dim_x,1);
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in

respect

to

the

by row

32 j = l ; i o = l ;

l = l e n g t h ( p o s - y );
34 fo r

i = 1:1

if
36

pos-y(i)>j
Y(j) = i - i o ;
j=pos_y(i);

38

io=i ;
end

40 end
Y(j) =

i-io+1;

42 f w r i t e (fh ,Y, i n t r e p ) ;
% Save

array

44 % Index

should

of

all

indexes

starts

from

of nonzero

columns

sorted

by

rows.

0

f w r i t e (fh , p o s . x — 1, i n t r e p ) ;
46

if
48

freal
disp(['Assuming
with

50

' int2str(dim_x)

' int2str(nz)

'x'

' nonzero

int2str(dim_y)

' REAL m a t r i x

elements.']);

d a t a = [ v a l u e z e r o s (1 , 1 ) ] ;
else

52

disp(['Assuming
with

54

' int2str(dim.x)

' int2str(nz)

'x'

' nonzero

int2str(dim.y)

' COMPLEX m a t r i x

elements.']);

d a t a = [ r e a l ( v a l u e ) , imag ( v a l u e )] ;
end

56

d a t a = r e s h a p e ( d a t a ' , 1 *2 , 1 ) ;
f w r i t e (fh , d a t a , d o u b l e r e p ) ;

58 f c l o s e ( fh );
end

It is thoroughly commented and quite self-instructive, except, perhaps, the line:

MAT_FILE_C00KIE = 1211216;
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which is a unique signature sequence, a part of the P E T S c format specification, without
it the file wouldn't be recognized as a P E T S c binary matrix file. As an output d a t a from
the eigensolver we obtain a list of the eigenvalues saved in a plain text format and the list
of vectors, each of them is saved as a separate file in the non-sparse binary vector format
(BVF). Therefore, to import the solution back into COMSOL environment we need another
function (load_vec_petsc.m):
i f u n c t i o n V = l o a c L v e c _ p e t s c (fname)
%
3 %

VEC-FILE-COOKIE = 1 2 1 1 2 1 4 ;
5 intrep =

'int32';

doublerep =
7 endian =

'double';

'b';

fh = fop e n (fname , ' r ' , e n d i a n ) ;
9 cookie = f r e a d ( f h ,
if
n

1,

intrep);

( c o o k i e ~= VEC.FILE_COOKIE)
disp(['The

file

' fname

1,

intrep);

' has improper format.

Cancelling...']);

return;
13 end
1 = fread(fh,
15 X = f r e a d ( f h ,

IT

doublerep);

if

( l e n g t h ( X ) ~= 2*1)

%

V = 0;
disp(['Stored vector has incorect length. Got ' int2str(length(X))

19

', expected ' int2str(2*l)

' Cancelling...']);

end
21 Y = reshape(X, 2, [] ) ;

Y = Y';
23 V = Y(:,l) + i*Y(: ,2);
f c 1 o s e ( f h );
25 end
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Here, we added minimal file format validity and data integrity checking, too. Apart
from that, the algorithm is a reversal of the previous script, with the exception that we
don't need to calculate the positions of nonzeros, and the format signature is different.

4.5

The complete framework for the solution of the P D E
eigenvalue problem based on k • p Hamiltonians.

The entire solution process involves the consecutive running of the script in COMSOL (see
the diagram in Figure 4.4), then solving an eigenvalue problem with the extracted data
(illustrated in Figure 4.5), and finally importing back the solution data into the COMSOL
environment, using another script.
Several stages of the process are not possible without user intervention (we marked those
stages by a Red color (in electronic version) in the diagrams 4.4-4.5). First of all, the user
must prepare the COMSOL model. On the stage one, it might be necessary to perform
some preliminary calculations if the model involves an additional microscopic potential
term like in our application example: strain and piezoelectric potential field. In this case
the user should determine the unknown terms in the very beginning (by solving a separate
problem sometimes) and change the solver parameters to the desirable values for the aimed
eigensolver (Main Menu —> Solve -> Solver Parameters

—> Solver). The most important

is to specify the subject set of unknowns for the eigenvalue solver (Main Menu —> Solve —>
Solver Manager —> Solve for). Additional parameters like the numbers of eigenvalues to
look for, and the details of the linear solver/precodnditioner are not essential, nor do the
linearization point (since we do not use the inbuilt solver itself, only the matrix assembling
routines).
COMSOL allows the user to create and save several different meshes for the same
geometry problem. We should point out that the framework works only with the first
available mesh in the file(Mesh Case 0). User is encouraged to use as many meshes as it is
necessary. However, before moving to the next step the user must change the Mesh Case
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number for the desired mesh to 0 (Main Menu —> Mesh...

—> Mesh Cases ). Once all

preliminary setup is done, the user needs to save the prepared model to the "{name}. f lv"
file. This {name} parameter will be used on the next stages as a prefix for the output file
names.
After that, in a COMSOL Script window (Main Menu —> File —> Comsol

Script),

the export script should be invoked:

eigen_save_constr_pbf({name})

User should be in the same directory where the prepared COMSOL model resides (file
{name} . f lv). Script assembles the model and eliminates the boundary constrains from the
linear system (see the diagram on Figure 4.4). As a result, script generates two files:

/

{name}_Kc.pbf,
{name}_Dc.pbf,

which contain the matrices A and B correspondingly for the linear eigenvalue problem (4.4).
During that all operations are being followed by the log output to the script terminal.
Now the user is ready to solve the problem on the distributed parallel machine. To do
that, first of all, the model files must be copied to the place accessible from nodes of the
distributed machine. For example, if one would like to use the SHARCNET as a distributed
computing environment (cluster), then, following the current regulations, the user needs to
copy data to the s c r a t c h directory. It may take some time depending on the connection
speed, the files for the large problems may exceed in size 2 Gb. To speed up the process
user can compress the files, before sending them.
Meanwhile, the eigenvalue solver code ought to be compiled for the host cluster. To do
that one has to know the location of the SLEPc include files. For the SHARCNET, this
information is available on the software page of the website. The position of the SLEPc and
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Prepared model

J_

Objective variables
application mode

Supplemental
model:;

User driven (via GUI)
Mesh extension i
i

if

XMesh structure
Assembling
1
rescaling(optional)
the problem
Scaling factors
Matrices
for the given set
vector uscale
K,M,N,NF,D,E
of unknowns

'

BC elimination
Matrices
Kc,Lc,Dc,Ec
Saving to the files
eigen_save_pbf.m
Matrix files snapshot
optional

Script eigen_save_constr_pbf.m
Figure 4.4: The initial stage of the framework with COMSOL
PETSc libraries may be redefined in the makefile from the root directory of the solver.
We used a standard makefile scripting language for the project management. After the
building process has finished, the library is ready to be used. The solver has a simple
command line interface with only three parameters: - f a - the input filename for matrix
A, -fb - matrix B, -fout - a prefix for the output file name (in our case it is equal to
{name}). An exact command to start the solver depends on the MPI queue system, which
is being used on the cluster. Two predefined staring sequences available from the makefile
(for SHARCNET and for Open MPI queues). Along with these mandatory parameters the
user can pass any valid SLEPc parameter by using command line syntax. Here is a typical
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I

command:

-Ompiexec

-np 16 ./eig_solver

./ex_Kc.pbf -fb ./ex_Dc.pbf

-display localhost:0.0 -fa

-eps_monitor_draw -eps_nev 50 -st_type

shift -st_shift 3 -st_ksp_type gmres

-eps_smallest_real

to start the solver in parallel with 16 processes (-np 16), here {name}=ex. T h e parameter
-eps_nev 50 specifies the number of eigenvalues we are looking for, all parameters with the
leading s t _ specify the properties of spectral transformation, - s t _ k s p _ t y p e gmres selects
GMRES as a linear solver, etc. (for details see the SLEPc documentation [77]). As a first
approach we suggest to invoke the solver with the default parameters, and then refine the
computation if needed. These scheme is illustrated on the diagram 4.5.
Select the desired
type and number
of eigenvalues

Setup the command line |
options for the solver
(makefile Shell script)

Matrix files
snapshot

(K^C^C)

EC

Solution
via parallel
(eig_solver code)

O u t p u t files

©©•••©

LC

Import results into
a new COMSOL file
( e i g e n _ p o s t _ p b f . m script)

Figure 4.5: T h e solution of the linear eigenvalue problem

As a result of computations, the program generates a list of eigenvalues, t h a t has been
found, and a list of the eigenvectors. Eigenvalue file {name j _ l a m b d a . t x t has a simple text
format:
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7.7125970326692368

0

./ex.l.pbf

19.2766992248565998 -0.0000000000000024 ./ex_2.pbf
19.2779543857016620 +0.0000000000000979 ./ex_3.pbf
30.8434625543414427 -0.0000000000002685 ./ex_4.pbf

eigenvector files .pbf have a VBF format, described before.
To export the set of the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues back to the COMSOL environment, they have to be copied to the initial directory with the comsol model file {name} . f lv.
Then, as a final chord, the user ought to execute the command:

eigen_post_pbf({name},{name}_lambda.txt,{name}_out)

which creates a new file {name}_out . f lv with the model from the original one plus the
solution from the file {name}_lambda.txt and accompanying files with the eigenvalues.
This last step concludes the solution process.
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Chapter 5
Inverse problems and t h e k • p
approximation

In Chapters 2-4 we discussed the methodology of describing the solutions of Schrodinger
equation (1.8) and its realization for charge carriers (1.11). As an initial data for this
description we used the Hamiltonian H connected with the physical nature of the system
under consideration, and the properties of its domain in the state space. In a particular
case of (1.11) studied in the thesis, the Hamiltonian is composed from the two parts: partial
differential operator (PDO) describing the kinetic energy and the potential term responsible
for the potential energy. In the symmetric crystal media this potential term usually accounts
for the compound influence of interactions inside the system (e.g. the symmetric crystal field
potential VL, from Section 2.1.2) and an external potential field V (in QD heterostructures V
may naturally arise as a result of the fabrication process described in Section 3.1). Note that
the proposed approximation technique transforms the initial problem (1.11) in a way that
in the approximation Hamiltonians HK,HLK,HBP

the material depended data (including

VL and additional spin-orbit effects) is accounted for in the PDO part

(HK,HLK,HBP

itself), whereas the potential part reflects the influence of external fields (e.g. recall (2.17)).
This mathematical model and the envelope function approximation method described
in Sections 2.3 - 2.3.4 allowed us to calculate approximately the eigenstates of (1.8) and
the corresponding eigenenergies using the initial data, mentioned before. Such problem
description is an example of the so-called direct problem, when the characteristics of the
solutions to a mathematical model are studied, based on the full knowledge about the model
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itself.
The inverse problem approach considers characteristics of the solutions to some model
as given and studies the question of describing the model having such solutions. To make
this problem mathematically reasonable, the partial knowledge about the model is assumed
to be known, as a rule. Probably the first and the most studied example of such problems
is a scattering of particles by the potential field [129], considered within the framework of
quantum mechanical equation (1.11). Then the characteristics of a potential field is completely determined by the asymptotic form of the wave functions at infinity. In accordance
with Heisenberg's ideas (1943-1946), it is precisely the asymptotic behavior of the wave
functions that has physical meaning [75].
The inverse problem approach applied to the design of heterostructures can take various
forms depending on the set of the initial and target parameters. The classical form, based
on the referred scattering approach, may be obtained from the description of the direct
problem (2.1) by extending the domain of Laplacian up to infinity and assuming that the
target potential is zero outside the real domain fi. Then the solution of Schrodinger equation
outside Q, will behave like the eigensolution of Laplacian with the proper conditions on dft.
In this or quite similar forms the inverse problems in applications to 1-D heterostructures were studied in [21] and more recently in [26], [27]. In the first work authors used
the 1-D projection of an appropriate one band Hamiltonian derived by the envelope function approximation (see Chapter 2) or a more general, but still one band, BenDaniel-Duke
approximation [19]. In [26], [27] the author generalized the treatment to the multiband
Hamiltonian case, namely he used the Kane Hamiltonian HK.

These works are connected

by the methodology that was used for the solution of inverse problem, in both cases authors
used the Gelfand- Levitan [107] and Agranovich-Marchenko [5], [7] methods. These two
analogous approaches [41] provide a complete solution scheme for inverse scattering problem
in 1-D.
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The difficulties in the extension of these results to the higher dimensional cases may
be understood in the scope of the general operator form of inverse problem theory [69],
[82]. They are connected with the ill-possedness of an inverse operator and the resulting
numerical instability of the solution method. More precisely, the inverse problem for elliptic
equations is stable as long as the boundary values data are given [150, p. 10] like for the
k • p Hamiltonians (2.2) discussed in Sections 2.3.3 — 2.3.4. For the hyperbolic MPDO an
inverse problem is ill-possed due to the unboundedness of the inverse operator caused by
the lack of semi-boundedness for the original MPDO. As we showed in Section 2.4 for the
majority of material parameters the widely used k • p Hamiltonians is not semi-bounded.
Nonetheless, the applications to the design of heterostructures have been studied extensively over the last decade with help of alternative techniques. The reduced problem
of optimizing the potential with respect to the bandgap size (see Figure 2.1) was studied
in [29], [33] using the inverse problem approach to Maxwell equation as a main tool [98].
In [64] authors studied the shape optimization problem for the heterostructure compounds
via similar Maxwell equation framework, using as a target criteria the optical transmission
properties.
In what follows, we will assume that the scheme similar to the one used in the derivation of the envelope function approximation for QD heterostructures can be applied to the
inverse problem for the bandstructure modeling. To be precise, in this chapter we consider
theoretical aspects of inverse problem related to the 1-D case only. Then according to the
k • p approximation scheme derived in Section 2.3 and axioms of quantum mechanics (described in Section 1.1) the multiband k • p approximation lead to a matrix partial differential
operator (MPDO) with constant coefficients in every bulk material.
Furthermore, the k • p approximation must preserve the self-adjointness and ellipticity of
the Hamiltonian as MPDO (see Section 2.4 for details). Thus the Hamiltonian projected on
the one dimensional subspace will also have these properties (assuming the zero BC (2.2)).
As we will see in the next section self-adjointness and ellipticity are the basic assumptions
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for the successful application of Agranovich-Marchenko approach to multiband Schrodinger
equation in the 1-D case. We are aware of the typical absence of these properties for three
k - p Hamiltonians HK,HLK,HBP

(compare with [21], [26], [27] ), furthermore we know

how to reestablish them (see Sections 2.5, for details).
First two sections of the chapter are devoted to the description of the scattering problem
for the 1-D Schrodinger equation in direct and inverse formulations. In Section 5.1 we will
summarize properties of the direct problem as well as discuss the correspondence between
an initial data of the direct problem and spectral characteristics of its eigensolutions at
infinity (scattering data). The Section 5.2 is devoted to the description of inverse problems.
We will state necessary and sufficient conditions for the unique correspondence of scattering
data and the potential V(x).

The solution process, described in this section is based on

the key element - the Marchenko integral equation [7]. In the last section we present the
numerical solution algorithm for the Marchenko integral equation and illustrate the solution
process on example.

5.1

'

Scattering theory in the 1-D

In this section we consider the mathematical model for a direct scattering problem in the
1-D based on the Schrodinger equation (1.11). This model is similar to the general mathematical model for the Schrodinger equation studied throughout Chapters 2-5 except of
one important difference influenced by the physical nature of scattering phenomena. The
scattering model describes the spectral characteristics of eigensolutions of (1.11) at far distances (mathematically treated as infinite) from the origin. In other words, the region U
from (2.1) - (2.2) comprises of a semi-finite subinterval [0, oo) of real line R. The potential
is assumed to be decreasing sufficiently fast (the precise conditions will be clarified shortly),
which corresponds to the physical model of a system with a small interaction region at the
origin and a measurement detector positioned at a relatively far distance.
Such a redefinition of the model should undoubtedly affect its eigensolutions. Recall
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that Theorem 6 about the discrete structure of the spectrum of HQ relies on the boundedness
of the region £1. In the unbounded region Q = [0, oo) the Schrodinger operator HQ will have a
continuous spectrum [0, oo) with possible existence of a finite number of negative eigenvalues
[7], [115].
The form of equation (1.11) itself differs from the typical form of multiband Hamiltonians considered in Sections 2.3.3 - 2.3.4. After projection of HK,HLK,HBP

on the 1-D

subspace of R 3 , each of them will have the square coefficient matrix in front of the second
order derivative of (1.11). As a consequence of ellipticity this constant coefficient matrix
will have all eigenvalues of the same sign (see the definition 5 and the particular forms
of matrices MLK

and MBP

for HK,HlK

and HBP

in Section 2.4) and therefore will be

nonsingular in every bulk constitutent of the heterostructure. Thus, without loss of generality we can premultiply the equation by the inverse of this square coefficient matrix. That
operation transfers all discontinuities (caused by the different materials in heterostructure)
to the potential V(x). The equation (1.8) after projection on 1-D subspace and subsequent
transformations will take the form:

Y" + V[x)Y = X2Y,
(5.1)
r ( 0 ) = 0,

1 6 10,00),

where Y € L 2 ( M n x n ) is a nonsingular solution matrix, A2 G R, x 6 [0,+oo), and V(x) €
L 2 (M n x „) is a Hermitian coefficient matrix (potential matrix)

V(x) = IM*)||?, n e N.
To finish the definition of the eigenvalue problem (5.1) we need to supplement it by one
additional condition linearly independent with respect to the boundary condition from (5.1).
We further assume that the next natural assumption for the potential is hold
oo

ae{x) = JV- £ |H/(£)||cft<co,
X
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' 0 < e < l , Vx>0.

(5.2)

If the condition (5.2) is satisfied, the eigenvalue problem (5.1) has a finite number of
negative eigenvalues A|, with IvaXh < 0, and a continuous spectrum coinciding with the
entire positive axis [7]. Additionaly, every normalized eigensolution U(x, A) as x —> oo has
the following asymptotics
U(x, A) - • eiXxI - e~iXxS{\)
U(x, Afc)

+ o(l), (x -> oo), A > 0,

-»e-lA*lx[Affc + o(l)], ( z - » o o ) , fc = l,2, . . . p , '

where 5(A) is a unitary matrix for VA £ R, we will call it f/te transmission

(scattering)

matrix. Physically, in the one band case of equation (5.1), |5(A)| may be associated with
the probability that a particle is transmitted trough the interaction interval (defined by
V(x)) toward oo. While M& and A| < 0 are normalization matrices and bound state
energies respectfuly (p < oo). The matrices M^ are non-negative Hermitian with rank
equal to the multiplicity of the corresponding bound state eigenvalue A^ < 0 [7].
Similarly to the classical Sturm-Liouville theory [115] for the one dimensional form of
equation (5.1), the general Levin integral representation technique provides a method to
establish the following theorem [7].

•

T h e o r e m 10 If the potential matrix V(x) satisfies (5.2) with e — 0 then the equation (5.1)
has a solution E{x, A) given by
oo

iXx

f K(x, t)e-iXtdt

E(x, A) = e' I+

VA £ C : ImA < 0,

(5.3)

X

where the matrix K(x, t) satisfies the inequality
\K{x, t)\ < \ e ^ a ,

( ^ )

.

(5.4)

For each positive value of x (and for x — 0, as well, if cro(0) < ooj, E(x, A) is regular in
the half-plane ImA < 0 and continuous there, up to and including the real axis.

Then, every normalized eigensolution U(x, A) can be represented as
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U(x, A) =

E(x,-X)-E(x,X)S(-X)

-> e iAa! / - e-iXxS(-X)
£/(s, Afc)

+ o(l), (x -> oo), A > 0,

= E(x, -X)Mk

(5-5)

->e-1Afclx-[Mfc + o(l)], ( s - » o o ) ,
fc = l,2, . . . p ,
where 5(A), M/., X\ are defined above. The advantage of the one dimensional case described
here, is that the problem (5.1) has a finite set of fundamental solutions [62] {E(x, A), E(x, —A)}
Any other solution of the system can be represented by the linear combination of these fundamental solutions [107], [115]. Even in the 2-D case the system of fundamental solutions
to partial differential equations analogous to (5.1) is infinite and this is true only for elliptic
PDE (for nonelliptic PDE's the system might not be dense in the domain of operator [56]).
For the class of elliptic PDE's in higher dimensions the fully developed theory, described
here for the 1-D case, exists only for the particular forms of PDO like Laplacian or specific
Dirac operators [129], [131]. This is the main reason why we consider only the 1-D case.
Initial steps towards the inverse scattering problem for elliptic operators in the general matrix form, admissible for the multiband Hamiltonians HBP,HK,HLK,

are taken in [23],

[82].
By using the system of the fundamental solutions {E(x, A), E(x, —A)} defined by (5.3)
and the behavior of their derivatives (described by [7, Theorem 1.4.1] along with formulas
(5.5) it is possible to deduce the following properties of matrix 5 [7, p. 46]:
5(A)5*(A) = 5*(A)5(A) = I

{unitary),
(5.6)

S(-A) = 5*(A),

A e R,

and by setting x = 0 in (5.5) we arrive at representation [7, p.42]
5(A) = E'i-XftE'iX)]-1
= E~1(-X)E(X),

(5.7)

where E(X) — £7(0, A). In the next section we show how the potential V{x) and the
transmission matrix 5(A) are connected and describe precisely the class of these matrices
which lead to the unique solution of the inverse problem.
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5.2

Inverse problem, Marchenko's equation for integral kernel

In the previous section we discussed the properties of the matrix PDE in one dimension. It
was shown that the eigenvalue problem (5.1), (5.2) has a continuous spectrum with A2 > 0
and possibly a finite discrete set of evanescent bound states A| < 0. Formulas (5.5) describe
the representation of the corresponding eigenfunctions and state their asymptotic behavior
when x -> oo. The matrix 5(A) characterizes the ratio of the transmitted wave E(x, A) with
respect to reflected E(x, —A) in the compound asymptotic of the eigensolution at infinity.
The corresponding inverse problem for the eigenvalue equation (5.1), (5.2) becomes the
following:
1. Determine the method for contructing the potential V{x) from the scattering data
5(A), A|,Mfc, k — 1, 2,.. .p of the eigenvalue problem (5.1), (5.2).
2. Find the necessary and sufficient conditions for a given unitary matrix 5(A), negative
numbers A2, and Hermitian matrices Mfc to be the scattering data of problem (5.1)
with the potential V satisfying the condition (5.2).
The first of these questions was considered in a paper [130]. Imposing the stronger conditions
of the growth of the potential than (5.2), these authors reduced the problem to that of
determining the spectral matrix from the scattering data from which the potential could
then be obtained by the method of Gelfand and Levitan [107]. Here we will follow a more
advanced approach from [7], to give an answer to the first question.
Before proceeding to the actual solution scheme, let us state the conditions satisfied by
the scattering data 5(A), A|, Mfc, k = 1,2,.. .p when the potential of (5.1) belongs to the
class described by (5.2) [7]:
1. The matrix / — 5(A) is the Fourier transform of a Hermitian matrix Fs(t):
oo

Fs(t) = ±—oo
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J[I-S(\)]eMd\

is summable over the interval (0, oo) and can be transformed in the interval (—00, 0)
as the sum of two functions, one of which is summable and the other square summable
and bounded.
2. The derivative Fg(t) exists for allt > 0 and
00

Jt\F's{t)\dt <

00.

3. The integral equation
0

-x(t)+

x(£)Fa(t+

£)<% = 0,

-oo<t<0

—00

has no non-trivial vector solutions with square summable over the interval (—00, 0)
components.
4. The integral equation
00

x(t) + / x(£)Fs(t + £)d£ = 0,

0 < t < 00

0
has no non-trivial vector solutions summable over the (0, 00).
5. The number of linearly independent solutions of
00

x{t) + / x(£)Fa(t + £)<% = 0,

0 < t < 00

0

is equal to the sum of the ranks of the normalization matrices M\, M 2 , . . . , Mp.
It is shown in [7, Ch. 5] that these five conditions are not only necessary but also sufficient
for a given triplet 5(A), A|, M\. to be the scattering data for some eigenvalue problem (5.1)
with a Hermitian potential V(x) satisfying condition (5.2). This gives the complete answer
to the question 2 stated above. It turns out that the same five conditions allow us to deduce
the connection between the potential V(x), kernel K(x,y)
based on scattering data 5(A), A|, M^ [7],
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from (5.3) and the function V(x)

This connection is provided by the Marchenko integral equation (main equation)

K(x, y) + F(x + y)+

I K(x,t)F(y

+ t)dt = 0,

{0<x<y),

(5.8)

X

where F(t) is a function determined by the scattering data

F(t) = £ M f c VI^ + i - J [I - S(X)}eiXtdX.
The solution matrix K(x,y)

(5.9)

from (5.8) and the potential of (5.1) are connected by the

formula
V(x) = -2-^K(x,x),
ax

{x>0).

(5.10)

Formulas (5.8) - (5.10) give us the scheme how to solve the inverse problem for a given
scattering data {Afc, M&, 5(A)} satisfying conditions 1-5. To do that we first need to
calculate F(t) by (5.9), after that substitute this F(t) into (5.8) and solve it. Then, as a
last step, we need to differentiate the obtained kernel K(x, y) and calculate V(x) via (5.10).
It is clear that the most difficult step in the scheme described above is related to the
solution of the Marchenko equation (5.8). For the class of transmission matrices 5(A) with
the polynomial elements, (5.8) can be solved analytically [41]. Apart from other special
cases of 5(A) leading to analytical solution (one of them will be illustrated in the next
section) one must appeal to the numerical solutions of (5.8). The numerical scheme for the
solution of (5.8) based on the collocation and efficient quadrature over R will be proposed
in the next section.
Let us also recall that in addition to conditions 1-5, the matrix 5(A) should have the
properties (5.6), (5.7). They allow us to reduce the information that will be needed to
solve the inverse problem, since by the Hermitian property we need to know only a part
of matrix and can recover the rest. However, it is not enough from the application point
of view. From the physical interpretation, mentioned before, the matrix of absolute values
15(A) | represents the data which can be reasonably measured from the experimentation.
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The argument (complex phase) of 5(A) is in most cases not available [41]. As a matter
of fact in the case n = 1 and with the absence of bound states k = 0, this absolute value
information appears to be rich enough to deduce the complex phase of the matrix 5(A)
and hence the whole matrix 5(A). The general properties of E(x,X)

allow us to conclude

that 5(A) is a meromorphic function in the lower half-plane with the possible poles at the
imaginary axes [5]
z = \k,

k = l,p,

here \\ are the bound state eigenvalues. So, in the absence of bound states the function
5(A) is analytic and not equal to 0 everywhere in the lower half plane. The condition
|5(A)| < 1, then

A € C SA < 0,

guarantees that 5(A) is bounded in the lower half-plane. Consequently we can apply the
Cauchy integral formula to the function ln(l + |5(A)| 2 ), and get the representation of the
entire transmission coefficient 5(A) [62]

S(A)=exp(i/2¥M),
V

-°°

5(A) = lim S(X - is),

/

(5.11)

SA = 0.

£->0

This formula is not true for the matrix case n > 1, since 5(A) may have elements which
vanish somewhere in the lower half-plane or on the real line [40]. But even if we set them
to be nonzero it is not obvious how to evaluate this formula, effectively (more details are
given in the next section). In addition to the appropriate quadrature one needs to calculate
the matrix integrand with singular kernel.
This complication with the fitting of 5(A) to the experimental data will preclde us
from the demonstrating the solution process for the multiband case. We will illustrate the
solution of the inverse problem only for the one band case of (5.1), (5.2).
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5.3

The numerical solution procedure and an example

The solution of the inverse problem for system (5.1), (5.2) is represented as a three step
scheme defined by equations (5.9), (5.8), (5.10) accordingly. In the first step (5.9) the
function F(x) is calculated from the scattering data using the standard Fourier transform.
This procedure along with the differentiation of K(x, y) in the last step, do not represent
a computational difficulty, the methods to perform such operations are known and well
studied [48].
That is why, we shall mainly focus our attention on the numerical method for the solution of the Marchenko integral equation (5.8). Although, the solution scheme (5.9), (5.8),
(5.10) has been know for five decades, the generally applicable and reliable numerical methods have been developed only recently [148], [32], [108], [26], [27]. This may be attributed
to the lack of a sufficiently complete algorithm for the calculation of matrix S(x) from the
experimental data, mentioned above.
For a numerical solution of the Marchenko equation (5.8), authors [129], [148], [32], [27]
used several modifications of the numerical method, which in general can be described as
follows: select a grid on R 2 , associated with some quadrature formula sufficient to approximate the integral in (5.8), and then collocate the solution matrix K(x,y)

on the selected

grid and discretize (5.8) by the quadrature; after that solve the resulting linear system and
recover the solution via approximation. Clearly, different quadrature formulas lead to the
different linear systems and consequently error estimates. It is well known that the common
Gaussian and Fejer quadrature rules, based on the zeros of orthogonal polynomials, are not
an effective choice for the unbounded intervals of integration like in (5.8). To improve the
quality of quadrature we need to analyze the analytical properties of the integrand in the
domain of integration and its extension to the complex plane C
This analyticity information is available a priori for the matrix 5(A) and therefore for
F(x) [53] (recall that S(x) is a holomorphic function in C with possible poles at Afc related
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to boundstates, see Section 5.2) . Using the analytical information and some additional
assumptions we have selected a nearly optimal quadrature formula [25] based on a Sineintegration [156].
We would like to briefly summarize necessary facts from the Sine methods theory [156],
[109].
Sine approximation in the space La^(V)

[156] of exponentially decreasing functions on

the interval F, is defined in the following way. Let N denote a positive integer, and let
integers M, and m, and an operator Vm be defined as

M = [pN/a],
Vm(u)

m = M + N + l,

= (U(Z-M),

u(zN))T,

•••,

where [•] denotes the greatest integer function, where u is an arbitrary function defined
on T, and where T denotes the transpose, parameters a and @ characterizes the speed of
exponential decrease for the functions from La^{V).

In most cases it is convenient to set

M = N. We will also need the following definitions

sinc(z) = ^

,

h = (^)1'2

,

UJ = S(x,j) = sine (Zj&)
eN = NWe-W)1",

,

Zj

= ^{jh),

j e Z

j = - M , . . . , N,

wm = ( W _ M , . . . ,

(5-12)

uN),

where <p(x) denotes the one-to-one transformation of T in to (—00,00). For given vector
c= {c-M,

•••, cN)T, set
N
j=-M

with Uj defined as in (5.12). We shall also define a norm by
| | / | | = sup |/(x)|,
xev
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and throughout this section C will denote a generic constant, independent of N.
Quadratures based on transformation </?(x) and the approximation by sine-functions
provides the following exponential convergence rate [156].

Theorem 11 If f/ip' £ La^(V),

then

0

f(x)dx-h{Vm(l/V')}T(Vmf) <CeN.

J

In the present notation the spaces La^(T>) denote the spaces of analytic i n D D F functions
f(x) such that ||/(</?(:c))|| decreases exponentially when x goes toward the endpoints of Y .
To approximate the integral from (5.8) we need to set
ip(x) = ex,

(p(x) — ip{x)~l

=

m x

( )i

here the function <p(x) : (0, oo) -—t (—00,00), h « \/~fi+iNow we can proceed with the approximation procedure. To begin with let us define on
(0,oo) x (0,oo) a mesh (XJ,J/J) by
(.xuyj) = (ip(ih),ip(jh)),

i,j =

-N,...,N.

The unknown matrix function K(x, y) is sought in the form
K(x,y)=

N

N

^2

Yl

K x

( i'Vj)S(iP(x)>i)S(lP(y)'J)-

i=-Nj=-N

The integral in the left hand side of the main equation (5.8) is calculated by the appropriate
Sine quadrature, i.e. after transformation
00

f K(x,t)F(y

L

N

+ t)dt « J2

l

N

4-PF((f(ih)

+

=~

where <5;_j are constants defined by
5\~1] = i +

f sinc(t)dt.
0
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V>(lh)))K(xi,yj)<f/(lh),

Collocation of the solution on the grid (x{,yj) yields the subsequent solving procedure
[156]:
• Assemble the matrices:

(-1)

<PM*nxM*n = diag(P_jv, • • • PN),

N

Pi = S\_i 'Fjtlip'(lh)

where Fjj = F((<p(nh) + <p(lh))), diag(-) is a square diagonal matrix, M = 2N + 1.

• Solve the discretized analogue of the main equation
T + (I + h<p)K = 0,
K

= -(i + M _ 1 r,

where K is a M 2 x n matrix of unknowns K(xi, yj) defined similarly to T.
Recall that due to the necessary conditions on the potential and scattering data

V(x),S(\),K(x,y)eL2(Mnxn),
we additionally suppose that K(x, t) allows an analytic extension in the strip D^ — {x +
iy\ x G R, y G [—d, d]}, further assume that the unitary matrix 5(A) G Hol(dd) is moderately
oscillating, i.e. the Fourier transform Fs(t) is exponentially decreasing
\Fs(t)\ < Ce~a\

t > 0, for some C,a > 0.

Then the numerical solution Kapr converges to K exponentially [156]

\K{x,y)-Kapr{x,y)\<N^e-^N^\
with d, P independent on N.
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Example 2 Let the scattering data 5(A), Mk, A| be defined as

we are considering the scalar case n = 1,OT(/Jone bound state with the energy — 1.
Hence for t G [0, oo)
1

6 i A

C X N

6

1 2

1 - 5(A) = - —
— +—1 + iA
( A-- -i )—
( A—
- 2—
i ) = - iX
7 + 2'
f -6e~* + 12e~ 2t , t > 0
Fs(t)={

2t

F(i) = 12e" ,

-t <0.

[ 0,

AiZ t/ie necessary conditions for 5(A) to 6e a scattering data are fulfilled [7]. Solving the
fundamental equation
12e -2(x+y) + K

^

y ) + 1 2 e -2y

/" R ^

Q e~2tdt = 0,

x
we find that
I2e-2(x+v)
(*> y) = ~ ! + 3 e -4x •

K

thus
96e _ 4 £ C

d

tfie real and imaginary parts ofS(X) and the potential V(x) recovered analytically are plotted
in Figure 5.1.
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- 1 — • — i — • — i — • — r ~

3

4

5

6

-1<H

Figure 5.1: The real (green) and imaginary (red) parts of 5(A), and the recovered analytically potential V(x)

We also calculate the approximate solution Kappr(x,y)

to the integral kernel

K(x,x)

and the potential Vappr(x) via the numerical scheme presented in this section. The norm
error estimates presented in Table 5.1 confirm the predicted exponential behavior.
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-0.02H

-0.04H

-0.06H'

Figure 5.2: The typical shape of the error function EK{X) for the given scattering data
(5.13), the norm estimates are given in Table 5.1

N; max Ex(xi)
2

0.14312

sup En (x)
xe(o,oo)
1.455

4

0.03635

8
16

i

m.axEv(xi)
i

sup Ev{x)
ze(o,oo)

3.84342

4.176

0.396

2.91083

3.262

0.43e-4

0.067

0.04923

0.156

0.18e-6

0.59e-4

0.11e-3

0.021

Table 5.1: Behavior of the error,
\V(x)
~Vappr(x)\

EK{X)

=

\K(x,x)

- Kappr(x, x)\,

Ev(x)

=

The expressions of the transmission matrix S(X) and the function F(x) demonstrate that the
assumed exponential decrease for the function F(x) is not something exceptional. Similar
characteristics of F(x) would be received if one considers a linear combination of rational
and trigonometric functions instead of rational S(x). It is a consequence of the properties
of the Fourier transform [17].
Unfortunately we can not illustrate an application of the numerical scheme described
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here to the multiband form of (5.1). The reason for that is simple, as we highlight in the text,
there is no general procedure how to approximate the matrix S(x) from the experimental
data. The creation of such a procedure would bring the application of inverse problems to
the QD heterostructures on a new level. It is certainly an interesting and highly anticipated
topic for the future research.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and t h e future work

In this thesis we studied the envelope function approximations for the modeling of charge
carriers in the realistic QD heterostructures. We presented the full, mathematically rigorous, physically consistent approach to the derivation of such approximations. Firstly,
we considered a reduction of the corresponding general model to the bulk material case,
where it coincides with the classical k • p approximation. We went through all stages of the
derivation procedure in this reduced-to-the-bulk case, using as a basis the mathematical
foundations of quantum mechanics. In Chapter 2 we studied the physical properties of the
multiband Schrodinger equation for a system of charge carriers in the arbitrary potential
filed. The main physical properties of this basic system were associated with the mathematical implication of the axiomatic quantum mechanical approach. We summarized main
mathematical properties of the solutions to the eigenvalue problem associated with the
Schrodinger operator for charge carriers in the proper self-adjoint form. This rigorous formulation allowed us to revise the basic mathematical properties of the k • p approximation
derived from the Schrodinger equation in two forms: the momentum matrix representation
and the coordinate differential representation. Using the coordinate representation and the
perturbation theory, in Sections 2.3.3 - 2.3.4, we derived three widely used k • p approximations: Kane 8 x 8 model [84], 6 x 6 Luttinger-Kohn model [110] and the 6 x 6 bandstructure
approximation for Wurtzite materials [22]. The careful examination of the properties of the
mentioned three multiband models in Section 2.4 unveiled that the crucial ellipticity conditions, inherited from the original Schrodinger equation, depends on the linear combination
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of the material parameters. The real values of such material parameters for the majority
of physically important bulk materials lead to a violation of the ellipticity conditions. It is
the main theoretical result of the thesis.
The subsequent analysis has shown that the reason for such a violation is related to
the perturbation parts of the Hamiltonians describing the influence of the out of basis
set corrections. In Section 2.5, we used this information to readjust the weight of the
perturbative corrections, material-wise, and reestablish ellipticity.

It restored the main

mathematical properties of the models and prove the absence of spurious solutions, which
have been detected for such k • p models during the last two decades [166], [67], [103].
The next step in the establishment of the envelope function approximation for the
QD heterostructures was the following. In Section 3.3 we exploited available in the literature possibilities to extend the properly stated k • p models for the bulk case to the
QD heterostructures based on the pyramidal quantum dot with wetting layer described
in Section 3.1. As it turns out the main obstacle on the way of such an extension is
a self-adjointness property for the multiband Hamiltonian, considered on the entire QD
heterostructure. This property is closely connected to the interface and the boundary conditions for the heterostructure. Under the physically natural assumption of zero boundary
condition and continuity conditions on the interface of the QD heterostructure, the model
will be symmetric in the partial differential operator sense. Such models will satisfy the
current conservation property in the general operator form. The latter fact allowed us to
use the extended version of 6 x 6 Hamiltonian to study the properties of AIN/GaN QD heterostructures. The result of simulation and comparisons with similar works are presented in
Section 3.4, where we additionally provide the proof for the presence of spurious solutions
for nonelliptic 6 x 6 Hamiltonians.
Chapter 4 was devoted to the computation details related to such simulation. In this
chapter we presented the parallel computational framework based on the simultaneous usage
of COMSOL finite element package and the sparse parallel linear eigenvalue solve (SLEPc).
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In order to combine these two software tools in the solid framework we wrote a data exchange routines as well as the solution helper routines in COMSOL and SLEPc. This is
also original part of the thesis. The framework is fairly general and may be used for any
other eigenvalue based models in COMSOL. Moreover in the same chapter we shared our
experience regarding the usage of SLEPc solver in the application area of QD heterostructures.
In Chapter 5 we atacked the bandstructure modeling problem from a different point
of view. Here we studied the inverse problem of the multiband bandstructure modeling
for the QD heterostructures in the 1-D case. We stated the theoretical method for the
solution of the considered inverse problem, following the classical Agranovich-Marchenko
approach. We further proposed the computation technique for the key component of the
solution scheme and illustrated the solution process on an example.
In many situations our discoveries raised additional questions that we would like to
mention here. The most interesting and perspective in our opinion, is the question regarding
the extension of the ellipticity analysis performed for the 6 x 6 and 8 x 8 Hamiltonians, to
the perturbation free 14 x 14 cases. The theory stated here predicts that in the absence
of the perturbative corrections from out-of-basis states the resulting Hamiltonian must be
elliptic as a projection of an elliptic differential operator. A confirmation of these predictions
would help to overcome the fitting problem considered in Section 2.5 and recover the original
physical meaning of material parameters.
Another interesting question is related to the rigorous formulation of the envelope function model for the QD heterostructure case. Here we considered the zero boundary conditions case only and highlighted the general scheme for such a formulation. The non zero
boundary conditions on the wetting layer and related reformulations of interface conditions
based on the self-adjointness are especially important from the physical point of view. The
general mathematical apparatus is available in the literature, while the applications to the
envelope function multiband models continue to remain for the future work.
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Taking into account the tendency in the QD modeling and the increasing influence of
interface discontinuities on the coupled bandstructure models, in our opinion it would be
interesting to examine the nonlinear bandstructure models [116], [169] using the adjusted
version of the approach described here for the linear Hamiltonians.
The computational framework described for the solution of eigenvalue problems can be
extended to solve a linear equations appearing in the supplementary piezoelastic calculation.
This will be extremely important for the simulations in the array of QD's or superlattices.
The inverse problem approach has an extraordinary potential for applications. However
the lack of reliable scattering data precludes us from the direct application of the considered
numerical scheme to the real QD heterostructures. The solution to the scattering matrix
fitting problem will definitely be a excellent goal to achieve in this direction.
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